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SrI pArthsArati perumAl - tiruallikENi

FOREWORD BY THE EDITOR
'SrI nrsimha seva rasikan'
Oppiliappan koil SrI VaradAcAri SaThakopan

INTRODUCTION TO THE SECOND HEXTAD (CHAPTERS 7-12)
In the second hextad, the bhakti tattvam (doctrine) is elaborated in detail. The
subject matter of Bhakti yoga as the direct means of attaining ParamAtman is
covered extensively. The divine mystery and majesty of the Lord, which is
described not only as a Supreme Being known for His mystery and majesty but
also as a God of Love, for whom the devotee is very dear. The Lord declares
here that no devotee of Him will ever perish. The four kinds of devotees
seeking Him for different purposes are identified as Arta (the one who seeks
relief from his misery), jij~nAsu (the one in search of the Atman), arthArti
(One seeking material wealth) and j~nAni (the wise, knowing one). Lord points
out that among these four types of devotees, the j~nAni is the dearest to Him.
GItAcAryan considers the j~nAni as His very self. J~nAni recognizes his
servantship (Seshatvam) to the Lord, who is his Lord (Seshi). The Lord is every
thing (vAsudeva: sarvam iti) for the j~nAni. After hearing about the majesty
and mystery of the Lord, Arjuna expresses his eagerness to see

with the

cosmic form of the Lord with his physical eyes. Arjuna is blessed by the Lord
with the intuitive power to see the viSva rUpam and cosmic form of the Lord.
Arjuna is awe struck at the sight of the Cosmic form of the Lord, where the
past, present and future co-mingle as "a simultaneous, divisionless instant". He
learns from the Lord that it is He who does the creation, sustenance and
dissolution of all beings and that Arjuna is just an instrument in this vast task
of the Lord. A chastened Arjuna, who thought until then that he was doing the
fighting and hence he would be committing all kinds of sins by the killing his
1
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conducive towards the cultivation of Bhakti is elaborated. The Lord is

relatives and teachers in the battle field, seeks the Lord’s pardon and requests
Him to resume His gentle form to which he was accustomed. In the final
chapter of the second hextad, Lord instructs Arjuna about the Superiority of
Bhakti yoga over the Karma yoga.
Dr.S.M.S. Chari summarizes the larger themes of the individual chapters of the
second hextad this way:
Chapter 7: The Theory of ParamAtman (j~nAna-vij~nAna yoga)
Chapter 8: The theory of the meditation on the akshara-Brahman (aksharaBrahma yoga)
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Chapter9: The Theory of the Supreme Being and the nature of Bhakti yoga
(rAja-vidyA-rAja-guhya yoga)
Chapter 10: The theory of God and His glory (vibhUti yoga)
Chapter 11: The Vision of the Cosmic form of God (viSvarUpa darSana yoga)
Chapter 12: The unswerving meditation on God as the means for the supreme
goal (Bhakti yoga).
In the seventh chapter consisting of 30 slokams, GItAcAryan teaches
according to Swamy AlavantAr the precise knowledge of Himself, His
tirodAnam (concealment) by the prakrti, the means to overcome that prakrti by
surrendering to Him, the different types of devotees who seek Him and the
superiority of the j~nAni (the man of wisdom) among all classes of His
devotees.
In the eighth chapter, the mode of meditations by the four kinds of devotees
and the way in which they remember ParamAtman at the time of their
departure form this earth are described. The two paths by which they depart
(arcirAdi mArgam and dUmra mArgam) are referred to at the end of this
chapter.

2

In the ninth chapter, the twin topics are the description of the greatness of
ParamAtman (Supreme Soul) and the nature of bhakti yoga to attain the
ParamAtman. Lord relates His own eminence (sva-mahAtmyam) and His
retention of divinity even during His incarnations (manushyatve paratvam). Rest
of the adhyAyam deals with the excellence of j~nAnis, who seek the Lord alone
and the discipline of bhakti.
In the tenth chapter entitled vibhUti yoga , the ananta kalyAna guNams and the
glory of the Lord are described at great length. The Lord’s supreme control
over every thing is extolled to create and grow bhakti in the minds of devotees.
In the 8th slokam of this tenth chapter, the Lord reveals: "I am the origin of all
and from Me proceeds every thing. Knowing this, the wise worship me with all
devotion". In the 42nd slokam, the Lord explains the supreme nature of His
a fraction of My power".
The eleventh chapter (viSvarUpa darSana yoga), Lord blesses Arjuna with the
divine/spiritual eye to experience the immediate vision of His Cosmic form.
Arjuna sees in that cosmic form the entire Universe with its multifold divisions
held together in one single spot. Arjuna is awe-struck and recognizes that his
friend, KrshNa is that Supreme Reality, eulogizes Him and begs the Lord to
resume His non-frightening form. In addition to covering mostly the Cosmic
form of the Lord and its greatness, this chapter instructs Arjuna that Bhakti
yoga is the direct means to attain the Lord.
In the 12th and final chapter of the second hextad, the superiority of bhakti
yogam (bhakte: SraishThyam) and the means to bhakti (upAyokti) to attain the
Lord are described. The directions are given to practice bhakti yoga by one who
is unable to meditate on the self (asaktasya-Atma nishThA). Three other items
are also covered:


the qualities to be acquired by a bhakti yogi/slokams 13-19,



the modes of sAdana to be practiced and
3
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vibhUti: "I remain sustaining this universe (of both sentient and insentient) by



the supreme love of the Lord for His devotees.

The second hextad thus concludes that bhakti yoga serves as the direct means
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for attaining ParamAtman.
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CHAPTER 7
J~NANAVIJ~NANA YOGA - KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

For Vol. 1 (Chapters 1 to 6), please see Sri Hayagrivan series e-book # 57 at
http://www.srihayagrivan.org/html/ebook057.htm

As the first six chapters highlighted the karma yoga, the next six chapters
elucidate bhakti yoga while the last six are about j~nAna yoga. Hence the three
shaDga-s of the Gita consisting of six chapters each is also considered to be
the highlights of karma, bhakti and j~nAna yogAs respectively, though all the
three are found throughout the Gita in all the eighteen chapters.

SLOKAM 1
ïIÉgvanuvac
mYyas´mna> pawR yaeg< yuÃNmdaïy>,
As<zy< sm¢< ma< ywa }aSyis tCD&[u.
SrI bhagavAn uvAca
mayi AsaktamanA: pArtha yogam yunjan madASraya: |
asamSayam samagram mAm yathA j~nAsyasi tat SrNu ||
7
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INTRODUCTION:

Meaning:
The Lord said Oh Arjuna, listen how you can know Me without doubt with your mind engrossed
in Me and striving for yoga totally dependent on Me.
Comments:
mayi AsaktamanA: refers to one who has withdrawn his mind from all sensual
experiences and fixed it only on the Lord.
madASraya: is the one who has become totally dependant on the Lord Himself
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for his salvation. That is, he follows only the bhakti marga of total surrender.
yogam yunjan here means the contemplation of the Lord at all times with
devotion.

8

SLOKAM 2
}an< te=h< siv}animd< vúyaMyze;t>,
yJ}aTva neh ÉUyae=NyJ}atVymviz:yte.
j~nAnam te aham savij~nAnam idam vakshyAmi aSeshata: |
yat j~nAtvA na iha bhUyo anyat j~nAtavyam avaSishyate ||
Meaning:
I will tell you about the knowledge along with its experience, once grasping

Comments:
J~nAna is the knowledge of reality and vij~nAna is the comprehension of the
whole Universe as nothing but the Lord. This outlook has been emphasized
already in the foregoing chapters as 'janma karma ca me divyam evam yo vetti
tattvata:'

(Ch.4.9),

and

'yo

mAm

paSyati

sarvatra

sarvam

ca

mayi

paSyati' (Ch.6.30).
The foremost among yogis has been described in the sixth adhyAya as the one
who worships the Lord as his inner self with full faith KrshNa now elaborates
on the power and the glory of the Supreme self in the seventh and the next
three adhyAya-s before He manifests in His cosmic form to Arjuna. He says
that those whose mind is set on the Lord and practice meditation on Him come
to know the real nature of Him. When that knowledge dawns there is nothing
more to know. This has reference to the upanishadic statement 'yena aSrtam
Srtam bhavati amatam matam avij~nAtam vij~nAtam, (chAn.6-1-3), That
knowledge (about supreme self) through which what is unheard becomes heard,
what is unthought of, becomes thought of, what is unknown becomes known'.
This is the promissory statement which precedes the instruction on Brahman

9
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which nothing else needs to be known.

which ends with 'tattvamasi' that thou art.
The context of the above declaration of the Upanishad is as follows.
Svetaketu, the son of UddhAlaka AruNi, a sage, was sent to gurukula for
acquiring knowledge. When he returned he looked a bit arrogant of his learning
and his father asked him whether he has learnt all that is to be learned.
Svetaketu asked his father what he meant and he said the above sentence
'yena aSrtam….'. When the son told the father that he had not learnt it and
asked him to instruct it himself. UddhAlaka AruNi gave the upadesa which
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contained the mahA vAkya -'tattvamasi'.
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SLOKAM 3
mnu:ya[a< shöe;u kií*tit isÏye,
yttamip isÏana< kiíNma< veiÄ tÅvt>
manushyANAm sahareshu kaScit yatati siddhaye |
yatatAm api siddhAnAm kascit mAm vetti tattvata: ||
Meaning:
One in thousands of men only tries for getting this knowledge and of them only

Comments:
KrshNa begins by saying that this knowledge is very rare since there is one in
thousand who strives to acquire it among which only one comes to know the
reality as it is. Here the words 'kascit mAm vetti tattvata:, only one comes to
know Me, in truth' is to be taken to mean the Lord, Brahman of the Upanishads
and nArAyaNa, Who is KrshNa in reality whose identity only very few had the
insight to see.
The human life is rare to get as it is said that only after thousand births as
other beings one is born as a human. The human life is the only one in which one
can aspire for and attain salvation because the effort for yoga is possible on
earth only and not in other worlds which are either bhoga bhUmi like heaven
where one enjoys the fruits of merit acquired or yAtanA bhUmi like naraka
where one expiates the sins by suffering.
Among the humans only, it is rare to find one who aspires for salvation because
all fall prey for the sensual pleasures and engage in desire motivated activities.
Even those who are virtuous they only try to accumulate merit by good deeds

11
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one perhaps knows Me as I am.

and austerities for the fruit of better life here or hereafter. But even among
those who strive for yoga, KrshNa says that one among them only achieves what
he aspire for because there are many a slip between the cup and the lip till the
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last stage.
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SLOKAM 4
ÉUimrapae=nlae vayu> o< mnae buiÏrev c,
Ah<kar #tIy< me iÉÚa àk«itròxa.
bhUmi: Apa: anala: vAyu: kham mano buddhi: eva ca |
ahamkAra iti iyam me bhinnA prkrti: ashTadhA ||
Meaning:
My nature is manifest as eightfold prkrti, namely, earth, water, fire, wind,
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space, mind, intellect and ego.
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SLOKAM 5
ApreyimtSTvNya< àk«it< iviÏ me pram!,
jIvÉUta< mhabahae yyed< xayRte jgt!.
aparA iyam ita: tu anyAm prakrtim viddhi me parAm |
jIvabhUtAm mahAbAho yayA idam dhAryate jagat ||
Meaning:
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My higher prakrti is different from this lower prakrti and it is the inner self by
which all this is sustained.

14

SLOKAM 6
@t*aenIin ÉUtain svaR[ITyupxary,
Ah< k«TõSy jgt> àÉv> àlyStwa.
etadyonIni bhUtAni sarvANi iti upadhAraya |
aham krtsnasya jagata: prabhava: pralaya: tathA ||
Meaning:
Know that these two are the source of all beings. I am the origin and the end of

Comments:
Then KrshNa starts elaborating on His nature as Brahman transcendent and
immanent. The Unmanifest Brahman becomes manifest as stated in the
Upanishad –

sdev saEMyedm¢ AasIdekmevaiÖtIy< ------ tdE]t b÷ Sya< àjayey
sadeva saumya idam agra AsIt ekameva advitIyam……
tadaikshata bahu syAm prajAyeya' (chAn. Up 6.2.1-3),
that there was only 'sat' Brahman in the beginning, one only, without a second
and it willed to become many. So KrshNa says my nature, that is, the divine
manifestation into Universe is eightfold, 'me bhinnA prakrti: ashTadhA'. The
manifest nature consisting of earth, water, fire, air and the space along with
mind and intellect, is the lower nature, aparA prakrti. Here the elements
mentioned do not denote the gross form but the subtle elements, tanmAtrAs
and the mind and intellect likewise denote their cause, the ahamkAra, which is
the effect of mahat, the first evolute of prakrti.
15
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the whole Universe.

"Apart from this lower prakrti", says the Lord "is My higher nature". The
higher self, the essential nature by which the Universe is supported. The
lower nature is the field or kshetra, elucidated in a later adhyAya while the
higher nature is the kshetraj~na, the knower of the field, knowing which
nothing else need be known as all beings originate from and dissolve into it.'

ytae va #main ÉUtain jayNte, yen jatain jIviNt,
yTàyNTyiÉs<ivziNt, tiÖij}asSv, tÓ+ü,
yato vA imAni bhUtAni jAyante | yena jAtAni jIvanti |
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yatprayantya abhisamviSanti | tadvijij~nAsasva | tadbrahma
--(taitt-III-1-1)
know that to be Brahman from whom all beings originate, by whom they are
sustained and into which they merge back.
Therefore, says the Lord,'aham krtsnasya jagata: prabhava: pralaya: tathA, I
am the source of the world and into Me they enter in dissolution'.
The evolution of prakrti as detailed by the school of sankhya deserves mention
here.
The evolutes of Prakrti are as follows.
Prakrti or the primordial matter is constituted of three guNa-s, sattva, rajas
and tamas. When the guNa-s are in equilibrium there is no evolution and no
creation. When the guNa-s start combining influenced by the presence of
purusha, the sentient soul, the evolution starts. First evolute of prakrti is
mahat or buddhi, which in its turn gives rise to ahankAra, which is of three
kinds according to the three guNa-s, sAtvik, rAjasik and tAmasik. The sAtvik
ahankAra gives rise to the ten subtle indriyAs and manas. The gross indriyAs

16

evolve from subtle indriyAs. From the tAmasik ahankAra the tanmAtrAs of
sound, touch, form, taste and smell emerge. From the tanmAtrAs which are
subtle elements, the gross elements of AkASa, vAyu, fire, water and earth
evolve.
This manifest prakrti is termed as lower prakrti here. The higher prakrti is of
the Lord Himself, which KrshNa elaborates in the subsequent slokAs. sarvam
khalu idam brahma tajjalAn, says the Upanishad, meaning all this is Brahman,
because of creation, sustenance and annihilation are by Brahman. This is the
transcendence and the declaration ayam AtmA brahma denotes the immanence
of Brahman. These aspects are elaborated in this chapter.

sadagopan.org
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“There is none higher than SrIman nArAyaNa!”
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SLOKAM 7
mÄ> prtr< naNyiTkiÂdiSt xnÃy,
miy svRimd< àaet< sUÇe mi[g[a #v.
matta: parataram na anyat kincit asti dhananjaya |
mayi sarvam idam protam sUtre maNigaNA iva ||
Meaning:
There is nothing higher than Me, Arjuna (dhananjaya), all this is strung in Me

Comments:
Since He is the cause of everything, from which all beings came about, there is
nothing higher or beyond. The upanishadic statement 'sadeva saumya idamagra
AsIt ekam eva advitIyam' (chAnd.Up 6-2-1), denotes that Brahman is both the
material and efficient cause of the world, because of the worlds' one only,
without a second'. All beings are supported by Brahman like the string that
supports the beads strung on it. Since He alone is the cause of the world all
beings and the entire world is strung, woven or held together as a cloth by
the threads or by the string which holds the cluster of gems together. In
BrahadAraNyaka Upanishad, Yaj~navAlkya is asked by gArgi that by which all
these beings are pervaded like the warp and woof of a cloth and He replies that
it is Brahman.
But the analogy of beads strung in a thread is to be understood properly. The
thread is different from the beads and it performs the function of holding
them together only. But the Lord is both the thread and the beads, that is,
transcendent and immanent. The beads represent the names and forms of the
beings, sentient and insentient and the string that goes through is the inner

19
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like the beads in a thread.

self of all, Brahman. But the names an forms are not different from Brahman as
the pots of different shapes are not different from the mud, which is the basis
of them all. The upanishadic declaration is that the warp and woof of a cloth
which pervades throughout is the Brahman. As the threads give shape and
colour to the cloth the Lord enters into all beings to give them name and form.
anena AtmanA anupraviSya nAmarUpe vyAkaravANi (chAndogya Upanishad
6.3.2) meaning, "I will enter into these as the self and give them name and
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form". This can be understood better by the subsequent slokAs.
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SLOKAM 8
rsae=hmPsu kaENtey àÉaiSm zizsUyRyae>,
à[v> svRvede;u zBd> oe paEé;< n&;u.
raso aham apsu kaunteya prabhA asmi SaSi sUryayo: |
praNava: sarva vedeshu Sabda: khe paurusham nrshu ||
Meaning:
I am the taste in water, Oh son of Kunti, the light of the moon and the sun, the

Comments:
Next KrshNa explains the traits by which the Lord is distinguished in the world
which is woven on Him, that is, how can one understand that He supports
everything through perception and inference? KrshNa says that He is the
taste, the essence of water, the light in sun and the moon, He is the praNava,
the source of all the VedAs and the sound which is the essence of AkASa
and the manhood in men.

21
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praNava of all the VedAs, the sound in the space and manliness in men.

SLOKAM 9
pu{yae gNx> p&iwVya< c tejíaiSm ivÉavsaE,
jIvn< svRÉUte;u tpíaiSm tpiSv;u.
puNyo gandha: prthivyAm ca teja: ca asmi vibhAvasau |
jIvanam sarvabhUteshu tapa: ca asmi tapasvishu ||
Meaning;
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I am the pure smell of the earth, luminosity of fire. I am the life of all beings
and the austerity of the austere.
Comments:
The five elements have one quality peculiar to them besides others. The earth
has smell as its essential quality that distinguishes it from others, water has
taste, fire has form denoted by its brilliance, air has touch and space has
sound.
This is explained as follows. The space is evolved from the Sabda tanmAtra and
has only sound as its quality as sound needs space to travel. To this the sparSa
tanmAtra (touch) is added and the gross element of air is evolved. Hence the
special quality of air is touch. Air combining with tejas tanmAtra, produces fire
which has al the three qualities but tejas is its special quality. When tejas with
rasatanmAtra (taste) the gross element of water evolves. Hence the essence of
water is taste. Finally the earth is evolved by combining water with gandha
tanmAtra, which is its essential quality.
It is said puNyo gandha: here because the earth has only good smell and the
other kinds of smell arises by impurities that contaminates it.

22

SLOKAM 10
bIj< ma< svRÉUtana< iviÏ pawR snatnm!,
buiÏbuRiÏmtamiSm tejStejiSvnamhm!.
bIjam mAm sarvabhUtAnAm viddhi pArtha sanAtanam |
buddhi: buddhimatAm asmi teja: tejasvinAm aham ||
Meaning:
I am the eternal seed of all beings, Oh pArtha, the intellect of the intelligent,

Comments:
KrshNa gives more examples as a teacher does to illustrate a point well. In
short, the Lord is the essence of everything, the dharma, without which
anything ceases to be what it is. The light is the dharma of fire, without which
it cannot be called so. Similarly it is so in all the examples given. The word
dharma actually means the essential nature of a thing or an activity.

23
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splendour of the splendid.

SLOKAM 11
bl< blvta< cah< kamragivvijRtm!,
xmaRivéÏae ÉUte;u kamae=iSm Ért;RÉ.
balam balavatAm ca aham kAma rAga vivarjitam |
dharma aviruddho bhUteshu kAmo asmi bharatarshabha ||
Meaning:
I am the might of the mighty, devoid of desire and attachment, and the desire
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unopposed to dharma, oh the bull among kurus.
Comments:
When KrshNa says that the Lord is the strength of the strong he qualifies it
with the adjective kAma rAga vivarjitam, without desire and attachment. The
real strength is that which comes out of moral courage and not the one which is
shown by bullying. It is like the strength of Rama which is divine as that
mentioned here as against that of RavaNa, induced by desire and attachment.
Desire is the wish to acquire something and attachment is the reluctance to let
it go.
Similarly the word ‘kAma’ is qualified by dharma aviruddha:, desire not opposed
to dharma. The four purusharthAs, namely dharma, artha, kAma and moksha are
sanctioned in the SAstrAs but artha and kAma should be in accordance with
dharma so that they lead one to moksha finally. It means that earning wealth,
artha or satisfying desire, kAma, is not forbidden but the wealth must be
earned following dharma and the desires should be in accordance with dharma,
with the final goal in mind, namely moksha. In other words, wealth must be
earned in order to utilize it for dhArmik purpose and the desire must be to for
things which are conducive to the activities of dharma. Then the mind becoming
free from attachment it progresses towards the path to moksha.
24

SLOKAM 12
ye cEv saiÅvka Éava rajsaStamsaí ye,
mÄ @veit taiNviÏ n Tvh< te;u te miy.
ye ca eva sAttvikA bhAvA: rAjasA: tAmasA: ca ye |
matta eva iti tAn viddhi na tu aham teshu te mayi ||
Meaning:
All the beings sentient and insentient, constituted of the three guNa-s, sprung

Comments:
KrshNa sums up the description of the nature of Brahman. "All the beings
constituted of the three guNa-s are from Me, but I am not in them, they are in
Me," says the Lord. Brahman is all pervading and hence He is in all things and
they are in Him as the AkASa is in all and all are in it. But the statement 'I am
not in them', seems to be a little bit confusing. Actually it is not so. It only
means that Brahman is not conditioned by the qualities like the individual self in
transmigration. AkASa is in everything but is not contaminated by them and
pervades everything so that everything is in it. Just because it pervades all it
cannot be said that the AKASa is in them. Similarly Brahman pervades all so
that they are in Him but He is not in them in the worldly sense of the term. The
space outside the pot and the space inside is the same. But it is not correct to
say that the space is inside the pot because the pot is in space and not vice
versa. But ghaTAKASa nevertheless exists though not different from
mahAkASa, the space outside. Hence in this sense the Lord says that He is not
in them but they are in Him.
The rope is misunderstood as a snake due to ignorance of its real nature

25
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from Me only. I am not in them but they are in Me.

created by dim light. This is the mAyA. The snake is in the rope because
without the rope the snake cannot exist. But the rope is not in the snake as
when the rope is seen snake is no more seen. To take another example, the
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waves are in the ocean but the ocean is not in the waves.
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SLOKAM 13
iÇiÉguR[myEÉaRvEreiÉ> svRimd< jgt!,
maeiht< naiÉjanait mame_y> prmVyym!.
tribhi: guNamayai: bhAvai: ebhi: sarvam idam jagat |
mohitam na abhijAnAti mAm ebhya: param avyayam ||
Meaning:
The whole universe is pervaded by the three guNa-s. Those who are deluded do

Comments:
All that which is non-self is constituted by the three guNa-s of prakrti and the
evolutes of prakrti. The individual self gets deluded into believing that the
world is the reality without understanding that there is the absolute reality
apart from all this, the higher and the immutable. This delusion is created by
the wrong identification of one self with the body, mind and intellect due to ego
which is the product of ignorance which creates the delusion.
The reaction to the sensations are due to the three guNa-s and the deluded
one believes that he is the agent of action instead of knowing that the guNa-s
inside are reacting with the guNa-s outside. This was explained in the third
chapter (slokAs 27 to 29). When you see the rope snake is no more and when
you know the ocean, you see that the waves are nothing but the ocean. The idea
in the above sloka can be very well understood by the Tamil saying from the
tirumandiram of TirumUlar. It is as follows:
மரத்ைத மைறத்த

மாமதயாைன

மரத்தில் மைறந்த

மாமதயாைன
27
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not understand Me to be different form them.

பரத்ைத மைறத்த

பார்

தல்

தம்

பரத்ைத மைறந்த

பார்

தல்

தேம.

marattai maRaittadu mAmadayAnai
marattil maRaindadu mAmadayAnai
parattai maRaittadu pAr mudal bhUtam
parattai maRaindadu pAr mudal bhUtamE
An elephant is made of wood and who sees it as the elephant, perhaps a child,
does not see the wood and who sees only the wood, perhaps a carpenter, does
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not see the elephant. So it is said above that the elephant concealed the wood
and vice versa. Similarly the world of five elements concealed the Brahman and
vice versa. When one sees the world it is real for him and he does not see that
all is nothing but Brahman, but to the one who has the knowledge, 'sarvam khalu
idam brahma', he sees only Brahman everywhere.
Then who can get rid of this delusion? This is answered in the next sloka.
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SLOKAM 14
dEvI ýe;a gu[myI mm maya ÊrTyya,
mamev ye àp*Nte mayameta< triNt te.
daivI hi eshA guNa mayI mama mAyA duratyayA |
mAm eva ye prapadyante mAyAm etAm taranti te ||
Meaning:
This divine delusion formed by the guNa-s created by Me is difficult to cross

Comments:
This delusion born out of ignorance is mama mAyA says KrshNa, meaning that
till one has the right perception the reality is hidden from him by the Lord
Himself in the form of mAyA because as long as the ego causes identification
with the body, mind and intellect, the reality cannot be understood. The Lord
removes the delusion only of those who resort to Him. He says mAm eva,
meaning "Me alone" which denotes ananyabhakti. This is not partiality on the
part of The Lord. Those who surrender to Him with unflinching devotion to Him
alone give up attachment to the world and purify their mind of all sins through
devotion. To them naturally the mAyA is removed like the darkness is gone
when the sun rises as mentioned in the sloka 'teshAm Adityavat j~nAnam
prakASayati tat param' (Chapter 5.16).
Then why not everybody resort to the Lord and get rid of their mAyA? The
answer is given in the next sloka.
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and those who resort to Me alone are able to cross over.

SLOKAM 15
n ma< Ê:k«itnae mUFa> àp*Nte nraxma>,
mayyapùt}ana Aasur< Éavmaiïta>.
na mAm dushkrtino mUDhA: prapadyante nara adhamA: |
mAyayA apahrta j~nAnA: Asuram bhAvam ASritA: ||
Meaning:
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Those who have committed sin, who are ignorant and the wicked do not resort
to Me. They have acquired the demonic nature with their wisdom being robbed
by the delusion.
Comments:
Those who are deluded by the mAyA seek sensual gratification and indulge in
sinful activities. They become wicked and they are fools in believing that the
pleasures of the worlds is real and everlasting

which goads them into

wickedness in order to satisfy their desires. Such men, says KrshNa will never
come to Me but acquire demonic nature which will take them lower and lower.
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SLOKAM 16
ctuivRxa ÉjNte ma< jna> suk«itnae=juRn,
AataeR ij}asurwaRwIR }anI c Ért;RÉ.
caturvidhA bajante mAm jana: sukrtino arjuna |
Arto jij~nAsu: arthArthI j~nAnI ca bharatarshabha ||
Meaning:
Four types of devotees of noble deeds worship Me, Oh Arjuna, best of
arthArthI, seeker for knowledge jij~nAsu and the man of wisdom j~nAnI',
Comments:
A man who believes in God prays for the fulfillment of his cherished objects of
the world, wealth or child and so on. When he gets them as a result of his
prayer his devotion is strengthened and develops into faith. If he has not
already acquired faith he will lose belief if his desire is not fulfilled. This is
why we often hear the cry 'I no more believe in God', from those who face
disappointments in life.
SugrIva and dhruva can be cited as examples of arthArthI type of devotees,
the former developed faith after the fulfillment of his desire while dhruva had
both faith and belief and became a j~nAni later, elevated to the status of
dhruva star.
The second kind of devotee who seeks God as his sole refuge when in distress
like Draupadi or Gajendra are ArtIs with staunch faith that He alone is their
saviour, which is termed as mahAviSvAsam, among the five requisites of
SaraNAgati. They do not seek Him for worldly pleasures but remain ardent
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BharatAs. 'the afflicted Arta:, the seeker after worldly possessions

devotees through out their life which alone will make them call out to Him in
earnest. In normal life we do not have that faith in God even though we have
belief in Him and therefore we suffer in consequence.
Here comes the importance of the word 'sukrtina:' which KrshNa uses to
describe the four kinds of devotees. To think of God and yearn for His mercy
requires pUrvajanmapuNya. There is a story to illustrate this.
A man who was a confirmed sinner was sitting on a tree and Lord Siva happened
to pass that way with Paarvati. Siva told Paarvati that the man is going to fall
from the tree and die since it is his fate. Paarvati, being the divine mother,
took pity on the man and said that they should save him to which Siva replied
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that it was his karma being a sinner to die such a death. When Paarvati
remonstrated with him Siva said that He will save the man if he cries out 'appa'
and she should save him if he says 'amma' when he falls. Paarvati was happy
without realising the real purport of Siva's words. The branch on which the man
was sitting broke and he fell down crying 'aiyo', because he did not have the
sukrti to call God's name at the time of death.
jij~nAsu is one who has pure devotion and does not seek the pleasures of life
nor is he worried about distress because the only thing that could cause pain to
him is being away from the Lord. Uddhava and to a certain extent Parikshit are
the examples of this kind of Bhakti. A jij~nAsu loves the Lord for his own sake
and seeks to acquire the j~nAna which the Lord Himself gives as in the case of
Uddhava or through someone as He did for Parikshit.
The last but not least is the j~nAni who has realised the truth about the Lord
like PrahlAda, nArada and other sages who were both bhaktAs.
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SLOKAM 17
te;a< }anI inTyyu´ @kÉi´ivRiz:yte,
iàyae ih }ainnae=TywRmh< s c mm iày>.
teshAm j~nAnI nityayukta: ekabhakti: viSishyate |
priyo hi j~nAnino atyartham aham sa ca mama priya: ||
Meaning:
Of these, j~nAni, the knower who is ever integrated and exclusively devoted,

Comments:
In this sloka, KrshNa give the definition of j~nAni. Bearing in mind that these
six chapters deal with bhakti yoga, the j~nAni is the one with ekabhakti. One
who has devotion only to the Lord without any other thought in his mind. He is
constantly contemplating on the Lord and His qualities am and actions,
nityayukta:. The word nityayukta is explained in chapter 9 as those who always
sing His praises, offer everything to Him and bow down to Him with devotion.
(Chap.9.14) This is ekabhakti.
He is dear to Me and I am dear to Him can be explained in the light of the next
sloka where the Lord says that the j~nAni is the Lord Himself. No one is dearer
than oneself. It also means that a true devotee, to whom the Lord is the
dearest, is also dear to Him because the Lord comes to us in whichever form or
relationship we deem Him to be. If one loves Him dearly he reciprocates and to
the one who shows enmity he also appears as the enemy. He is the inner self of
all and however we consider ourselves we behave like that only. Positive and
negative vibrations get reflected outside and come back to us in the same
manner.
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excels. " I am exceedingly dear to him and he to Me".

SLOKAM 18
%dara> svR @vEte }anI TvaTmEv me mtm!,
AaiSwt> s ih yu´aTma mamevanuÄma< gitm!.
udArA: sarva eva ete j~nAnI tu AtmA eva me matam |
Asthita: sa hi yuktAtmA mAm eva anuttamAm gatim ||
Meaning:
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All of them are noble but the j~nAni is not different from Me. Being united in
Me he attains the greatest status.
Comments:
Then are not the other three dear to the Lord? KrshNa clears this doubt by
saying 'udArA: sarva eva ete', all the four are praiseworthy but the j~nAni is
said to be the dearest in the sense that he is the very self of the Lord, that is,
non-different from Him.
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SLOKAM 19
bhUna< jNmnamNte }anvaNma< àp*te,
vasudev> svRimit s mhaTma suÊlRÉ>.
bahUnAm janmanAm ante j~nAnavAn mAm prapadyate |
vAsudeva: sarvam iti sa mahAtmA sudurlabha: ||
Meaning:
Only after several lives a j~nAni resorts to Me. The sage who considers that

Comments:
'The j~nAni is extolled because only after several births one becomes a j~nAni
and reaches Me', says KrshNa, and to find such a great soul to whom everything
is Vaasudeva is very difficult. Saint composers like Thyagaraja, Ramadas, Kabir
and the devotees like Gorakumbha, Meera and the like are examples of this
ekabhakti.
The Lord said in the beginning of the chapter that only one among thousands
tries for yoga and even among them a rare one alone knows the Lord as such,
and, as declared in the fourth chapter, 'janma karma ca me divyam',
(Chapter4.9) such a j~nAni is never born again. Hence this is the final stage to
be reached in yoga, which takes several births and the final birth is the one in
which he feels 'vAsudeva:sarvam iti'. KrshNa says that such a j~nAni is rare.
This does not mean that it is impossible to reach the state of a j~nAni as
otherwise no one will aspire for it. Salvation (mukti), is the birth right of a
human being but how many births it will take for him to attain it is known only
to the Lord because it depends on out accumulated karma and the intensity of
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vAsudeva is everything is very rare.

our effort. Here it is only meant that in any one particular time and age, it is
rare to get such j~nAnis. We know it only too well that Sankara, RamaNa,
RamaKrshNa, Ramanuja, Kabir, Thyagaraja etc., are not born often but only
rarely.
vAsudeva: sarvam iti is the attitude described in the sixth chapter as 'yo mAm
paSyati sarvatra sarvam ca mayi paSyati' (ch.6.30). In that chapter we also
find the sloka (sloka 31)

svRÉUtiSwt< yae ma< ÉjTyekTvmaiSwt>,
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svRwa vtRmanae=ip s yaegI miy vtRte.
sarvabhUtasthitam yo mAm bajati ekatvam Asthita: |
sarvathA vartamAno api sa yogI mayi vartate ||
that is, one who sees the Lord everywhere always abides in the Lord. This is the
idea expressed in the previous sloka as 'j~nAnI tu Atma eva me matam'. That
is, the j~nAni is non-different from Myself.
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SLOKAM 20
kamEStEStEùt
R }ana> àp*Nte=Nydevta>,
t< t< inymmaSway àk«Tya inyta> Svya.
kAmai: tai: tai: hrtaj~nAnA: prapadyante anyadevatA: |
tam tam niyamam AsthAya prakrtyA niyatA: svayA ||
Meaning:
Attracted by particular results people resort to other lesser deities, following

Comments:
Those who are deprived of this knowledge resort to other deities which means
that they propitiate the lesser gods to satisfy their desires. There are so many
disciplines laid out in the veda for fulfilling the desires like getting wealth,
progeny etc., by doing yaj~nAs or japAs on various deities which are all serve
the purpose of attaining the worldly success and prosperity or at the most to
go to heaven but not everlasting good and bliss But such finite results will come
to an end and the everlasting happiness can come only through the worship of
the supreme self, paramapurusha
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the respective disciplines ruled by their inherent nature.

SLOKAM 21
yae yae ya< ya< tnu< É´> ïÏyaicRtuimCDit,
tSy tSyacla< ïÏa< tamev ivdxaMyhm!.
yo yo yAm yAm tanum bhakta: SraddhayA arcitum icchati |
tasya tasya acalAm SraddhAm tAm eva vidadhAmi aham ||
Meaning:
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Whoever wish to worship whichever form with faith, I give them that
unswerving faith in that form.
Comments:
But KrshNa does not denounce such faiths and says that He only causes the
faith to grow for them who worship other deities. This is something like
approaching the lesser officials for minor wants instead of the head of the
government, while the power to grant the wishes are given to them only by the
head of state.
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SLOKAM 22
s tya ïÏya yu´StSyaraxnmIhte,
lÉte c tt> kamaNmyEv ivihtaiNh tan!.
sa tayA SraddhayA yukyta: tasya arAdhanam Ihate |
labhate ca tata: kAmAn mayA eva vihitAn hi tAn ||
Meaning:
With that staunch faith one worships that deity and gets the fruit of his

Comments:
As the Lord is the Supreme power, all results of desire is sanctioned only by
Him. The lesser deities have limited power vested with them by the Lord and
with His will they bestow the desired fruit of worshipping them.
The stress here is on faith. Even though the lesser deities meant here are the
devatAs like Indra, VaruNa etc who are worshipped with yaj~nAs and vratAs
for a specific purpose, if one worships God in any form with faith he will be able
to get his desire fulfilled. The Lord says in chapter 9 that whichever form one
worships he worships Me only. That is, God is one. 'eko deva: sarvabhUteshu
gUDha: sarva vyApI sarvabhUtAntarAtma', says the Upanishad (Sevta.Up 6.11).
There is only one God hidden in every being, all pervading and the inner self of
all. By propitiating other deities one gets the shower of grace through that
particular pipeline.
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desire, which is actually obtained from Me.

SLOKAM 23
ANtvÄu )l< te;a< tÑvTyLpmexsam!,
devaNdevyjae yaiNt mÑ´a yaiNt mamip.
antavat tu phalam teshAm tat bhavati alpamedhasAm |
devAn devayajo yAnti madbhaktA yAnti mAm api ||
Meaning:
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But the result of such acts of worship done by those of limited intellect is
transitory. Those who worship other deities attain them but my devotees attain
Me even.
Comments:
There is a lot of difference in getting water from the taps and from the
perennial river. The water from the tap stops when the reservoir is empty. But
the perennial river gives water always. Likewise the grace of the particular
deities is limited. But if one resorts the Lord, His shower of grace is unlimited.
alpamedhasa: means people of limited intellect. This does not mean that those
who worship lesser deities for material wants are dull-witted. It only means
the one who searches for short time happiness while he is entitles for
everlasting happiness. It is like asking a billionaire, who is generous enough to
give you what ever you want, for few coins.
This is what KrshNa means by saying madhbhaktA yAnti mAm api. When the
devotee resorts to the Lord for His own sake as explained in sloka 19,
vAsudeva: sarvam iti sa mahAtmA sudurlabha:, he not only gets everything
unasked and also attain the Lord. This is the meaning of mAm api.
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SLOKAM 24
AVy´< Vyi´mapÚ< mNyNte mambuÏy>,
pr< ÉavmjanNtae mmaVyymnuÄmm!.
avyaktam vyaktim Apannam manyante mAm abuddhaya: |
param bhAvam ajAnanta: mama avyayam anuttamam ||
Meaning:
Those who do not have the intellect to see Me as the supreme reality,
Unmanifest.
Comments:
Brahman is the substratum of all, the cause of all, which are its effects. The
upanishad says that as all the mud pots are nothing but mud and as all the gold
ornaments are nothing but gold, the whole universe is nothing but Brahman. But
to those who see the pots or the ornaments do not consider them as mud or
gold but as separate entities. Similarly the ignorant think that everything is a
separate entity and fails to see the unity in diversity. This idea is well
expressed in the tamil verse quoted under sloka 13 of this chapter, marattil
maRaindadu mAmadayAnai.
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immutable and unparalleled, consider me as a manifest entity while I am

SLOKAM 25
nah< àkaz> svRSy yaegmayasmav&t>,
mUFae=y< naiÉjanait laekae mamjmVyym!.
na aham prakASa: sarvasya yoga mAyA samAvrta: |
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mUDho ayam na abhijAnAti loko mAm ajam avyayam ||

“I am unborn and immutable!”
Meaning:
I am not perceptible to all, concealed by My yoga mAyA and the ignorant folks
do not know Me as unborn and immutable.
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Comments:
In chapter 9 KrshNa reiterates this idea in the sloka, avajAnanti mAm mUDhA:
mAnushIm tanum aSritam (BG.9.11.).
In all the incarnations those without devotion and faith failed to recognise the
supreme self in the manifestations as a human or other entities. In
RamAvatAra, the divinity was concealed by the will of the Lord. But those who
had the insight like VasishTha, Sabari, VibhIshaNa and HanumAn, to take a
cross section of all beings, understood the real identity of Rama. In
KrshNAvatAra, His divinity was manifest through out but still some like
Duryodhana, Kamsa and SiSupAla did not understand and treated Him with
enmity and tried to harm him. This is because He is not perceptible in His real
Lord did not know Him as one who is unborn and immutable reality.
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nature to all and the ignorant whose intellect is clouded by yoga mAyA of the

SLOKAM 26
vedah< smtItain vtRmanain cajuRn,
Éiv:yai[ c ÉUtain ma< tu ved n kín.
veda aham samatItAni vartamAnAni ca arjuna |
bhavishyANi ca bhUtAni mAm tu veda na kaScana ||
Meaning:
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I know all the beings, past present and future but no one knows Me.
Comments:
Brahman is the inner self of all beings that existed in the past exist at present
and that are going to exist in future. Hence KrshNa speaking as the Supreme
self says that He knows all beings, past, present and future. It is because as
Upanishad declares,
yato vA imAni bhUtAni jAyante | yena jAtAni jIvanti |
yatprayantya abhisamviSanti | tadvijij~nAsasva | tadbrahma
--(taitt-III-1-1)
know that to be Brahman from whom all beings are born, by whom the born are
sustained and into whom all merge. Hence the Lord knows all beings at all times.
"But no one knows Me in reality", says KrshNa. The Upanishad says that one who
says "I know" does not know and one who says "I do not know" knows. The
perception of a thing could be only through senses, mind or intellect. We
cognize certain things though senses, other things we do not know by sense
contact but understand through our mind, such as joy and sorrow. There are
yet other things cognized only by intellect such as ideas and concepts. But the
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Supreme realty, Brahman is beyond sense, mind and intellect because the
senses, mind and intellect function only by its power. Hence it is not possible to
know Brahman by senses, mind and intellect, the only means of cognition of a
common man. He could be known only by those who transcend mind and intellect
and have the direct experience of the reality. Only the devotees who are
j~nAnis are able to understand Him as such. as said in chapter 4, sloka 9,
janmakarma ca me divyam etc., where the Lord said that those who know Me in
reality attain salvation. The same idea is expressed also in the sloka 3 of this
chapter that out of thousands one tries to know Him and even among them are
one knows HIM in reality.
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SLOKAM 27
#CDaÖe;smuTwen ÖNÖmaehen Éart,
svRÉUtain s<maeh< sgeR yaiNt prNtp.
icchA dvesha samutthena dvandvamohena bhArata |
sarvabhUtAni sammoham sarge yAnti parantapa ||
Meaning:
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All beings at the time of their birth get into delusion by the pairs of opposites
such as likes and dislikes which creates delusion.
Comments:
How does the ignorance creates the illusion that the world is real? Without
realizing that there is one and only reality which pervades all and which is the
inner self of all, man sees the difference everywhere due to his ignorance and
this is the cause of the perception of duality, which causes the delusion.
Attachment and aversion, gain and loss, joy and sorrow are all due to the
perception of duality. To one who sees the self everywhere there is neither
delusion nor sorrow.
The Lord has said in sloka 34 of chapter 3 that rAga and dvesha are the
enemies of man which hinder his progress along the spiritual path. The same is
referred to here as icchA and dvesha, desire and aversion. Due to these, man is
deluded into believing that the worldly pleasures and possessions are real and
runs after them due to his ignorance. This is the sammoha denoted in this sloka.
The words bhArata and parantapa refer to Arjuna, meaning, the son of the
BhArat and scorcher of foes respectively.
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SLOKAM 28
ye;a< TvNtgt< pap< jnana< pu{ykmR[am!,
te ÖNÖmaehinmuR´a ÉjNte ma< †Fìta>.
yeshAm tu antagatam pApam janAnAm puNyakarmaNAm |
te dvandvamohanirmuktA bajante mAm drDhavratA: ||
Meaning:
Those who are virtuous, for whom their sins are extinguished, are freed from

Comments:
On the other hand those who are free from the delusion of dualities, dvandva
mohanirmuktA:, have no more sins, antagatam pApam and all their actions are of
merit only, because they worship the Lord with steadfast will.
Those who are virtuous have already shed off their sins as a result of which
they have acquired the virtue in this life. They are free from delusion because
they are not affected by the pairs of opposites due to their devotion to the
Lord. They have a steadfast will with the resolve that the Lord alone matters
and spend their lives thinking about Him and worshipping Him through all their
activities. Such devotees are referred to as drDhavratA: here. They are freed
from the delusion of desire and aversion as to them the whole world is nothing
but nArAyaNa.
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the delusion by pairs of opposites and worship Me with staunch determination.

SLOKAM 29
jramr[mae]ay mamaiïTy ytiNt ye,
te äü tiÖÊ> k«TõmXyaTm< kmR caiolm!.
jarAmaraNa mokshAya mAm ASritya yatanti ye |
te brahma tat vidu: krtsnam adhyAtmam karma ca akhilam ||
Meaning:
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Those who resort to Me to get rid of old age and death come to know Brahman
in its entirety as his inner self and the cause of all actions.
Comments:
Those who strive for release from old age and death, meaning immortality
through moksha, realize Brahman in its entirety and as the adhyAtma the inner
self, and they alone understand karma completely, meaning the significance of
karma, akarma and vikarma, as explained in chapter 4.
To get rid of old age and death one has to stop being born. As long as the karma
has to be exhausted the cycle of birth and death will go on. To be free from
the bondage of karma one has to resort to the Lord by which they destroy
their sins and transcend the dvandva, pairs of opposites.
tat brahma refers to the Supreme Reality termed as tat in the mahAvAkya,
'tat tvam asi', 'that thou art.' The term krtsnam adhyAtma denotes the para
prakrti mentioned in the earlier sloka 5 of this chapter and as akshara in
chapter 15 later, the Brahman which appears as the manifest world of beings.
karma akhilam means the source from which all activities emerge. That is, to
know Brahman who is manifest as the world and the source of all activities.
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SLOKAM 30
saixÉUtaixdEv< ma< saixy}< c ye ivÊ>,
àya[kale=ip c ma< te ivÊyuR´cets>.
sAdhibhUtAdhidaivam mAm sAdhiyaj~nam ca ye vidu: |
prayANakAle api ca mAm te vidu: yuktacetasa: |
Meaning:
Those who know Me as the sAdhibUtam, with the elements, sAdhidaivam, with
death.
Comments:
The last sloka of the 7th adhyAya hints the forthcoming chapter where the
terms adhyAtma, adhidaiva and adhibhUta are explained in detail. It means
that those who know the Supreme Self along with the manifestations of Him in
elements, divinities and sacrifices will know Him also at the time of death with
their concentrated on Him. This can be construed to mean either the one who
thinks of the Lord in His entirety at the time of birth also or the one who
thinks at least at the time of birth about the true nature of Brahman.

THUS ENDS THE SEVENTH CHAPTER OF SRI BHAGAVAD GITA
ON
J~NANAVIJ~NANA YOGA, OR THE YOGA OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE
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the devAs and sAdhiyaj~nam with the sacrifice, know Me even at the time of
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“The Imperishable Brahman!”
50

CHAPTER 8
AKSHARA BRAHMA YOGA - THE WAY TO IMPERISHABLE
BRAHMAN

INTRODUCTION TO 8TH

CHAPTER:

Arjuna became curious about the terms adhidaiva etc and asks KrshNa to
explain them, which was the exactly what KrshNa intended, by mentioning them.
The really good teacher should incite curiosity in the mind of the pupil which
kindles the desire to know. That is what KrshNa has done at the end of the
seventh adhyAya of Gita and now in this eighth adhyAya, he starts explaining
the terms and also showing the stages in attaining Brahman.
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SLOKAMS 1 & 2
AjuRn %vac
ik< tdäü ikmXyaTm< ik< kmR pué;aeÄm,
AixÉUt< c ik< àae´mixdEv< ikmuCyte. 1.
Aixy}> kw< kae=Ç dehe=iSmNmxusUdn,
àya[kale c kw< }eyae=is inytaTmiÉ>. 2.
arjuna uvAca
kim tat brahma kim adhyAtmam kim karma purushottama |
adhibhUtam ca kim proktam adhidaivam kim ucyate ||1||
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adhiyaj~na: katham ko atra dehe asmin madhusudana |
prayANakAle ca katham j~neyo asi niyatAtmabhi: ||2||
Meaning/Comments:
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Arjuna asks seven questions:


kim tat brahma - what is that Brahman?



kim adhyAtma - what is the innerself?



kim karma - what is action?



adhibhUtam ca kim proktam - what are the elements?



adhidaivam kim ucyate - what is said to be the divinities?



adhiyaj~na: katham ko atra asmin dehe - who in this body operates the
sacrifices and how?



prayANakAle ca katham j~neyo asi niyata Atmabhi: - At the time of
departure from this world how are you to be known by the selfcontrolled?

KrshNa is addressed in these slokAs as Purushottama, meaning the Supreme
Soul and Madhusudana, the slayer of Madhu as Lord nArAyaNa.
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SLOKAMS 3, 4 & 5
ïIÉgvanuvac,
A]r< äü prm< SvÉavae=XyaTmmuCyte,
ÉUtÉavaeÑvkrae ivsgR> kmRs<i}t>. 3.
AixÉUt< ]rae Éav> pué;íaixdEvtm!,
Aixy}ae=hmevaÇ dehe dehÉ&ta< vr. 4.

y> àyait s mÑav< yait naSTyÇ s<zy>. 5.
SrI bhagvAn uvAca
aksharam brahma paramam svabhAvo adhyAtmam ucyate |
bhUtabhAva udbhavakara: visarga: karma samj~nita: ||3||
adhibhUtam ksharo bhAva: purusha: ca adhidaivatam |
adhiyaj~no aham eva atra dehe dehabhrtAm vara ||4||
antakale ca mAm eva smaran muktvA kalevaram |
ya: prayAti sa madbhAvam yAti na asti atra samSaya: ||5||
Meaning/Comments:
KrshNa answers the questions briefly and then elucidates in the subsequent
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ANtkale c mamev SmrNmu®va klevrm!,
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slokAs.


aksharam brahma paramam- the Supreme brahman is the imperishable.



svabhava: adhyAtmam ucyate - The inner self is the subjective self in
each body whose real nature is Brahman, the supreme self. Here
svabhAva is not to be understood as one's nature but it is svasya bhava:.



bhUtabhAva: udbhavakara: visarga: karma samj~nita: - action is the
creation that brings all beings into existence.



adhibhUtam ksharo bhAva: - elements that constitute perishable
existence.



purusha: ca adhidaivatam - the divinities mean the Supreme Self.



adhiyaj~no aham eva atra dehe - I am the one who resides in the body
effecting sacrificial acts.



antakAle ca mAm eva smaran muktvA kalevaram ya: prayAti sa
madbhAvam yAti - At the time of death the one who gives up his body
remembering Me alone attains Me. There is no doubt about this.
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SLOKAM 6
y< y< vaip SmrNÉav< TyjTyNte klevrm!,
t< tmevEit kaENtey sda tÑavÉaivt>.
yam yam vApi smaran bhAvam tyajati ante kalevaram |
tam tam eva eti kaunteya sadA tadbhAva bhAvita: ||
Meaning:
One who leaves the body thinking of any being, he goes only to that because of

Comments:
As the final thought causes the new body whatever one thinks in the end, so he
becomes.
This does not seem to be as accidental as it looks. It is not just any random
thought that comes to your mind at the last moment of your life that will
determine your next janma. The thought that repeatedly comes foremost in our
minds will only occur to us in the last moment. So in order to think of the Lord
in the last moment the thought of Him should be foremost all through the life.
kaunteya means Arjuna, son of Kunti.
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his continuous thought of that alone.

SLOKAM 7
tSmaTsveR;u kale;u mamnuSmr yuXy c,
mYyipRtmnaebuiÏmaRmevE:ySys<zym!.
tasmAt sarveshu kAleshu mAm anusmara yudhya ca |
mayi arpita mana: buddhi: mAm eve eshyasi asamSayam ||
Meaning:
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Therefore at all times, remember Me and fight. Without any doubt you will
come to Me only with your mind and intellect concentrated on Me.
Comments:
This is confirmed by the words of KrshNa who says 'tasmAt mAm anusmara
yudhya ca', which means that whatever you do, here fighting, as far as Arjuna
is concerned, always think of the Lord. This is what Ramanuja means by
dhruvasmrti, a constant flow of thought that runs undercurrent in your mind
which he calls dhyAna.
This is the way to attain the Supreme, KrshNa says,'mayi arpita mano buddhi:
mAm eva eshyasi asamSaya:, when you have your mind and intellect fixed on me
you will reach me without doubt'. How to do this? It is explained in the next
sloka.
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SLOKAM 8
A_yasyaegyu´en cetsa naNygaimna,
prm< pué;< idVy< yait pawaRnuicNtyn!.
abhyAsa yoga yuktena cetasA na anyagAminA |
paramam purusham divyam yAti pArtha anucintayan ||
Meaning:
With repeated practice, with mind not diverted by anything else, continuously

Comments:
The epithets abhyAsa-yoga-yuktena, with repeated practice, cetasA na
anyagAminA, with mind not diverted by anything else and anucintayan,
continuous meditation all point out to dhruvasmrti referred in the last sloka.
In the sixth chapter it is said that controlling the mind is possible through
practice

and

detachment

'abhyAsena

tu

kaunteya

vairAgyeNa

ca

grhyate' (BG.6.35). Here the importance of abhyasA is stressed and the
vairAgya, detachment is indicated by na anyagAminA cetasA, mind which is not
wavering. Consistency and

persistency is essential in yoga. By constantly

contemplating on something one reaches the state of the object of
contemplation.
To meditate on an object you must have a clear picture of it in your mind. The
attributes of the supreme are given in the next sloka.
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meditating, one can attain the Supreme Divine Purusha.
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“HE is resplendent like the Sun!”
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SLOKAM 9
kiv< pura[mnuzaistarm[aer[Iy<smnuSmre*>,
svRSy xatarmicNTyêpmaidTyv[¡ tms> prStat!.
kavim purANam anuSAsitAram

sarvasya dhAtAram acintya rUpam
AdityavarNam tamasa: parastAt ||
Meaning:
One who remembers (at the time of departure) the wise, ancient and the ruler,
subtler than the subtle, the upholder of all, whose form is beyond thought and
expression and who is resplendent like the sun and beyond the darkness of
ignorance, (attains the Supreme Purusha).
Comments:
kavi - The word normally understood to mean a poet actually means 'far sighted
or omniscient'. Brahman is referred to as kavi denoting the Omniscience,
purANA, ancient, meaning eternal, anuSAsitA, ruler of the whole world being
transcendent and aNoraNIyAmsam, subtler than the subtle, denoting the
immanence, hence sarvasya dhAta, the supporter of all, acintya rUpam
beyond thought, being desakala vastu aparicchannam, not limited by place, time
or entity, thus not limited by thought or expression, Aditya varNam, being
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aNo: aNIyAmsam anusmaret ya: |

luminous with the timeless light of consciousness and hence tamasa: parastAt,
beyond the darkness of ignorance.
The Lord is called kavi because He knows everything past, present and future
as He Himself said –
vedAham samatItAni vartmAnAni ca arjuna |
bhavishyANi ca bhUtAni mAm tu na veda kaScana ||--- (Ch.7.26).
This denotes His sarvaj~natva, Omniscience. He knows everything because they
came from Him who is the first and only existence. Hence He is purANa,
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ancient.
Since He is the creator sustainer and the annihilator everything is under His
control hence He is anuSAsitA, ruler of the whole world. He is the first cause
and activates the whole Universe being transcendent, all pervading and
immanent, inner self of all. Though all pervading, He is subtler than the
subtlest, the atom, aNoraNIyAn mahato mahIyAn, says the Upanishad, He is
subtler than the atom and larger than the largest, the space.
He being Omniscient, Omnipotent and Omnipresent, all-knowing, all powerful
and all pervading, He is the giver of all - sarvasya dhAtAram, including the
result of one's karma. But He is beyond the perception of senses, mind and
intellect, acintyarUpam. Yet He is all-light, like the Sun. As long as the Sun is
not there one can see nothing in total darkness Similarly as long as the wisdom
does not arise, The Lord cannot be seen in the darkness of ignorance, But one
the j~nAna rises like the Sun, there is no more darkness and the reality is
visible but not through the senses, mind and intellect which are the products of
ignorance. The sun is always there but we cannot see it because of our
limitations of perception. This is what is meant by AdityavarNam, who is
tamasa: parastAt, beyond darkness because like the Sun there is no darkness
of ignorance when He manifests.
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SLOKAM 10
àya[kale mnsa=clen
É®ya yu´ae yaegblen cEv,
æuvaemRXye àa[maveZy sMyk!
s t< pr< pué;mupEit idVym!.
prayANa kale manasA acalena

bhruvo: madhye prAnam AveSya samyak
sa tam param purusham upaiti divyam ||
Meaning:
At the time of death with a steadfast mind, full of devotion and with the power
of yoga, fixing the vital force between the eyebrows, he attains the Supreme
Purusha.
Comments:
Next, KrshNa makes a brief reference to the technique of yoga as outlined
earlier. A yogi sustains the life force, prANa, between the brows and
remembering the Supreme Reality at the time of death, reaches the divine.
This sloka outlines the stages attained through the power of yoga. The phrase
yogabala means the steadiness of mind produced from the accumulation of
thoughts centered on Brahman. prayANA kAle, at the time of departure from
the body, a yogi first sees the Lord in the lotus of his heart and then by stages
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bhaktyA yukto yogabalena ca eva |

conquers the planes of yogic experience till he causes the prANA to enter the
space between the eyebrows to enable it to leave through the sukshma nADi in
the head. Such a yogi reaches the supreme self,'param purusham upaiti'.
Remembering that these six chapters are about bhakti yoga, this sloka is to be
taken in that sense only and not as the description of ashTAnga yoga. The
stages reached by haTa yoga are also reached through single pointed devotion
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by a bhaktA easily.
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SLOKAM 11
yd]r< vedivdae vdiNt
ivziNt y*tyae vItraga>,
yidCDNtae äücy¡ criNt
tÄe pd< s<¢he[ àvúye.
yat aksharam vedavida: vadanti

yat icchanto brahmacaryam caranti
tat te padam sangraheNa pravakshye ||
Meaning:
That which is instructed by those who know the import of the VedAs, that into
which enter the renounced souls who have no desires, that wishing to attain
which those on the path of Brahman follow brahmacarya, that I will tell you in
brief.
Comments:
The import of the VedAs is Brahman. This is known to those who have
understood the meaning of the VedAs, vedavida:, and they instruct others
about it. The word akshara means that which never perishes. Brahman alone is
imperishable.
Those who have given up desire and attachment, vIta rAgA:, and have
renounced the world, yataya:, enter into Brahman, meaning that they realize
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viSanti yat yataya: vItarAgA: |

Brahman as their real self. Entering in makes sense only if the place entered is
different from the one who enters. But Brahman is everywhere and the self of
all and there is no question of entering into it. Thus it is the entry into the
truth of Brahman, from ignorance to wisdom. The individual self realizing that
the real self is only Brahman.
The aspirant wishing to realize the self, yat icchanta:, follows the discipline of
brahmacarya, celibacy, which here means the control of mind and the senses.
In KaThopanishad the same idea is expressed thus.
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sveR veda yTpdmamniNt tpa‡is svaRi[ c yÖdiNt,
yidCDNtae äücy¡ criNt tÄe pd‡ s<¢he[ ävIMyaeimTyett!.
sarve vedA yat padam Amananti
tapAmsi sarvANi ca yat vadanti |
yadicchanto brahmacaryam caranti
tatte padam sangrheNa bravImi om iti etat ||
---kaTha Up: 1.2.15
The state which all VedAs describe, which all austerities explain wishing which
the brahmacarya is followed I will tell you about it in brief. That is Om.
About that Brahman, KrshNa says that he will explain in brief to Arjuna.
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SLOKAMS 12 & 13
svRÖarai[ s<yMy mnae ùid inéXy c,
mUXNyaRxayaTmn> àa[maiSwtae yaegxar[am!. 12.
AaeimTyeka]r< äü VyahrNmamnuSmrn!,
y> àyait TyjNdeh< s yait prma< gitm!. 13.
sarvadvArANi samyamya mano hrdi nirudhya ca |

om iti ekAksharam brahma vyAharan mAm anusmaran |
ya: prayAti tyajan deham sa yAti paramAm gatim ||13||
Meaning:
Closing all the gates of outlet, mind centered in the heart, fixing the vital
breath at the head, engaged in yoga, one who leaves the body, chanting the
single syllable om, the symbol of Brahman and thinking of Me continuously,
attains the supreme goal.
Comments:
sarva dvArANi samyamya - There are ten sense organs in the body through
which the contact with the external world is maintained. Closing the gates
means sense control which pertains to the body.
mano hrdi nirudhya - hrd, the heart here means the seat of emotions. Even if
the senses are controlled the mind may be dwelling on the sense objects. Hence
the mind must be controlled.
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mUrdhni AdhAya Atmana: prANam Asthito yogadhArANam ||12||

The first line of sloka 12 thus implies Sama and dama disciplines of the yoga,
that is, internal and external control of the mind and the senses. Thus body and
mind controlled the next is the concentration technique by breath control.
mUrdhni AdhAya Atmana: prANam -

This pertains to the control of the

intellect by concentration denoted by the term fixing the life breath in the
head. Thus the body, mind and the intellect are integrated.
om iti ekAksharam brahma - The Brahman is symbolized by the syllable om, The
Upanishad says,
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@tÏ(eva]r< äü @tÏ(eva]r< prm!,
@tÏ(eva]r< }aTva yae yidCDit tSy tt!.
etat hi eva aksharam brahma etat hi eva aksharam param ||
etat eva hi aksharam j~nAtvA ya: yadicchati tasya tat ||
---KaThopanishad - 1.2.16
This syllable, (meaning om) is Brahman, This is the imperishable Supreme
Reality. Knowing this alone one gets what he wants.
mAm anusmaran - contemplating on Me, Brahman, synonymous with nArAyaNa
referred to as Me.
One who leaves his body thus, attains the highest goal that is Moksha. Thus
KrshNa has answered all the questions asked by Arjuna in the beginning of the
chapter.
After reiterating the idea expressed in second line of the last sloka, namely
the last thought about the Lord on leaving the body secures freedom from
rebirth in the next two slokAs, KrshNa traces the journey of the soul on leaving
the body in the case of those who have not attained the highest goal described
above.
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SLOKAMS 14 & 15
AnNyceta> stt< yae ma< Smrit inTyz>,
tSyah< sulÉ> pawR inTyyu´Sy yaeign>. 14.
mamupeTy punjRNm Ê>oalymzañtm!,
naßuviNt mhaTman> s<isiÏ< prma< gta>. 15.
ananyacetA: satatam yo mAm smarati nityaSa: |

mAm upetya punarjanma duhkhAlayam aSASvatam |
na Apnuvanti mahAtmAna: samsiddhim paramAm gatA: ||15||
Meaning:
To the yogi, who remembers Me always at all times with concentration
everyday, without any other thought, I become easily attainable Oh pArtha.
Attaining Me, the great souls who have reached the highest goal, do not get
into rebirth which is the abode of sorrow and which is impermanent.
Comments:
These two slokAs are mere reiteration of what was said in two previous slokAs.
ananyacetA: – without thinking of anything else. This implies the control of
body, mind and intellect outlined previously.
satatam smarati nityaSa: - smarati (remembering), satatam (always), nityaSa:
(at all times).
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tasya aham sulabha: pArtha nityayuktasya yogina: ||14||

nitya yuktasya yogina: - The yogi who has his mind integrated in the Lord
everyday. Here the term yoga means only to bhakti yoga as the chapters 7 to 12
are about bhakti yoga only even though the technique of yoga as understood
commonly, that is, ashTAnga yoga, is referred to by the last two slokAs. The
words tasya aham sulabha:, "to him, I am easily attainable" confirms only bhakti
yoga. In chapter 11, the Lord says bhaktyA tu ananyayA Sakya:, "I am not to be
seen like this except through devotion."
Those who have attained the highest state described in the previous sloka 13,
never revert back into rebirth. The rebirth is mentioned as the abode of
sorrow duhkhAlayam, and impermanent, aSASvatam, Everyone dislikes death
but never seems to understand that as long as there is birth the death is
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certain. Not only that, but also the birth brings in its wake all the sorrows of
samsAra. It is impermanent, because it ends with death only to start again. So
to end the ills of samsAra and death is to end the rebirth punarjanma. The only
way to do this is to attain the Lord. Hence KrshNa says mAm upetya
punarjanma na Apnuvanti, those who attain Me do not have rebirth
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SLOKAM 16
AaäüÉuvna‘aeka> punravitRnae=juRn,
mamupeTy tu kaENtey punjRNm n iv*te.
AbrahmabhuvanAt lokA: punarAvartina: arjuna |
mAm upetya tu kaunteya punarjanma na vidyate ||
Meaning:
Till the region of Brahma, all worlds cause rebirth only, Arjuna. But on attaining

Comments:
There are 14 lokAs listed in the purANAs, seven above earth and seven below.
The Brahmaloka is the highest limit because all beings are created by Brahma,
the creator. Actually these lokAs are not places of residence but only realms of
consciousness. Till Brahmaloka the "I" consciousness exists and hence these
realms of consciousness are not eternal but causes rebirth once the merit
acquired to reach these lokAs is exhausted. In the second chapter, KrshNa said
'rasavarjam raso api asya param drshTvA nivartate'. The impressions or
vAsanAs that cause rebirth are not destroyed but lie dormant until the
realization of Brahman, denoted by param drshTvA.
Hence worlds up to and including Brahmaloka are subjected to return and "only
on reaching Me", says KrshNa "there is no return." That is, the souls reaching
these places have rebirth. The reason for this is indicated in the next sloka.
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Me there is no rebirth, Oh son of Kunti.

SLOKAM 17
shöyugpyRNtmhyRd!äü[ae ivÊ>,
raiÇ< yugshöaNta< te=haeraÇivdae jna>.
saharayugaparyantam aha: yat brhamaNa: vidu: |
rAtrim yugasaharAntAm te ahorAtravida: janA ||
Meaning:
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The wise who know (conception of) the day and night, knows that the day of
Brahma lasts for 1000 yugAs, thousand yugAs form the night.
Comments:
Even the world of Brahma is finite in time. Those who have the knowledge of
time, say that the day of Brahma lasts for 1000 caturyugAs and the nights are
of the same duration.
The yuga here means the devayuga which is the total of 4 yugAs of mortals.
Thousand such yugAs make one day for Brahma. The kaliyuga for men lasts for
4,32,000 human years. dvAparayuga for 8,64,000 human years, that is double
of kaliyuga. tretA yuga lasts for 12,96,000 human years, that is 3 times
kaliyuga. Satyayuga is for 17.28,000 human years or four times kaliyuga. The
total years for the four yugAs is thus 43,20,000 human years, which is equal to
one devayuga. Thousand times deva yuga makes one day for Brahma and another
thousand make the night. Mind boggling!
Those who know this are the wise who has the knowledge that, all the worlds
including that of brahma are not permanent, however long is their duration
compared to that of the earth.
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SLOKAMS 18 & 19
AVy´aÖ(´y> svaR> àÉvNTyhragme,
raÈyagme àlIyNte tÇEvaVy´s<}ke. 18.
ÉUt¢am> s @vay< ÉUTva ÉUTva àlIyte,
raÈyagme=vz> pawR àÉvTyhragme. 19.
avyaktAt vyaktaya: sarvA: prabhavanti aha: Agame |

bhUtagrAma: sa eva ayam bhUtvA bhUtvA pralIyate |
rAtri Agame avaSa: pArtha prabhavati aha: Agame ||19||
Meaning:
All become manifest from the Unmanifest at the daybreak (of Brahma). At the
nightfall they merge in there into the Unmanifest. The aggregate of beings
thus again and again appear from and merge into (the Unmanifest) at the night
(of Brahma) which is not in their control.
Comments:
When it is night for Brahma, all beings are dissolved in the Unmanifest and are
born again when the day dawns for Brahma. All beings exist in the Unmanifest
state and again become manifest at the day break. when Brahma starts the
creation. The karma of beings which determine the nature of their creation is
in subtle state and becomes gross when they are born again. Thus the
dissolution at the end of 1000 yugAs serves as a temporary rest for all
creatures, like a long sleep.
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rAtri Agame pralIyante tatra eva avyaktasamj~nake ||18||

In ninth chapter KrshNa mentions about the mahApraLaya when even Brahma
ceases to exist and the Lord starts the creation including that of Brahma. But
here at the night of Brahma it is avantara praLaya after which Brahma starts
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his creation again.
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SLOKAM 20
prStSmaÄu Éavae=Nyae=Vy´ae=Vy´aTsnatn>,
y> s sveR;u ÉUte;u nZyTsu n ivnZyit.
para: tasmAt tu bhAva: anya: avyakta: avyaktAt: sanAtana: |
ya: sa sarveshu bhUteshu naSyatsu na vinaSyati ||
Meaning:
Beyond this Unmanifest, there is yet another eternal Unmanifest, that
perish.
Comments:
When it is the night of Brahma all beings sentient and insentient are said to
exist in Unmanifest state. This is the avyakta which is jaDa, known as prakrti,
or primordial nature. The Supreme Purusha who is the first existence
mentioned as sat in the Upanishads, which existed one only without a second, is
the Unmanifest other than and higher than, para: anya: avyakta:, the
Unmanifest, avyaktAt, mentioned earlier. This is the ancient Brahman ever
existent who does not perish when all else perishes, being the eternal and
primal cause.
In simple words, all beings become Unmanifest at praLaya but are not
destroyed. When the pot is destroyed, it exists in the form of potsherds and
when they also are powdered they merge into the mud from where they came.
Hence according to Ramanuja nothing is unreal and when destroyed it exists in
another form. When the whole world is destroyed it means that the form in
which they were perceivable are destroyed but they do exist in an
unperceivable form which is called Unmanifest. During the time of deluge the
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Supremely Divine Substance, which does not perish even though all beings

elements themselves are absorbed into the primordial nature but they should
exist in an Unmanifest form in order to come back in creation. This is the
Unmanifest mentioned in avantara praLaya and mahApraLaya.
But the primordial nature itself which is Unmanifest must have a substratum to
emerge again as it cannot evaporate into nothingness. This is the Supreme
Unmanifest called akshara which is ever existing and changeless, otherwise
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known as Brahman or sat, synonymous with Lord nArAyaNa.
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SLOKAM 21
AVy´ae=]r #Tyu´Stmahu> prma< gitm!,
y< àaPy n invtRNte tÏam prm< mm.
avyakta: akshara iti ukta: tam Ahu: paramAm gatim |
yam prApya na nivartante tat dhAma paramam mama ||
Meaning:
This imperishable Unmanifest being is the highest goal to be reached. Attaining

Comments:
The highest goal of life is moksha or salvation which means freedom from
embodiment. Hence KrshNa terms it as paramAm gati, the Supreme goal. This is
possible only when the individual soul realises its true identity as a part and
parcel of the infinite Brahman, who is Unmanifest, avyakta: and imperishable,
akshara. Reaching that state of realization, yam prApya, there is no more birth,
that is no more return to embodied state, na nivartante. That is the abode of
Me, says, KrshNa, speaking as the Supreme Purusha.
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that there is no return to the world again and this is the Supreme abode of Me.
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“All beings exist in HIM and HE pervades all!”
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SLOKAM 22
pué;> s pr> pawR É®ya l_ySTvnNyya,
ySyaNt>Swain ÉUtain yen svRimd< ttm!.
purusha: sa para: pArtha bhaktyA labhya: tu ananyayA |
yasya anta: sthAni bhUtAni yena sarvam idam tatam ||
Meaning:
That Supreme Purusha could not be attained except through devotion. He is the
one in whom all beings exist and who pervades all.

Who is this Purusha? 'He is the one in whom all beings dwell and by whom all
this is pervaded'. That is, Brahman. He is the Supreme and unexcelled. Within
Him, dwells all beings because He is the cause of all and the effects must be
necessarily be pervaded by the cause as pots are by the mud. Thus He is allpervading like the AkASa in which everything exists and which exists in
everything. Attaining Him alone is the guarantee for no return.
How to attain Him? Only through devotion, says KrshNa. From the rise of
desire for moksha till one attains it the grace of the Lord is required at each
and every step as in the amrtamathana, where the Lord gave the idea, helped to
lift the mountain, supported it on His back, churned the ocean along with them,
entered into them to give them strength and finally helped to get it for the
devAs from asurAs, who grabbed it at the last moment. amrtamathana signifies
the spiritual progress and the brahmaj~nAna which secures immortality is the
amrta. The Upanishad says, 'yamaivesha vrNute tena labhyate'. It is only the
one whom He chooses attains brahmaj~nAna. But how to make sure that he will
choose us. By having steadfast devotion we can be sure of His grace as when a
devotee takes one step towards Him the Lord takes ten.
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Comments:

SLOKAM 23
yÇ kale Tvnav&iÄmav&iÄ< cEv yaeign>,
àyata yaiNt t< kal< vúyaim Ért;RÉ.
yatra kAle tu anAvrttim Avrttim ca eva yogina: |
prayAtA yAnti tam kAlam vakshyAmi bharatarshabha ||
Meaning:
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Oh bull among the clan of Bharata, I will tell you about the time when the
departed yogis leaving this earth either return or attain the point of no return.
Then KrshNa explains the journey of the soul of the yogis who attain brahman
and those who return to earth.
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SLOKAM 24
Ai¶jaeRitrh> zu¬> ;{masa %Äray[m!,
tÇ àyata gCDiNt äü äüivdae jna>.
agni: jyoti: aha: Sukla: shaNmAsA uttarAyaNam |
tatra prayAtA gacchanti brahma brhamavida: janA: ||
Meaning:
The fire, light, day, the bright fortnight, the six months of utttarAyaNam,
attain salvation and do not come back to earth.
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northern solar movement, is the time departing when the knowers of Brahman

SLOKAM 25
xUmae raiÇStwa k«:[> ;{masa di][aynm!,
tÇ caNÔms< JyaeityaeRgI àaPy invtRte.
dhUmo rAtri: tathA krshNa: shaNmAsA dakshiNAyanam |
tatra cAndramasam jyoti: yogI prApya nivartate ||
Meaning:
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Those who depart at the time of smoke, night, the dark fortnight and
dakshiNAyana, the six months of the sun's southern course, reach the lunar
light and return to earth.
The word yogi is used to differentiate between those who aspire for moksha
and others who return to earth in any case.
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SLOKAM 26
zu¬k«:[e gtI ýete jgt> zañte mte,
@kya yaTynav&iÄmNyyavtRte pun>.
SuklakrshNe gatI hi ete jagata: SASvate mate |
ekayA yAnti anAvrttim anyayA Avartate puna: ||
Meaning”
The bright and dark paths are these which exist always in the world. Proceeding

Comments:
The words, light, day etc. do not indicate merely the landmarks of the
departing soul but represent the deities ordained by the Lord to guide the soul.
Thus there are two courses, one of light, arcirAdi mArga or devayAna and the
other dhUma mArga, pitryAna, that of smoke, and the first is that, the soul
departing by which does not return and departing by the second, it does return.
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by one assures no return and by the other one returns.

SLOKAM 27
nEte s&tI pawR jann! yaegI muýit kín,
tSmaTsveR;u kale;u yaegyu´ae ÉvajuRn.
na ete srtI pArtha jAnan yogI muhyati kaScana |
tasmAt sarveshu kAleshu yogayukto bhava arjuna ||
Meaning:
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A yogi knowing about these two paths does not get deluded. Therefore Arjuna,
be yogi at all times.
Comments:
But the question that arises is that whether a man dying in the night and in
dakshiNAyana even if he is a yogi, never attains Brahman? The answer is given
by bAdarAyaNa in Brahma sUtra. The karma of the man of knowledge comes to
an end at the time of leaving his body in his last life, he attains Brahman though
he dies at night. This is proved by the text. The text quoted, namely,'divA ca
SuklapakshaSca uttarAyaNam eva ca; mumUrshatAm prasastAni viparItam tu
garhitam, daytime, the bright half of the month and the northern progress of
the sun are excellent for those about to die; the contrary times are
unfavorable', is for those who have not attained knowledge.
Ramanuja says in SribhAshya commenting on the Brahma sUtra, 'athaScAyanepi
dakshiNe, (4-2-19), for the same reason even dying in dakshiNAyana the
enlightened attains Brahman'.
But a doubt arises that because it is said that those who die in dakshiNAyana
reach the world of pitrs and while those who die in uttrarAyaNa reach the
moon. The former are said to return to earth when their merits are exhausted.
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BhIshma and others who were enlightened, awaited the uttarAyaNa and hence
it looks as though those who die in dakshiNAyana cannot attain Brahman.
The answer to this is that those who have knowledge, even when they go to the
world of the moon, do not return to earth but go further to attain Brahman and
the stay in the world of the moon is only a rest for them. MahAnArayaNa
upanishad declares that from there one reaches Brahman, 'tasmAt brahmaNa:
mahimAnam Apnoti' (MahAnArAyaNa. 25-1). BhIshma and others postponed
their death not because they cannot attain Brahman by dying in dakshiNAyana
but only to demonstrate the glory of uttarAyaNa for promoting dharma and
AcAra.
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SLOKAM 28
vede;u y}e;u tp>su cEv
dane;u yTpu{y)l< àidòm!,
ATyeit tTsvRimd< ividTva
yaegI pr< SwanmupEit ca*m!.
vedeshu yaj~neshu tapa:su ca eva
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dAneshu yat puNyaphalam paradishTam |
ati eti tat sarvamidam viditvA
yogI param sthAnam upaiti ca Adyam ||
Meaning:
The yogi who knows all this, transcends the fruits declared by mastering the
VedAs, performing yaj~nAs and penances, giving away to charity, and reaches
the highest status.
Comments:
KrshNa ends the subject of the departure of the soul thus. The yogi who has
known and practiced properly what has been stated in this chapter in the
course of answering the seven questions, surpasses all the meritorious fruits
of mastering the vedAs, sacrifices rightly performed, penances well undergone,
and the gifts duly offered and attains Brahman, which is the highest goal.

THUS ENDS THE EIGHTH CHAPTER OF SRI BHAGAVAD GITA ON
AKSHARABRAHMA YOGA OR THE WAY TO IMPERISHABLE BRAHMAN
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CHAPTER 9
RAJAVIDYA RAJAGUHYA YOGA - BRAHMAVIDYA, THE ROYAL
SECRET
SLOKAM 1
ïIÉgvanuvac
#d< tu te guýtm< àvúyaMynsUyve,
}an< iv}ansiht< yJ}aTva maeúyse=zuÉat!.

idam tu te guhyatamam pravakshyAmi anasUyave |
j~nAnam vij~nAnasahitam yat j~nAtvA mokshyase aSubhAt ||
Meaning:
The Lord said I am going to explain to you the most secret knowledge with its practice,
knowing which you will be free from all evil.
Comments:
This is the elaboration of the j~nAna and vij~nAna outlined in the seventh
chapter. J~nAna is the knowledge of Brahman and vij~nAna is the practice of
the path of attaining Brahman. In other words j~nAna and vij~nAna together
means theory and practice. It is called guhayatama or most secret because it is
most difficult to comprehend and only told to those who have faith and do not
cavil. asUya is to cavil or finding fault with something due to lack of faith,
usually in something or someone possessing good qualities. KrshNa says by
knowing this one can get rid of evil tendencies which cause transmigration.
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SrI bhagavAn uvAca
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SLOKAM 2
rajiv*a rajguý< pivÇimdmuÄmm!,
àTy]avgm< xMy¡ susuo< ktuRmVyym!.
rAjavidyA rajaguhyam pavitram idam uttamam |
pratyaksha avagamam dharmyam susukham kartum avyayam ||
Meaning:
This is the royal science and royal secret and it is the best and pure. It is in
and easy to practice.
Comments:
The Brahmavidya is called rajavidya because it is the science of great minds. It
rajaguhyam (royal secret) because the great-minded alone are capable of
keeping the secret knowledge and is pavitram (pure) and uttamam (greatest). By
learning which, said KrshNa, in the previous sloka, one will be liberated from
evil.
This self knowledge, is directly perceivable, pratyaksha avagamam, in
accordance with dharma, dharmyam, and easy to do, kartum susukham. It is
directly perceivable to those who have the insight, it is in accordance with
dharma as it provides the means of attaining the supreme good. It is said to be
easy to practice in the sense to the one who has the right knowledge and skill
to do a thing comes easily to him. It is avyaya, imperishable, since the
attainment of it results in eternal bliss.
To cite an example, surgery on the heart or the brain is the most difficult to
understand, and it is secret in the sense that it is taught only to those who are
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accordance with dharma and capable of direct perception. It is imperishable

qualified for it and not to everyone who wants to know. In this sense it is
rajavidya, known only to eminent surgeons, the kings of surgery and rajaguhyam,
royal secret known only to those. But once they know how to do it and have the
necessary ability to do it becomes easy to do, susukham kartum. Also they must
have absolute faith in what they have learnt or else they may start having
doubts. Once he becomes a qualified and experienced, that is he has j~nAna and
vij~nAna, the surgeon simply does even 12 operations or more in a day with as
much ease as he drinks a cup of coffee. If this is the case even with the
worldly things how much more it could be so with brahmavidya knowing which
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one never returns to the earth but attains the Lord!
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SLOKAM 3
AïÎxana> pué;a xmRSyaSy pr<tp,
AàaPy ma< invtRNte m&Tyus<sarvTmRin.
aSrddadhAnA: purushA: dharmasya asya parantapa |
aprApya mAm nivartante mrtyu samsAra vartmani ||
Meaning
Those who have no faith in this discipline return to this world of death and

Comments:
The necessary qualification for this Brahmavidya is sraddA and those who has
no faith, do not reach the ultimate even after many births. Any goal can be
reached only by steadfast and faithful plan of action, and it is more so with
respect to Brahmavidya the means of attaining the highest goal. KrshNa has
indicated that Arjuna has the qualification required for Brahmavidya by
saying 'pravakshyAmi anasUyave' in the very first sloka of the adhyAya. This
means only one who does not cavil deserves this instruction. The tendency to
cavil comes from lack of faith. That is why KrshNa says in the last adhyAya,
"never tell this to one who has no faith or devotion".
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transmigration without attaining Me.

SLOKAM 4
mya ttimd< sv¡ jgdVy´mUitRna,
mTSwain svRÉUtain n cah< te:vviSwt>.
mayA tatam idam sarvam jagat avyakta mUrtinA |
matsthAni sarva bhUtAni na ca aham teshu avasthita: ||
Meaning:
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The entire world is pervaded by Me, in my Unmanifest form; All beings dwell in
Me but I do not dwell in them.
Comments:
“idam sarvam” denotes the entire world of sentient and insentient beings. This
is a reflection of the upanishadic statement ISA vAsyam idam sarvam yat kinca
jagatyAm jagat (ISA. Up:1.1), whatever exists in this world all that is pervaded
by Brahman. yato va imAni bhUtAni jAyante, yena jAtAni jIvanti, yatprayantya
abhisamviSanti tat vijij~nAsasva tat brahma (tait.Up.), from which all these
beings emerge, by which they are sustained and into which they merge in the
end, know that to be Brahman. The Lord is like the outer circle of two
concentric circles in which the smaller is in the larger but not the larger is in
the smaller.
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SLOKAM 5
n c mTSwain ÉUtain pZy me yaegmEñrm!,
ÉUtÉ&Ú c ÉUtSwae mmaTma ÉUtÉavn>.
na ca matsthAni bhUtAni paSya me yogam aiSvaram |
bhUtabhrt na ca bhUtastho mama AtmA bhUtabhAvana: |
Meaning:
Neither do things exist in Me. Behold My sovereign yoga. It is My Self bringing

Comments:
In the previous sloka, KrshNa said that all the beings are in Me but I am not in
them and now He says "neither are they in Me'.
These two statements appear to be self-contradicting and KrshNa illustrates
the idea contained in these two slokAs by the next one.
yogam aiSvaram means the power of the Lord in pervading all but not connected
with them in any way. He is bhUtabhrt, the support of everything but na ca
bhUtastha:, He is not in them.
He is the sustainer in the sense that all exists because of His support like the
spokes of the wheel are supported by the axle. Yet He is not different from
the Universe He supports not like a basket which supports the fruits but like
the soul to the body.
Upanishad

says,

'vAcArambhaNam

vikAra:

nAmadheyam

mrtttiketyeva

satyam' (chAndogya: 6.1.4), which means that when you see a pot or a jar or a
plate made of mud, the differences are due only to name and form but the
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the beings into existence and sustain them yet does not dwell in them.

essential and basic material is the mud which alone is real while others, viz,
name and form changes. Thus the only reality in the Universe of sentient and
non-sentient beings is the Lord without whom nothing can exist. In this sense
He is the bhUtabhrt.
mama AtmA - The Universe is His SarIra, body of which He is the self being
the antaryAmin, indweller.
'esha ta AtmA antaryAmyamrta:' (BrhadAraNyaka Up.)
'eko

vaSI

sarvabhUtAntarArmA

rUpam

rUpam

pratirUpo

bahiSca' (kaThopanishad)
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The One Lord manifesting Himself as the souls of all beings who have different
external forms.
bhUtabhAvana: - He creates everything and gives them existence, bhUtAni
bhAvayati and sattayA sthApayati. It also means, He makes them flourish and
grow, vikAsayati, pushpayati, vardayati vA.
He makes all things grow by providing what makes them sustained, nourished
and making them enjoy.
tAni dAraka poshaka bhogyapradAnena vardayati iti bhUta-bhAvana:
For example if plant has to grow it needs earth to sustain it, water to nourish
it and air and sunshine for it to enjoy. All this are provided by the Lord and the
whole nature is provided for the sake of man for him to grow.
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SLOKAM 6
ywakaziSwtae inTy< vayu> svRÇgae mhan!,
twa svaRi[ ÉUtain mTSwanITyupxary.
yathA AkASasthita: nityam vAyu: sarvatraga: mahAn |
tathA sarvANi bhUtAni matsthAni iti upadhAraya ||
Meaning:
Just as the vast air eternally subsists in space and moves everywhere even so

Comments:
"They are in Me and I am not in them, and neither do things exist in Me", have
to be understood as in the case of wind which stays in the AkASa and moves in
it yet the AkASa is not in any way connected with the wind. Another example
can be given by the sky in which the clouds exist and move, is not in any way
connected with them. This is what is meant by "they are in Me but I am not in
them". The sky or AkASa remain the same with or without the clouds or the
wind. But the next statement "neither do they exist in Me", is not that easy to
comprehend. This can be illustrated by an example. When we say things are in
something else like the fruits in a basket, which supports them they are two
different things and have separate existence apart from each other. But
Brahman, though the supporter of all is not the container like a basket and has
independent existence not connected with the beings created and supported by
Him. But the beings have no separate existence apart from Brahman, as the
fruits in the basket. Hence they are not really in Brahman as they are noneternal.
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all beings exist in Me.

SLOKAM 7
svRÉUtain kaENtey àk«it< yaiNt maimkam!,
kLp]ye punStain kLpadaE ivs&jaMyhm!.
sarvabhUtAni kaunteya prakrtim yAnti mAmikAm |
kalpakshaye puna: tAni kalpAdau visrjAmi aham ||
Meaning:
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All beings enter into My prkrti at the end of the cycle of time and again I let
them out at the beginning of the cycle.
Comments:
The prakrti which the Lord calls His, in the sense that it is controlled and
supervised by Him, gives rise to the world of beings as stated in a subsequent
sloka 10.
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SLOKAM 8
àk«it< Svamvò_y ivs&jaim pun> pun>,
ÉUt¢amimm< k«Tõmvz< àk«tevRzat!.
prakrtim svAm avashTabhya visrjAmi puna: puna: |
bhUtagrAmam imam krtsnam avaSam prakrte: vaSAt ||
Meaning:
Controlling the prakrti, which is My own, I send forth again and again all this

Comments:
All beings when they become Unmanifest but possess their karma in subtle
form, manifest at the time of creation in their original form like the seed of
mango tree becoming a mango tree only and not a tamarind tree. This is akin to
the time of deep sleep when all beings are of the same nature as they merge
with their self which is the same in all. But when they wake up they do so in the
same form and with the same attitude as before.
The Upanishad describes this as –

t #h Vyaºae va is‡hae va v&kae va vrahae va kIqae va pt¼ae va
d‡zae va mzkae va y*ÑviNt tdaÉviNt
ta iha vyAghro vA simho vA vrko vA varAho vA kITo vA patango vA
damSo vA maSako vA yat yat bhavanti tadAbhavanti
---chAndo.Up 6.10.2
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multitude of beings, which are helpless under the sway of Prakrti.

Whatever these creatures are here, tiger or lion or wolf or boar or worm or fly
or mosquito etc., they become the same again.
That is, they remain unaware of their identity and merge in the Supreme being
without being aware of it where there is difference between one soul and
another. Because of this absence of awareness due to ignorance they are
reborn again according to their past tendencies.
The created beings are controlled by prakrti comprising of the three guNa-s,
and act accordingly. But by saying this is 'My prakrti', the Lord is open to
criticism of being partial and cruel as there is so much suffering in the world.
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The answer to this is given in the next sloka.
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SLOKAM 9
n c ma< tain kmaRi[ inb×iNt xnÃy,
%dasInvdasInms´< te;u kmRsu.
na ca mAm tAni karmANi nibadhnanti dhananjaya |
udAsInavat AsInam asaktam teshu karmasu ||
Meaning:
These acts (meaning creation, sustenance and annihilation), do not bind Me

Comments:
The activities of the created beings are in accordance with their karma and the
creation takes place accordingly. The words "I create" is to be understood not
in the sense of the potter and the pot or even clay and the pot but like the
waves of the sea that come in different shapes and sizes and as long as the
wave exist as such it has to experience the inequality according to its own
nature and duration but when it merges back into the sea it loses the
distinctness only to rise again in different form and size etc. So the sea may
say that "I only create the waves but I am not bound by and not attached to
their action".
To cite another example, the electricity is the cause of all activities of the
instruments of electricity but what is done with the instrument is not in any
way affects the electricity. The current passes equally to a life saving
equipment in a hospital as well as to an electric chair used in execution.
Similarly the creation etc. are caused by the Lord but He is not in any way
affected by them, since the action was neither ego- centric nor desiremotivated. The similar idea was expressed in sloka 22 of chapter 3.
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because I am detached from them as though indifferent.

SLOKAM 10
myaXy]e[ àk«it> sUyte scracrm!,
hetunanen kaENtey jgiÖpirvtRte.
mayA adhyaksheNa prakrti: sUyate sacarAcaram |
hetunA anena kaunteya jagat viparivartate ||
Meaning:
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Controlled and supervised by Me, the prakrti gives birth to the world of
sentient and insentient beings. And due to this, the world revolves.
Comments:
The world revolves, meaning that the creation sustenance and annihilation
happens again and again in each kalpa, which means at the end of one life time
of Brahma when all including Brahma merge in the absolute. But except those
who attain salvation the other beings lie dormant in Unmanifest form and at the
time of creation they come out in their original form and attitude.
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SLOKAM 11
AvjaniNt ma< mUFa manu;I— tnumaiïtm!,
pr< ÉavmjanNtae mm ÉUtmheñrm!.
avajAnanti mAm mUDhA mAnushIm tanum ASritam |
param bhAvam ajAnanta: mama bhUtamaheSvaram ||
Meaning:
The fools show disrespect to Me in human form, because they do not know Me

Comments:
This secret is not known to the dull-witted and those of deluded intellect. They
consider the Lord, like Kamsa or Duryodhana, to be a human being and not
knowing His higher nature detest Him, or ridicule Him and waste their lives.
This statement of KrshNa should not be merely considered in its historical
implication. The essence of every being is Brahman and due to ignorance man
identifies himself and others with only body, mind and intellect and get deluded.
In other words the true nature of the self is not understood and hence man
behaves like asurAs and rakshasAs, as described in the next sloka.
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to be the Higher Self, the Master of all.

SLOKAM 12
mae"aza mae"kmaR[ae mae"}ana ivcets>,
ra]sImasurI— cEv àk«it< maeihnI— iïta>.
moghASA moghakarmNa: moghaj~nAnA vicetasa: |
rAkshasIm AsurIm ca eva prakrtim mohinIm SritA: ||
Meaning:
Their desires, actions and knowledge are all in vain. They exhibit the deluded
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personalities like rakshasAs and asurAs.
Comments:
moghASA: means wasteful desires or in vain; desires are of no use if they do
not lead one towards the Lord. The desire, kAma must be in accordance with
dharma and should be for Moksha. All the other karma, desire-motivated
activities, including those prescribed in the VedAs for acquiring the object of
desire in this world or in the next, are termed as mogha, wasteful and those
who indulge in them are moghakarmANa:.
moghaj~nAnA: are those who waste their time in acquiring knowledge other
than brahmaj~nAna. This is what Sankara means in his bajagovindam sloka as
samprApte sannihite kale na hi na hi rakshati DukrnjkaraNe, "when your end
approaches, this sUtra will not protect you", to an old man who was committing
to memory the pANinisUtra 'DukrnjkaraNe' instead of chanting the name of
Govinda.
There are 64 subjects mentioned in the SAstrAs to be learnt in the secular
field. Though these are not undermined by the term moghaj~nAna, these are
not conducive to spiritual progress and hence one who concentrates on these
only for material gains is wasting his life which was to be used in getting him
nearer to God. At the same time the knowledge acquired thus can be utilized
for uplifting oneself by infusing divine outlook in whatever one learns or does.
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SLOKAM 13
mhaTmanStu ma< pawR dEvI— àk«itmaiïta>,
ÉjNTynNymnsae }aTva ÉUtaidmVyym!.
mahAtmAnastu mAm pArtha daivIm prakrtim AsritA: |
bajanti ananyamanasa: j~nAtvA bhutAdim avyayam ||
Meaning:
The great souls, Oh Arjuna, possessing of divine nature, worship Me with single-
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pointed mind, knowing Me as the primal immutable cause of all beings.

SLOKAM 14
stt< kItRyNtae ma< ytNtí †Fìta>,
nmSyNtí ma< É®ya inTyyu´a %paste.
satatam kIrtayanto mAm yatanta: ca drDhavratA: |
namasyanta: ca mAm bhaktyA nityayuktA upAsate ||
Meaning:
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They worship always, singing My glory all the time persisting with steadfast
vow, bowing down to Me with devotion.
Comments:
The great souls referred to here are the devotees who have divine nature as
described subsequently in chapter 16 where KrshNa enumerates the divine and
demonic qualities. They have no other attachment except that towards the Lord
and think of Him all the time. This devotion is described again later in chapter
10 in sloka 9.
The attitude described here and in chapter 10, sloka 9 is that which makes a
devotee

say,

kAyenavAca

mansendriyairvA

buddhyAtmanA

vA

prakrte:

svabhAvt karomi yat yat sakalam parasmai nArayaNAyeti samarpayAmi.
'Whatever I do physically, by speech or by my mind, or intellect or my indriyAs,
or by my inherent nature, I offer all to Lord nArAyaNa'.
To them later in the chapter the Lord says yogakshemam vahAmyaham, "I will
look after their welfare".
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SLOKAM 15
}any}en caPyNye yjNtae mamupaste,
@kTven p&w®ven bhuxa ivñtaemuom!.
j~nAnayaj~nena ca api anye yajanto mAm upAsate |
ekatvena prthaktvena bahudhA viSvatomukham ||
Meaning:
Others offering knowledge as sacrifice worship Me as one, distinct, many and

Comments:
eko deva: sarvabhUteshu gUDha: sarvavyApI sarvabhUtAntarAtmA, says the
Upanishad.
There is only one Brahman who is hidden in all beings, all-pervading and the self
of all. This is the idea expressed in the above sloka.
This j~nAna is the awareness that everything is in God and God is in everything.
j~nAnayaj~na denotes the way to acquire this j~nAna and consists of the yogic
disciplines

like

learning

the

scriptures,

practising

the

self

control

and cultivating viveka, discrimination and vairAgya, detachment.
Sankara explains the sloka as meaning that some look at the Lord as being one
with their self, some as different, some as having different manifestations and
others as existent everywhere. The view that the Lord is one is described by
him as ekameva param brahma iti, the Supreme Brhaman is one only. The view
that the Lord is distinct or different means AdityacandAdibhedena sa eva
bhagavAn vishNu: avasthita:, the same Lord VishNu is taking different forms as
the Sun and the Moon etc. bahudhA and viSvato mukha: are treated as one by
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multifaceted.

Sankara as meaning bahudhA avasthitA: sa eva bhagavAn sarvato mukha:
viSvarUpa:, the same Lord existed as many with face turned everywhere in His
cosmic form.
Ramanuja however takes this sloka as a continuation of the previous one
describing the great souls who worship the Lord with singing His praise etc., by
saying that they also worship the Lord through the knowledge that He is one as
well as many. He says bahudhA prthaktvena jagadAkAreNa viSvatomukham
viSvaprAkAram avasthitam mAm ekatvena upAsate.
bahudhA - in various forms as all beings sentient and insentient, which are His
body, tat aikshata bahu syAm prAjayeya (chAn.Up). The one Brahman willed to
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become many.
viSvatomukham, with faces everywhere denotes the all pervading nature., the
cosmic form.
prthaktvena - The Lord is seen as different entities with distinct name and
form. anenarUpeNa AtmanA anupraviSya nAma rUpe vyAkaravANi, says the
Upanishad - "I will enter into these beings as their inner self and give them
name and form".
ekatvena - Those with knowledge and devotion see Lord vAsudeva everywhere.
vAsudeva: sarvam iti as mentioned earlier (ch.7-19). But also they know that He
is one, not many.
The potter knows that it is only clay, yet he also sees the various forms like
pot, jar etc. Similarly a goldsmith is able to distinguish between various
ornaments though he knows that they are nothing but gold. So too a devotee
with knowledge sees the Lord everywhere but is also aware of the different
entities as such. But he has the samabuddhi, equal-mindedness in all and is not
affected by their differences. He knows that all of them are only the Lord in
their essential nature. Sukabrahmarshi was sent to Janaka for acquiring
brahmaj~nAna by his father, sage VyAsa, as he himself could not instruct his
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own son. When he went inside the palace Janaka asked him "What all have you
seen on the way to the palace?" Suka replied that he saw shops, people and
roads etc all made of sugar. That is, even though he was aware of the
differences in their forms, to him they were all of one essence, sweetness,
denoted by sugar because he was full of the joy of Brahman and he saw only
that reflected outside. Then Janaka understood that Suka was already a
brhamaj~nAni and he took instruction from Suka instead. This is the
j~nAnayaj~nA described in the sloka.
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SLOKAM 16
Ah< ³turh< y}> SvxahmhmaE;xm!,
mnÇaee=hmhmevaJymhmi¶rh< hutm!.
aham kratu: aham yaj~na: svadhA aham aham aushadham |
mantra: aham aham eva Ajyam aham agni: aham hutam ||
Meaning:
I am the kratu, I am the yaj~na, sacrifice, I am svadhA, the offering made to
and the act of offering.
Comments:
This is the elaboration of the sloka 24 in chapter 4 where the Lord has said
that the sacrifice, oblation, the fire, everything is Brahman. It means that all
the actions and materials vedic or otherwise is nothing but Brahman.
kratu is the sacrifice prescribed in the VedAs like agnishToma, aSvameda etc.
The word yaj~na denotes here all activities done with the spirit of yaj~na
including the panca mahA yaj~nAs prescribed for the householder in the smrti.
svadhA is the offering made to the pitrs. aushadham may mean all food good
for the body and mind including the herbs used as medicine.
The Lord says he is the mantra, meaning the mantrAs used in the sacrifices as
well in any ritualistic act. That is He is the means to get the result as well as
the result.
Ajyam is the clarified butter used as an offering in the sacrifices which
includes all offering like the soma juice etc. made into the fire by way of
oblation. Not only the offering made into the fire but He is also the fire itself
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pitrs, I am the herbs, I am the mantra, I am the clarified butter, I am the fire

as made out in the earlier sloka referred to above.
hutam is the act of offering, vide, brahmArpaNam brahma havi: brahmAgnau
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brahmaNA hutam, sloka 24 of chapter 4.
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SLOKAM 17
iptahmSy jgtae mata xata iptamh>,
ve*< pivÇmae<kar \Ksam yjurev c.
pitA aham asya jagata: mAtA dhAtA pitAmaha: |
vedyam pavitram omkAra rksAma yaju: eva ca ||
Meaning:
I am the Father of this Universe, Mother, the Provider and the Grandsire. I am
yajus.
Comments:
The Lord is the pitA, the Father as everything came from Him, "I am the One,
Who places My seed into prkrti which gives birth to this Uiverse", He says in
the 14th chapter, sloka 3. He is also the mAtA, because the prakrti is also a
part of Him.
He is the dhAtA, the provider, who gives like and means of livelihood and also
apportions the fruit of karma to everyone.
pitAmaha means paternal grandfather. As Brahma is the creator of all and the
Lord nArAyaNa has created Brahma, he is the pitAmaha of the Universe.
vedyam means that to be known. The Lord is the One and only thing to be known
by which everything else comes to be known automatically. In chAndogya
Upanishad, UddhAlaka AruNi asks his son Svetaketu whether he has learnt that
by knowing which one knows all. When the son replied in the negative the father
starts giving him the instruction on Brahman and what ensued was the famous
upadesa 'tattvamasi'. KrshNa says in chapter 15, sloka 15 that he is the sole
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the One to be known, pure, the praNava and the three VedAs, rk, sAma and

import of all the VedAs, 'vedaiSca sarvai: aham eva vedya:'. This is termed as
vedAnta ekavij~nAnena sarvavij~nAnam. In chapter 7 also, KrshNa said, yat
j~nAtvA na iha bhUyo anyat j~nAtam avaSishyate, knowing which you need to
know nothing more. This is the knowledge of Brahman which is meant by vedyam
in this sloka.
pavitram omkAram - The syllable om which is synonymous with Brahman and
which is the purifier of the mind. omityekAksharam brahma, says the
Upanishad. The word pavitram could also be used separately, meaning, "I am the
purifier".

We call

GangA water as being pavitram because it purifies one

destroying the sins. Similarly the Lord is referred to as pavitram as the
thought of Him purifies the heart. pavitrANAm pavitram yo mangaLAnAm ca
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mangaLam, says BhIshma in his discourse on VishNu sahasranAma.
Not only He is the purport of the VedAs but He Himself is the VedAs. Hence
the Lord says here, rk sAma yajus eva ca (aham eva), I am the VedAs, rk, sAma
and yajus.
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SLOKAM 18
gitÉRtaR àÉu> sa]I invas> zr[< suùt!,
àÉv> àly> Swan< inxan< bIjmVyym!.
gati: bhartA prabhu: sAkshI nivAsa: SaraNam suhrt |
prabahava: praLaya: sthAnam nidhAnam bIjam avyayam ||
Meaning:
I am the goal, the supporter, the Lord, the witness, the abode, the refuge and
and imperishable seed.
Comments:
This is just a forerunner of what KrshNa is going to say in the next adhyAya
(vibhUtiyoga – adhyAya 10).
gati: - the goal. The final goal of all beings is to attain the Lord and realize
their real self. The human life is given for the purpose of elevating ourselves
and to attain liberation from bondage. But ignorant use this life for degrading
themselves following sensual pleasures, pampering their ego aspiring for wealth,
power and fame with wrong conception of attaining happiness through them
which, in reality are only gateways of suffering and bondage.
bhartA - bibhrati iti bhartA - One who bears or supports everything. The Lord
supports all the worlds which are His body, by being their inner self.
prabhu: – The Controller and Master of the Universe. The Upanishad says that
the elements and planets and the deities like Yama function under His rule.
sAkshI - He is the witness self, not affected by the actions of all beings which
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the friend. I am the seat of origin and dissolution, the base for preservation

form His body like the soul which is not affected by the

activities and

the transformation of the body, which fact was confirmed in the slokAs (Ch.
4.14 and 9.9).
nivAsam – The abode of all,

matsthAni sarvabhUtAni (9.4).

The word

nArAyaNa means nArA: asya asti iti, all beings are in Him. It is like the AkASa
in which everything exists while it is not in contact with anything (9.6).
SaraNam - The resort of all, mAmekam SaraNam vraja (ch. 18.66). Ramanuja
describes Brahman in his dhyAna sloka of SribhAshya as
dIksha,

vow

of

protecting

His

bhaktAs,

vinata

having taken the

vididha

bhUtavrAta

rakshaikadIkshe. bhUta, means all beings, who are vinata, surrender to Him and
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vididha, who follow the path of devotion, may it be man bird or beast, as can be
seen in the case of VibhIshaNa, Gajendra and JaDayu It is His only vow as
Rama says when VibhIshaNa surrenders to Him.

sk«dev àpÚanay tvaiSmit yacte,
AÉy< svRÉUte_yae ddaMyetìt< mm.
sakrdeva prapannAnAya tavAsmi iti yAcate |
abhayam sarvabhUtebhyo dadAmi iti vratam mama ||
'It is my vow to give protection to all beings whoever surrenders to me saying,
"I am yours". He ultimately gives them moksha also.
suhrt - friend in the real sense of the term. The word suhrt means Sobhanam
hrd asya asti iti, one who has good heart. A suhrt is one who does good without
expecting anything in return. The heart of the Lord is full of dayA, mercy and
He rushes to help His devotees as He did to Gajendra and Draupati
prabhava: praLaya: sthAnam - prabhava means the source, praLaya is the final
dissolution and sthAnam means preservation. yato vA imAni bhUtAni jAyante,
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yena

jAtAni

jIvanti,

yatprayantya

abhisamviSanti,

tadvijij~nAsasva,

tadbrahma, says the Upanishad, meaning, from which all these beings emerged,
by which they are protected and into which they merge back, know that to be
Brahman.
nidhAnam is the base or substratum in which all beings exist.
bIjam avyayam - the imperishable seed of all. The term imperishable is applied
to the word seed because a seed ceases to exist as such when the plant comes
out of it. But the Lord remains for ever and does not undergo any change –

pU[Rmd> pU[Rimd< pU[aRTpU[RmudCyte,

pUrNamada: pUrNamidam pUrNAt pUrNam udacyate |
pUrNasya pUrNam AdAya pUrNameva avaSishyate ||
---brhadArNyaka Up: 5-1-1
Meaning:
That is whole; this is whole; what has come out of the whole is also whole. When
the whole is taken out of the whole, the whole still remains whole.
We know that the Lord is everywhere. Does it mean that He fragments himself
and is present in all beings? No. He is present everywhere in His complete form
only. For example it is not possible to cut the AkASa into parts because it is
one whole. But the space inside the pot is seen as ghaTAkASa while the space
outside is mahAkASa. But both are the same and forms one whole. Similarly
the Brahman being one whole is present everywhere as one whole.
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pU[RSy pU[Rmaday pU[Rmevaviz:yte.

SLOKAM 19
tpaMyhmh< v;¡ ing&ŸaMyuTs&jaim c,
Am&t< cEv m&Tyuí sds½ahmjuRn.
tapAmi aham aham varsham nigrhNAmi utsrjAmi ca |
amrtam ca eva mrtyu: ca sadasat ca aham arjuna ||
Meaning:
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I give heat and hold back and release rain. I am the immortality as well as
death, being and nonbeing.
Comments:
The Sun gives heat and causes rain. The power behind the Sun is the Lord
Himself and hence it is He who gives heat and rain. When the rain is withheld it
is also the act of the Lord.
He is amrtam, immortality. The amrta or nectar obtained by the devAs was only
capable of securing a relative immortality as they cease to exist at the end of
the kalpa. It is by the attainment of the feet of the Lord alone one becomes
immortal, never to be born again. So He is the amrta.
mrtyu is death. The Lord is the annihilator as He Himself says in the eleventh
chapter, kAla: asmi lokakashayakrt pravrddho, I am the kAla, the annihilator
who destroys all the worlds. Hence He is the mrtyu.
sat - that which exists. or what is real. Brahman is defined as sat,
existence, cit, knowledge and

Ananda, bliss

in the Upanishad.

The satta,

existence in everything is the Lord without whom the whole Universe of
sentient and insentient will cease to exist.
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asat - that which does not exist. Brahman is existent as well as nonexistent
because the things which do not exist as such and hence can be called asath
still exist in Brahman in Unmanifest form. When the pot exists it is sat and
when it does not it is asat. But it is asat only as a pot but sat when we consider
it in its causal form as the clay.
In advaita the world is explained as not total asat but as vyAvahArikasatya,
empirical realty as compared to the prAtibhAsika satya which is absolutely
unreal. Thus the world is unreal or asat when viewed as the absolute reality,
Brahman. But till one has the true perception of Brahman everywhere the world
is real and this reality is termed as empirical reality by the advaitin, like the
snake in the rope. Their contention is that the rope exists in its true form and
therefore real, sat. But it is also unreal when viewed as the snake. Similarly

Ramanuja however explains the term unreal as that which did not exist in the
past nor going to exist in future but exists only at present. The pot exists at
present but did not exist as pot in the past nor going to exist in future when it
is broken. But in the past it had existence as clay and going to exist in future as
potsherds. In all the three states it is clay only. Similarly in Unmanifest state,
the world existed as Brahman and going to exist so after dissolution and exists
as the world at present. In all the three states it is Brahman only and hence the
Brhaman is both sat and asat.
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Brahman is real in its true form but when viewed as the world it is unreal.

SLOKAM 20
ÇEiv*a ma< saempa> pUtpapa
y}Eir:q!va SvgRit< àawRyNte,
te pu{ymasa* sureNÔlaekmîiNt idVyaiNdiv devÉaegan!.
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traividyA mAm somapA: pUtapApA
yaj~nai: ishTvA svargatim prArthayante |
te puNyam AsAdya surendralokam
aSnanti divyAn divi devabhogAn ||
Meaning:
Those who have learnt the karmakANDa of the VedAs pray for attainment of
heaven by performing yaj~nAs, drinking soma juice offered therein. They,
purified from their sins and earning merit, go to heaven and enjoy the divine
pleasures there.
Comments:
The Lord has already said that until one reaches the brahmaloka all the other
worlds cause return to earth. Here in these two slokAs He describes the plight
of those who follow the ritualistic part of the Vedas pUrvamimAmsa, without
resorting to the Vedanta, which forms the uttaramimAmsa, the later part of
the VedAs, which deals with the Brahman and salvation.
traividyA: means those who have learnt the three VedAs. atharvaveda is
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normally not included in the reference of vedic learning because it contains
tAntric sections which are used for evil purposes like abhicAra homa etc. which
are supposed to lead one towards hell. The later part of atharva also contains
vedantic truths and some stotrAs from atharvaveda have found their way in the
ritualistic worship but the veda as such is not learnt as the regular curriculum
of vedic studies.
somapA: - those who perform sacrifices. The term denotes the drinking of
soma juice as a ritual in the yagAs. There is some misconception about drinking
soma as consuming liquor by some ignorant persons. Soma juice is squeezed out
of the soma creeper and only few drops are taken as the prAsada.
pUtapApA: - only when the sins are destroyed and merit is acquired one can go
the sake of attaining heaven, in order to reap the benefit of the yaj~na. So it
requires the austerities performed for inner and outer purification as a
prerequisite for performance of a yaj~na.
devAbhogAn - divine pleasures which mean pure sensual pleasures without
suffering as a consequence as on earth.
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to heaven. This is the necessary qualification for the performer of yaj~na for

SLOKAM 21
te t< Éu®va SvgRlaek< ivzal<
]I[e pu{ye mTyRlaek< ivziNt,
@v< ÇyIxmRmnuàpÚa
gtagt< kamkama lÉNte.
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te tam bhuktvA svargalokam viSAlam
kshINe puNye martyalokam viSanti |
evam trayIdharmam anuprapannA
gatAgatam kAmakAmA labhante ||
Meaning:
After enjoying the pleasures in the svargaloka which is spacious, they enter the
earth again when their merits are exhausted. Thus those who follow the path of
Vedas obtain the state of going and coming as they are desire-motivated.
Comments:
svargalokam viSAlam – The heaven is called viSAlam, expansive in terms of the
enjoyment and the duration which lasts for many human lives.
kshINe puNye martyalokam viSanti - They return to earth when their merit is
exhausted. The heaven can be enjoyed according to the merit acquired by
austerities and a result of yaj~na performed to that effect. But the fruits of
any karma, be it yaj~na or tapas is limited as long as it is done for the purpose
other than attaining moksha. The merit earned is like a visa to heaven and as
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when the period of visa is over they have to come back to their own country
and should try again to get a visa, those who go to heaven have to come back
and do more tapas or yaj~na again. This is what KrshNa means as trayI
dharmam anuprapannA: gatAgatam labhante, those who follow the karma mArga
of the VedAs, which are prescribed for the kAmakAma:, those who have
desires to be fulfilled by the vedic rituals, get in to a state of going and
returning.
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SLOKAM 22
AnNyaiíNtyNtae ma< ye jna> pyuRpaste,
te;a< inTyaiÉyu´ana< yaeg]em< vhaMyhm!.
ananyA: cintayanto mAm ye janA: paryupAsate |
teshAm nityAbhiyuktAnAm yogakshemam vahAmyaham ||
Meaning:
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For those people, who think of me without any other thought and persistent in
my devotion always, I take care of their welfare.
Comments:
The Lord promises that He will look after those, who think of Him and worship
Him, persistently and consistently, in this world and the next. Yoga is
attainment and Kshema is preservation of that which is attained. The Lord looks
after the acquirement and preservation of the needs of his ardent devotees in
this world and takes the responsibility of bringing them to Him and preserving
them in that state forever. It means that they do not return to samsAra.
This sloka interpreted with a secular slant proves to be the formula for success
in any endeavour, most valuable in management

sciences. If one thinks of

nothing else except the work at hand, and works on it persistently and
consistently the work itself promises success. This and the sloka in second
chapter 'karmaNyevdhikAraste' (ch.2.47) taken together will be invaluable
principles in worldly pursuits for one who aims for success. When the same work
done without the expectation of result and as an offering to God it becomes
karma yoga.
The important words to be remembered in this sloka are paryupAsate and
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nityAbhiyuktAnAm. When one thinks of an ideal or goal to be reached he should
remember it always, nityAbhiyukta, and continuously, paryupAsate. A worker
who works relentlessly on his work, may it be painting, singing or studying etc.
he is crowned with success. This is because he gets totally involved in his work
becomes dedicated when, even the thought of success never enters his mind.
But the work performed thus takes care of the result. This is the implication of
yogakshemam vahAmyaham even taken in the worldly sense.
The same dedication and involvement towards the Lord, and puts the
responsibility of taking care of the devotee on His shoulders and He says "I will
look after the welfare of such a devotee". The life history of all the saints is
the proof of this. When the devotee says,
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kayen vaca mNseiNÔyEvaR
buÏ(aTmna va àk«te> SvRÉavat!,
kraeim y*t! skl< prSmE
naray[ayeit smpRyaim.
kAyena vAcA mansendriyairvA
buddhyAtmanA vA prakrtersvabhAvAt |
karomi yat yat sakalam parasmai
nArAyaNAyeti samarpayAmi ||
meaning, whatever I do feel and think I offer it to nArAyaNa, the onus is on
nArAyaNa to look after him.
He cut vegetables in the house of Ghorakumbha, prepared cowdung cakes for
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Bhakta Jana, helped in the daily worship for Ramanuja and some others, repaid
the loan of Badracala Ramadas, and protected the money given to Thyagaraja by
a devotee from the thieves, whatever He had not done for His devotees! It
produces horripilation even to mention these acts of love of the Lord and they
are countless, starting from early yugas right down to Kaliyuga. In this sloka
the Lord shows the easiest way to attain His grace.
There may arise a doubt regarding this sloka where the Lord says,
yogakshemam vahAmyaham. We often see that the devotees of the Lord are
not very prosperous in the world and how could yoga, attaining and
kshema, preservation holds good in the case of one who has no possessions?
Here the word yoga should be understood as attaining the Lord and kshema is
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the preservation of the means of attaining Him. The real devotee does not know
anything else except the love for the Lord. Hence like the mother who takes
care of her child by giving him what he needs and removing what is not good for
him, the Lord gives the devotee what all that are necessary for his attaining
the goal and takes away from him which is not conducive for that. He looks
after the devotee by securing his basic needs like food etc. which help him to
carry on in his spiritual journey and protects him from that which may obstruct
his path. This is the yogakshema mentioned in the sloka.
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SLOKAM 23
ye=PyNydevta É´a yjNte ïÏyaiNvta>,
te=ip mamev kaENtey yjNTyivixpUvRkm!.
ye api anya devatA bhaktA yajante SraddhayA anvitA: |
te api mAm eva kaunteya yajanti avidhi pUrvakam ||
Meaning:
Even the devotees of other deities who worship them with sacrifices etc., with
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faith, only worship Me in reality but not in the proper way.

SLOKAM 24
Ah< ih svRy}ana< Éae´a c àÉurev c,
n tu mamiÉjaniNt tÅvenatZCyviNt te.
aham hi sarvayajnAnAm bhoktA ca prabhu: eva ca |
na tu mAm abhijAnanti tattvena ata: cyavanti te ||
Meaning:
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I am the Lord of all sacrifices and the enjoyer. But they do not know this and
they slip from the final stage.
Comments:
Even those who worship other deities, which includes those who do sacrifices to
please Indra etc., actually worship only the Supreme Self, because He is the
power behind them. So, provided they worship their ishTasdevata with faith,
through them the Lord gives results. KrshNa says that He is the sacrifice,
sacrificed and the sacrificer, without knowing which, the people who worship
others fall back into samsAra.
Those who worship other deities desiring for particular results will get only
those result provided their faith is true. Even though the Lord only gives those
results they will not get the final result of moksha which His devotees get and
hence KrshNa says that they swerve from the final goal.
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SLOKAM 25
yaiNt devìta devaiNpt¨NyaiNt ipt&ìta>,
ÉUtain yaiNt ÉUteJya yaiNt m*aijnae=ip mam!.
yAnti devavratA devAn pitRn yAnti pitrvratA: |
bhUtAni yAnti bhUtejyA yAnti madyAjina api mAm ||
Meaning:
Those worship devAs will go to the worlds ordained by such ritualistic worship
worshippers of Pitrs reach the pitrs and the worshippers of demonic forces go
to them. Those who worship Me, come to Me.
Comments:
The overall meaning of this sloka is that those who worship the devAs
attain the realm of experience like that of the devAs. That is they go to
heaven. When their merit is exhausted they return to earth. Those who do the
srAddhA and other rituals pertaining to the pitrs go to pitrloka and they also
return after their stay there. Those who worship the evil forces also go to
their region and come back to reap the fruit of their acts. Only those who
worship the Lord attains moksha and do not return to earth.
But this sloka along with previous sloka 23rd, should be examined in the light of
the 22nd, ananyA: cintayanto mAm, because of the word SraddhayAnvitA:, with
full faith.
It is explained in sloka 22nd that whatever one contemplates with involvement
and dedication will provide results. The word deva refers to the power behind
the indriyAs. Sun is the devatA of eyes, Indra of hands etc. Hence the devAs
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and get the results which are in the power of such deities to give. The

worshipped for the sake of sense satisfaction only. The sacrifice performed
for wealth or power or even for attaining heaven which is only a realm of
sensual experience ensures whatever one wishes for. This is the meaning of
devAn devavratA yAnti. Alternatively it may mean that if one tries for sensual
pursuits like acquiring wealth, and other possessions diligently, working for it
with full faith and involvement with dedication will get it.
The pitrs signify the culture and tradition and those who worship the pitrs are
those who do the SrAddhas and other ritualistic ceremonies according to their
varNAnasrama dharmam. They will reach the realm of pitrs and will be born as
custodians of culture and tradition.
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The bhUtAs represent the elements and may refer to the secular sciences and
pursuits like engineering or agriculture. Even these disciplines followed
faithfully fetch results. If bhUtAs are understood as evil spirits, the followers
will get results no doubt but will also be doomed for an eternity of damnation
until they reform themselves. KrshNa says in a later chapter that he pushes
them into Asuric wombs, kshipAmi ajasram aSubhAn AsyurIshu eva yonishu
(BG:16.19).
This also affirms what is said in the previous sloka, aham hi sarva yaj~nAnAm
bhoktA ca prabhu:eva ca, because it is only the Lord who gives the result to all
according to their actions. Without knowing this they resort to other means
that will provide only temporary result causing their return into samsAra.
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SLOKAM 26
pÇ< pu:p< )l< taey< yae me É®ya àyCDit,
tdh< É®yupùtmîaim àytaTmn>.
patram pushpam phalam toyam yo me bhaktyA prayacchati |
tat aham bhakti upahrtam aSnAmi prayatAtmana: ||
Meaning:
Whatever you give Me, a leaf, a flower, a fruit or even water, with devotion, I

Comments:
BhIshma says to YudhishThira about the highest dharma of all, yadbhaktyA
puNDarIkasham sthavairarcet nara: esha dharmassanAtana:', the worship of
the Lotus eyed Lord is the age old dharma. This is Adhikyena abhimatam,
considered the greatest because it can be done without depending on anything
or anybody and without disturbing others, can be done by anyone without
distinction of caste, creed or sex. The last point is stressed by KrshNa later in
the chapter.
It is said in the MahAbhArata that the Lord expects nothing more than
pUrNakumbha, offering of a pot of water, pAdasevana, worshipping His feet
and kuSalapraSna, loving words –
anyat pUrNAdapAm kumbhAt anyat pAdAvanejanAt |
anyat kuSala sampaSnAt na ca icchati janArdana: ||
The Lord accepted the humble food in the house of Vidura offered with bhakti,
bhakti upahrtam, and refused the grand feast offered by Duryodhana without
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will take it with pleasure.

love. Similarly He took by force and relished the flaked rice which Kucela
brought, but was ashamed to offer, and enjoyed the fruits given by Sabari with
devotion.
This sloka shows that the path of devotion is the easiest. Why and how the
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path of devotion is the easiest is denoted by the next sloka.
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SLOKAM 27
yTkraei; ydîais y¾uhaei; ddais yt!,
yÄpSyis kaENtey tTk…é:v mdpR[m!.
yat karoshi yat aSnAsi yat juhoshi dadAsi yat |
yat tapasyasi kaunteya tat kurushva madarpaNam ||
Meaning:
Whatever you do, eat, offer, give away and whatever austerity you practice,

Comments:
Once KrshNa and Arjuna were going towards devaloka when Arjuna saw huge
heaps of flowers on the way. Arjuna asked KrshNa about it and KrshNa replied
that they were the flowers offered to Him in worship by BhIma. Arjuna was
surprised as he had never seen BhIma doing any pUja. Arjuna thought that the
flowers offered by himself in worship must be a bigger heap as he used to do
pUja everyday and asked KrshNa where were the flowers he himself
worshipped and KrshNa pointed to a miserable small heap and said that those
were the flowers Arjuna offered. When Arjuna was piqued, KrshNa said that
BhIma used to offer what ever he saw to KrshNa by way of worship but Arjuna
offered only those he had at the time of his pUja. This illustrates the
importance of offering everything one does to the Lord.
This seems easily said than done but there is a lot of sense in it. For instance
when a servant is doing a job for his master whom he adores, he will do it in the
best of his ability but he does it with the attitude that the result and the
agency of action belongs not to him but to his master. Thus he is not riddled
with anxiety and hence will be able to do it well.
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you should do it all as an offering to me.

This actually combines karma yoga and bhakti yoga as the former is easier to do
with the spirit of bhakti. The simplest method for spiritual evolution is to
surrender to the Lord and do everything as His kainkarya, may it be for
sustenance of the body, or maintaining a family or vaidIka karma. This attitude
will rid one of ego and desire. It is not at all difficult but to have that attitude
one must first acquire devotion for which also we require His grace. So the
first and foremost prayer should be to ask for unswerving devotion and rest
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will automatically fall in place.
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SLOKAM 28
zuÉazuÉ)lErev< maeúyse kmRbNxnE>,
s<Nyasyaegyu´aTma ivmu´ae mamupE:yis.
Subha aSubha phalai: evam mokshyase karmabandhanai: |
sannyAsayoga yuktAtmA vimukto mAm upaishyasi ||
Meaning:
Thus you will be released from bondage and its good and bad results. You will

Comments
One who offers everything to the Lord is not affected by the result of his
actions and thus gets released for karma. He becomes totally renounced of all
actions and their results and attains the Lord in the end.
Saying that one who offers everything to Me and worships will get liberated
may ascribe partiality to the Lord towards His devotees. This doubt is dispelled
by the next sloka.
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attain Me, liberated through renunciation.
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“I AM in My devotees and they are in ME!”
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SLOKAM 28
smae=h< svRÉUte;u n me Öe:yae=iSt n iày>,
ye ÉjiNt tu ma< É®ya miy te te;u caPyhm!.
samoham sarvabhUtheshu na me dveshyo asti na priya: |
ye bhajanti tu mAm bhaktyA mayi te teshu ca api aham ||
Meaning:
I am equal to all and I have no friend or foe. Whoever worships Me with

Comments:
The Lord is the karmaphaladhAtA, one who apportions the fruit of the karma
of everyone. In His incarnations also, He is not acting out of desire or anger but
simply personifies the destiny of each one according to his actions. Like the
mother who punishes the naughty child and rewards the good one, the
Lord punishes the wicked, to reform them and rewards the good to encourage
them. Thus His retribution is for redemption.
Like the wind which will help the boat only when the sails are opened, and the
light can be seen only when the eyes are open, God will help only those who come
to Him. If one sees Him as an enemy He will appear only in that form because
He comes to you as you see Him.
To emphasize His impartiality, KrshNa further says,
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devotion they are in Me and I am in them.

SLOKAM 30
Aip ceTsuÊracarae Éjte mamnNyÉak!,
saxurev s mNtVy> sMyGVyvistae ih s>.
api cet sudurAcAra: bhajate mAm ananyabhAk |
sadhu: eva sa mantavya: samyak vyavasita: hi sa: ||
Meaning:
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Even if one is a confirmed sinner, if he worships Me with a steadfast mind, he is
to be considered as a good person with good resolve.
Comments:
Even if a person is most sinful, if he worships the Lord with undivided devotion
he is to be counted among the good. The devotion absolves him from all the sins.
But he should be sincere and wishing to redeem himself, which is denoted by
ananyabhAk, with no other thought than the love of the Lord, which naturally
destroys all sinful impressions from his mind.
But what is the meaning of the Upanishadic statement

naivrtae ÊíirtaÚazaNtae nasmaiht>,
nazaNtmansae va=ip à}anenEnmaßuyat!.
na avirato duScaritAt na aSAnto na asamAhita: |
na aSAntamAnaso vApi praj~nAnena enam ApnuyAt ||
---kaTha Up: 1-2-24
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Meaning:
One who is not turned away from bad conduct, is not tranquil, is not composed
and also not calm in mind, cannot obtain the Supreme through knowledge.
This holds good only for one who has not mended his ways. What happens when
he does?
KrshNa replies in the next sloka,
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SLOKAM 31
i]à< Évit xmaRTma zñCDaiNt< ingCDit,
kaENtey àitjanIih n me É´> à[Zyit.
kshipram bhavati dharmAtmA SaSvat SAntim nigacchati |
kaunteya pratijAnIhi na me bhakta: praNaSyati ||
Meaning:
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He becomes a righteous person immediately and attains everlasting peace.
Arjuna, proclaim from Me that My devotee never perishes.
Comments:
Quickly he becomes righteous and obtain everlasting peace. There were
examples of this in the epics and purANAs like ValmIiki and BilvamangaLa,
otherwise known as LeelAsuka, and even PurandaradAsa, all who changed from
men of worldly desires to great bhaktAs in a matter of moments.
Therefore KrshNa gives a guarantee in the second line of the sloka that His
devotees will never perish.
To attain the Lord, devotion is the only qualification irrespective of caste creed
or sex. Sabari, Guha, TiruppANAzhvAr, and so many like them are examples of
this.
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SLOKAM 32
ma< ih pawR VypaiïTy ye=ip Syu> papyaeny>,
iôyae vEZyaStwa zUÔaSte=ip yaiNt pra< gitm!.
mAm hi pArtha vyapASritya ye api syu: pApayonaya: |
striyo vaiSyA: tathA SUdrA: te api yAnti parAm gatim ||
Meaning:
Those who resort to Me Arjuna, even if they are of sinful birth, women or

Comments:
Of the four varNAs except Brahmins and kshatriyAs, the others including
women are not qualified to study the VedAs and follow the scriptural disciplines
outlined therein.
This is the traditional explanation of this sloka. But let us see how far it is
applicable to modern days. Even in olden days there were instances when women
and people born in castes other than Brahmin or kshatriya, like Tirumazhisai
AzvAr were learned in vedAs. GArgi, and the wives of the rshis like VasishTha
were examples of this. Upanayanam and gAyatri were common to women in
previous yugams and there are references to this in the itihAsAs and PurANAs.
Some of the “rshis” of mantras (RishiNis) were women like LobhAmudrA. So
instead of saying that they are not qualified, we can say that they do not have
to learn the VedAs as they could get salvation simply by following their
svadharma. The wife of a Brahmin and the butcher in the story of KauSika, the
yogi are examples to this fact.
KauSika, a yogi was doing penance under a tree and stork droppings fell on him.
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vaiSyAs or SUdrAs, they also attain the Supreme state.

Angered he looked at the bird above and it was burnt to ashes. Arrogant with
his power he went to a house or alms and the wife of the Brahmin was looking
after her husband and delayed in coming out. The yogi stared at her and she
said that she was not the stork. Surprised and humbled he begged her to
instruct him and she told him to go to a man called dharmavyada and when he
went there and found that he was a butcher. dharmavyada asked KauSika
whether the Brahmin lady sent him. When Kausika asked him how did he get the
power, dharmavyada replied that he knew nothing except doing his duty and
serving his parents sincerely.
The implication of this sloKam should however be well understood. The term
woman signifies those who lack strength of mind and conviction necessary to
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follow the rigorous discipline of the VedAs. Similarly the vaiSya stand for the
materially minded who would not have inclination to self control and the word
sUdrAs imply those who are predominantly tAmasik.
The main idea is that devotion and surrender is the only qualification to deserve
the grace of the Lord irrespective of caste or sex.
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SLOKAM 33
ik< punäaRü[a> pu{ya É´a raj;RyStwa,
AinTymsuo< laekimm< àaPy ÉjSv mam!.
kim punarbrAhmaNA: puNyA bhaktA rAjarshaya: tathA |
anityam asukham lokam imam prApya bhajasva mAm ||
Meaning:
What more could be said of holy BrahmanAs and devoted KshatriyAs?
me.
Comments:
If this were the case of lowliest, can there be any doubt about those who were
born in the noble sections of society, learning vedas and practicing spiritual
disciplines!
The world, the Lord says, is anityam, transitory, asukham, joyless. The pleasure
obtained in this world which is destructible, is also temporary and bring sorrow
in its wake. The human life is given for evolving oneself through j~nAna and
bakti and to became free from bondage that causes rebirth. Hence one should
worship the Lord on being born in this world.
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Therefore, having obtained this joyless and transient life, constantly worship
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“Engage your mind on ME and you will attain ME!”
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SLOKAM 34
mNmna Év mÑ´ae m*ajI ma< nmSk…é,
mamevE:yis yu®vEvmaTman< mTpray[>.
manmanA bhava madbhakto madyAjI mAm namaskuru |
mAm eva eshyasi yuktvA evam AtmAnam matparAyaNa: ||
Meaning:
"Focus your mind on Me; be My devote; be My worshipper. Bow down to Me.
Me."
Comments:
KrshNa ends the discourse on BrahmavidyA or rAjavidyA by describing the
nature of bhakti.
manmanA bhava - with the mind always engrossed in the Lord. What has been
said in the chapter so far is reiterated here. ananyA: cintayanto mAm (sl.22) is
the explanation of manmanA bhava This is the qualifying term for the next
word madbhakta:, the devotee, who has been described in the sloka 17 as
satatam kIrtayanto mAm. The true devotee not only thinks of the Lord always
but also talks and sings of nothing but Him, as described in the next chapter,
maccittA: madgatA prANA: (10.9).
madyAjI - they offer everything to the Lord as made out in the sloka 27,
yatkaroshi yadaSnAsi, earlier in the chapter.
mAm namaskuru mAm eva eshyasi - What has been said in the earlier sloka 25
is repeated here that those who worship the Lord attains Him because it is the
real goal of a devotee, who is termed as matparAyaNa:, who integrates his
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Engaging your mind in this manner on Me as the supreme goal you will come to

body, mind and intellect on the Lord, yuktvA evam AtmAnam.
BhIshma in expounding the VishNu sahsaranAma, answers the question of
YudhishThira 'kimekam daivatam loke kimvApyekam parAyaNam', who is the
Supreme Deity and which is the supreme goal, by saying that Lord nArAyaNa,
(the Brahman) is the paramam parAyaNam. He is pavitrAnAm pavitram, purity in
the pure things, because the holiness of the water like that of the Ganges is
only through His association and He is the auspiciousness, mangalam of the
auspicious, mangaLAnAm. He is daivatAnAm daivatam, the divinity in the divine
beings because He is the creator bhUtAnAm avyayApita. Hence He is the
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paramam parAyaNam, the Supreme goal.

THUS ENDS THE NINTH CHAPTER OF SRI BHAGAVAD GITA ON
RAJAVISYA RAJAGUHYA YOGA OR BRAHMAVIDYA THE ROYAL SECRET
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CHAPTER 10
VIBHUTI YOGA - THE GLORY OF THE DIVINE
MANIFESTATIONS
SLOKAM 1
ïIÉgvanuvac
ÉUy @v mhabahae ï&[u me prm< vc>,
yÄe=h< àIyma[ay vúyaim ihtkaMyya.

bhuya eva mahAbAho SrNu me paramam vaca: |
yatte aham prIyamANAya vakshyAmi hitakAmyayA ||
Meaning:
The Lord said I will tell you again Oh, mighty armed! Listen the words of divine wisdom. I am
telling this to you, who loves Me, for your welfare.
Comments:
The tenth and eleventh adhyAyAs of the Gita serve to induce devotion and in
the twelfth adhyAya bhakti yoga is elaborated. The transcendence and
immanence of the Lord is made explicit in the two adhyAyAs. The tenth is
called vibhUti yoga in which the manifestations of the divine glory are
enumerated corresponding to the vision of the Lord in everything while the
eleventh adhyAya is called the visvarUpadarSana in which KrshNa shows Arjuna
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SrI bhagavAn uvAca

the cosmic form. Hence both the adhyAyAs taken together illustrates the
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truth, that The Lord is in everything and everything is in Him respectively.

KrshNa starts telling Arjuna about His greatness as the Lord of the Universe,
which is not understood even by the great rshis and devAs because He is the
source of them all. After imparting the sovereign learning and secret of the
Supreme Reality, in the previous chapter, KrshNa tries to make it easier by
elucidating again on this topic by saying "listen again to my word of supreme
wisdom which I tell you out of love", which is the reason for further
elaboration.
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SLOKAM 2
n me ivÊ> surg[a> àÉv< n mh;Ry>,
AhmaidihR devana< mh;IR[a< c svRz>.
na me vidu: suragaNA: prabhavam na maharshaya: |
aham Adi: hi devAnAm maharshINAm ca sarvaSa: ||
Meaning:
Even devAs and the great sages do not know my origin. I am the origin of devAs

Comments:
KrshNa then proceeds to explain the knowledge of His real nature which is
inexplicable even to the devAs and rshis. The impediment to the understanding
of the real nature of Brahman is the moha, delusion. In RamAvatAra and
KrshNAvatAra there were only very few who had the insight to see the divinity
in Rama and KrshNa. And this was possible only through devotion. J~nAna or
knowledge born of devotion removes the delusion of perceiving the mortal form
in the divine incarnations.
The reason why, even the devAs, who are provided with divine powers and the
great rshis of divine intellect could not understand the Lord in His entirety is,
that He is the origin of all of them and also of the prakrti and its tattvAs,
which include the intellect and ego and hence He could not be understood as He
transcends them all. Brahman realization is not an object of knowledge but is an
experience. One can know about the form and taste and everything about mango
fruit from hearsay or through books but it has to be tasted in order to
understand the sweetness of it. It is the same with all the sense objects the
enjoyment of which can never be explained but has to be experienced. If it is
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and great sages in all respects.

so for worldly things, how can that which transcends the mind and intellect be
understood!
Is it virtually impossible for any one to know the Lord in His entirety? Or is
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there any one who could know Him? This is answered next.
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SLOKAM 3
yae mamjmnaid< c veiÄ laekmheñrm!,
As<mUF> s mTyeR;u svRpapE> àmuCyte.
yo mAm ajam anAdim ca vetti lokamaheSvaram |
asammUDha: sa martyeshu sarvapApai: pramucyate ||
Meaning:
One who knows Me as the one unborn, with no beginning and as the Master of
sins.
Comments:
Once a man gets free from delusion he is able to understand that the Lord is
unborn (aja), without beginning (anAdi) and is the Lord of the Universe. Such
knowledge born out of right perception through devotion removes all sins, says
KrshNa, because such a person is no longer attached either to his action or its
result and hence is not affected by it. Thus by meditating on the real nature of
the Lord through devotion, all impediments, namely those born out of past
karma giving rise to sin, are washed away.
ajam - The Lord is not born. But manifests as the Universe as PurushasUkta
says, ajAymAno bahudhAvijAyate.

The one unborn become many. The

Upanishad says sadeva idam agra AsIt ekam eva advitItyam - sat, or Brahman
alone existed in the beginning, one only without a second. tat aikshata bahu
syAm prajAyeya, it willed to become many. This is denoted by the words aham
Adi: in the previous sloka. When it is said that the Lord is the origin of devAs
and great rshis, it includes the other lesser beings also. Where did Brahman
come from? This is explained here as by the word ajam and anAdi. He is aja
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the Universe, he is the wise one among human beings and gets freed from all

because he is anAdi. When a thing is to be born, it has a beginning.
anAdi - But the Lord or Brahman has no beginning. A pot is born out of mud and
the mud comes from earth and the earth and the other elements out of which
all beings are created from Brahman as declared in the Upanishad ‘tat aikshata
bahu syAm prajAyeya; tat tejo asrjata’. It willed to become many and created
the fire. Then the creation of other elements are mentioned. Now if everything
came from Brahman where did Brahman come from? If there is some source
then the statement ‘sadeva idam agra AsIt ekameva advitIyam’ cannot be true.
Because it would mean that there was something else from which the Brahman
originated. Hence by logical reasoning it follows that Brahman, the Lord
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nArAyaNa is beginningless, anAdi.
loka maheSvaram - the Lord of the Universe. The word loka means perception
and the word thus means the Supreme perception brahmaj~nAna, because it is
denoted by the next line describing those who have the right perception by the
word asammUDha:, one without delusion and sees the reality. loka can also
denote that which is seen, that is the manifestations of the Lord which are
described in this chapter in detail. loka need not be the physical world but the
realms of consciousness of which the Lord is the supreme power behind. Right
from the awareness of the physical world till that of the supreme reality
everything happens by the will of the Lord. By this perception one becomes
freed from karma and the sins which are the results of karma.
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SLOKAMS 4 & 5
buiÏ}aRnms<maeh> ]ma sTy< dm> zm>,
suo< Ê>o< Évae=Éavae Éy< caÉymev c. 4.
Aih<sa smta tuiòStpae dan< yzae=yz>,
ÉviNt Éava ÉUtana< mÄ @v p&wiGvxa>. 5.
buddhi: j~nAnam asammoha: kshamA satyam dama: Sama: |

ahimsA samatA tushTi: tapo dAnam yaSa: ayaSa: |
bhavanti bhAvA bhUtAnAm matta eva prthagvidhA: ||5||
Meaning:
Intellect, wisdom, absence of delusion, patience, truth, outer and inner control,
joy and sorrow, existence and nonexistence fear and fearlessness, non-violence,
equanimity, contentment, austerity, charity, fame and ill-fame, all these
different states of being are from Me only.
Comments:
These two slokAs are a sort of elucidation of the word lokamaheSvaram.
All the qualities mentioned here are the attitudes of the mind and intellect.
The idea that everything happens by the will of the Lord as seen in the previous
sloka is reiterated here.
The qualities joy and sorrow, existence and non existence fear and
fearlessness, fame and ill fame, are said to be the effect of divine will even
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sukham duhkham bhava: abhAva: bhayam ca abhayam eva ca ||4||

though they are opposites because sorrow means that feeling for something
that had happened due to reasons beyond our control There are three causes
of sorrow namely, Adhidaivika (natural calamities), Adhibhautika (suffering due
to other beings) and AdhyAtmika (diseases of the mind and body), known as
tApatrayam.
Similarly the nonexistence means the absence of what we do not have which is
due to the will of God. This is what Sankara means in his Bajagovindam as
yallabhase nija karmopAttam vittam tena vinodaya cittam, whatever one gets
due to own karma he should be satisfied with that.
Fear and fearlessness denote the fear for what should not be done and
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fearlessness for what we should do. Fame will come only due to the will of God
and ill fame may come due to the ill will of others. But still it is the will of God.
In 12th chapter describing the devotee the Lord says, in sloka 18, that the
devotee who is dear to Him is the one who treats fame and ill fame equally. This
comes only out of the absence of dehAtma buddhi born out of ego. It is said
that those who speak ill of us take away our sins. So it is all the grace of God
only as long as one has not done anything willfully to cause ill-fame.
But it is to be noticed that the opposites of other qualities have not been
included., like untruth, violence etc. because these are not the will of God but
our own will due to ignorance of what is good and what is not and they are
desire motivated.
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SLOKAM 6
mh;Ry> sÝ pUveR cTvarae mnvStwa,
mÑava mansa jata ye;a< laek #ma> àja>.
maharshaya: sapta pUrve catvAro manavastathA |
madbhAvA mAnasA jAtA: yeshAm loke imA: prajA: ||
Meaning:
The seven rshis, the first four Manus were born from My mind and possess my

Comments:
The seven rshis of yore are those who came from the mind of the Lord in the
beginning of creation. They are, MarIci, angiras, atri, Pulastya, Pulaka, Kratu
and VasishTha. The saptarshis and Indra vary in each Manvantara. But these
are only meant here, since they were the first. They possess seven qualities,
namely, dIrghAyus (long life), mantrakrt (the seers of mantras), ISvarA: (have
divine powers), divyacakshusha: (possess divine vision), matured in attributes,
learning and also in years, knowers of dharma and creators of gotrA, clan.
The first four are the mAnasaputrAs of Brahma viz, Sanaka, Sanandana,
SanAtana and SanatkumAra. Even though they did not cause the procreation as
they went to do tapas against the order of Brahma to procreate, they are
included because they were also born from the mind of the Lord through
Brahma.
The Manus are fourteen and the reign of each is called a manvantara. Six
manvantarAs have gone already and the present is the Vaivasvata manvantara.
The Manus and their progeny is described in SrImadbhAgavatam in detail.
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mental disposition, from whom these worlds have come about.

Who are those who possess this knowledge that all are the manifestations of
the Lord? The devotees know this through Bhakti yoga. This is explained in the
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next three slokAs.
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SLOKAM 7
@ta< ivÉUit< yaeg< c mm yae veiÄ tÅvt>,
sae=ivkMpen yaegen yuJyte naÇ s<zy>.
etAm vibhUtim yogam ca mama yo vetti tattvata: |
so avikampena yogena yujyate na atra samSaya: ||
Meaning:
One who knows my manifestations and power as they are, doubtless endowed

Comments:
vibhUti is the divine manifestation of which KrshNa is going to elaborate in this
chapter. As the chapters from 7 to 12 are said to be the exposition of bhakti
yoga the word yoga here means only devotion. avikampa yoga is steadfast
devotion, kampa meaning tremor and avikampa means firm and steady.
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with steadfast devotion.

SLOKAM 8
Ah< svRSy àÉvae mÄ> sv¡ àvtRte,
#it mTva ÉjNte ma< buxa ÉavsmiNvta>.
aham sarvasya prabhava: mattA: sarvam pravartate |
iti matvA bajante mAm budhA bhAvasamanvitA: ||
Meaning:
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The wise with bhakti bhAva,
devotional attitude, worship
Me, knowing that I am the
source

of

all

which

is

activated by Me.
Comments:
Those with the knowledge
that the Lord is everywhere,
transcendent

and

immanent and everything is
in Him as well as he is in
everything, are denoted as
budhA:, the wise. The bhAva
or the kind of existence
they go through is described
in the next sloka.

The Wise and the devout - Swamy nammAzhwAr
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SLOKAM 9
mi½Äa mÌtàa[a baexyNt> prSprm!,
kwyNtí ma< inTy< tu:yiNt c rmiNt c.
maccittA madgataprANA: bodhayanta: parasparam |
kathayanta: ca mAm nityam tushyanti ca ramanti ca ||
Meaning:
With their mind absorbed in Me, their very life depending on Me, they
enjoy it always.
Comments:
This is a beautiful sloka illustrating the ananyabhakti.
maccittA: - their only thought is always about the Lord. vAsudeva: sarvam iti sa
mahAtmA sudurlabha:, as mentioned in chapter 7, sloka 19, it is very difficult to
reach that stage and it happens only after many lives. When all the desires and
attachment are turned off from the worldly pleasures and the only attachment
is to the Lord and the only desire is to attain Him, all the thoughts are
centered only on the Lord.
madgataprANA: - their very existence depends on their devotion. If one
moment is spent without thinking of Him or talking of His glory they feel like
fish out of water. Without that they could not survive and they do not consider
their life worth living.
bodhayanta: parasparam - When two people with same interest meet naturally
they talk about the subject of their interest. How much more will the devotees
feel when they meet each other. They exchange their experiences and
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exchange the knowledge to one another and talking about Me, take pleasure and

emotions.
kathayanta: ca mAm nityam - They talk about Him, retell stories of the Lord
and sing His glory. This description of His devotees has been given in the
previous chapter itself in sloka 14. Ghorakumbha was known to sing the glory of
PaNDuranga even when he was making pots. So were the various devotees who
enjoyed in singing, talking and thinking about the Lord all the time.
tushyanti ca ramanti ca - Nothing pleases or provide enjoyment to the devotees
more than these activities. They offer all they do and experience, to the Lord
alone. They live as an instrument of the divine, through whom His glories are
manifested.
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The perfect example of this description of devotion is that of the gopis
towards KrshNa. They were all the time engrossed in Him, always talked about
him and exchanged their experiences with Him and sang and danced around Him
and about Him. In fact their whole existence was nothing but Him.
There is a sloka in KrshNa karNamrtam which beautifully illustrates this.

iv³etu kama ikl gaepkNya
murair padaipRt icÄv&iÄ>,
dXyaidk< maehvzadvaect!
gaeivNd damaedr maxveit.
vikretu kAmA kila gopakanyA
murAri pAdArpita citta vrtti: |
dadhyAdikam mohavaSAt avocat
govinda dAmodara mAdhaveti ||

--- KrshNa karNamrtam 2-55
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A gopi who wished to sell curd etc., enchanted, with her mind absorbed in the
feet of KrshNa, called out 'govinda, dAmodaara and mAdhava', instead of
saying curd, butter etc. Her mind was full of KrshNa and no other words came
out of her mouth except His nAmAs even when she was selling curds etc. on the
streets.
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SLOKAM 10
te;a< sttyu´ana< Éjta< àIitpUvRkm!,
ddaim buiÏyaeg< t< yen mamupyaiNt te.
teshAm satatayuktAnAm bhajatAm prItipUrvakam |
dadAmi buddhiyogam tam yena mAm upayAnti te ||
Meaning:
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To those who worship Me with mind engrossed in Me with love, I give the
intellectual comprehension by which they attain Me.
Comments:
buddhiyoga

is the knowledge of the Lord and His glory and power as it is

through intellectual understanding. The devotee being all the time engrossed in
the thought of the Lord and doing everything as an offering to Him, sees Him
everywhere and thus come to know the glory of His manifestations and that He
is the power behind all. This knowledge comes to Him through the grace of the
Lord because he is chosen by the Lord to attain Him as the Upanishad says,
yamevaisha vrNute tena labhya:, meaning that the Lord reveals Himself to the
one whom He chooses to do so. This is what is implied by the second line of the
sloka. How does He do it is explained in the next sloka.
The intellectual comprehension mentioned here is not the brahma j~nAna but
only the knowledge of the divine manifestations and the power of The Lord,
that He is in everything and everything is in Him. Armed with that they proceed
towards the final goal of brahman realization which is attaining the Lord, who
reveals Himself as explained next.
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SLOKAM 11
te;amevanukMpawRmhm}anj< tm>,
nazyaMyaTmÉavSwae }andIpen ÉaSvta.
teshAm eva anuampArtham aham aj~nAnjam tama: |
nASayAmi AtmabhAvastha: j~nAna dIpena bhAsvatA ||
Meaning:
For them alone I destroy, from inside them, the darkness born out of ignorance

Comments:
Due to unswerving bhakti all the impurities of the mind are removed and the
mind is filled only with the thought of the Lord. When the mind is thus cleansed
of all the impurities gathered from several births due to ignorance, the wisdom
dawns. This is also the grace of the Lord who is in the heart of the devotee.
The wisdom is the brilliant light that dispels the darkness of ignorance. When
the darkness of ignorance is gone as soon as the light of wisdom arises in the
heart, which is simultaneous as the Sun rise and the disappearance of darkness,
they attain the Lord who was in them all the while but not seen due to
ignorance. It is not attaining something which was not there before or reaching
a destination but it is like rediscovering that which was there all the time but
covered wit the veil of ignorance. Bhakti is the chord that opens the curtain to
reveal the Lord inside and He is the one who calls the ropes.
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by the brilliant light of knowledge.

SLOKAMS 12 & 13
AjuRn %vac
pr< äü pr< xam pivÇ< prm< Évan!,
pué;< zañt< idVymaiddevmj< ivÉum!. 12.
AahuSTvam&;y> sveR devi;RnaRrdStwa,
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Aistae devlae Vyas> Svy< cEv ävIi; me. 13.
arjuna uvAca
param brahma param dhAma pavitram paramam bhavAn |
purusham SASvatam divyam Adidevam ajam vibhum ||12||
Ahu: tvAm rshaya: sarve devarshi: nArada: tathA |
asito devalo vyAsa: svayam ca eva bravIshi me ||13||
Meaning:
Arjuna said:
You are the Supreme Brahman, Supreme light,
Supremely

auspicious,

the

eternal

Divine

purusha, the primal deity, unborn and all
pervading. Thus all rshis, the divine sage
nArada, asita, devala and VyAsa spoke about
You and You Yourself is telling me so.
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SLOKAM 14
svRmet†t< mNye yNma< vdis kezv,
n ih te ÉgvNVyi´< ivÊdeRva n danva>.
sarvam etat rtam manye yat mAm vadasi keSava |
na hi te bhagavan vyaktim vidu: devA: na dAnavA: ||
Meaning:
I believe that all this what you say is true. Your manifestation is not known by

Comments:
Arjuna is impressed with the divinity of KrshNa now, a far cry from
saying,'aparam bhavato janma param janma vivasvata:' (BG.4-4), "You were born
after the Sun and how could you have instructed him on this yoga?" and extols
His greatness.
He says, "The rshis like nArada and VyAsa proclaim that You are the Supreme
Brahman, Supreme light and Supreme Sanctifier, eternal Divine Person, Primal
Lord, unborn and all-pervading and You Yourself has told me so now. So I am
convinced that all You have said is true and Your glory is not known even to
devAs or asurAs". nArada is the devarshi known to all. asita was the son of
kASyapa and devala was his son. Together with VyAsa, all of them are
brahmaj~nAnis and hence clubbed together.
Arjuna addresses KrshNa as bhagavan and keSava. In the light of what is said
in the previous two slokAs, the word keSava here means that He is the
Supreme Brahman indeed as the word keSava is split as ka=Brahma, a=Vishnu
and ISa=Siva and denotes that the Lord nArAyaNa, synonymous with the
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devAs or asurAs.

Brahman of the Upanishads whose manifested powers of creation, sustenance
and annihilation are personified as Brahma, VishNu and Siva.
The word bhagavan means the Lord and the meaning of it is bhagA: asya asti
iti bhagavAn. He word bhaga denotes six qualities, namely aiSvarya, Supreme
power, yaSas (fame), SrI (Glory), j~nAna and vairAgya. Also known as bhalam,
dharmam, aiSvaryam, vIryam, vairAgyam, and tejas.

@eñyRSy sm¢Sy vIyRSy yzsiZïy>,
}anvEraGyyaeíEv ;{[a< Ég #tIr[a.
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aiSvaryasya samagrasya vIryasya yaSasa: Sriya: |
j~nAna vairAgyaya: ca eva shaNNAm bhaga itIraNA ||
---VishNupurANam 6.5.74
This word is also used for brahmaj~nAnis such as bhagavAn VyAsa:, bhagavAn
Suka: etc, in laudatory terms. The Lord is bhagavAn also, because He does
creation, sustenance and annihilation and also knows the origination and
destruction of all beings and their knowledge and ignorance according to what is
said in the VishNupurANam.

%TpiÄ< àly< cEv ÉUtanamagit< gitm!,
veiÄ iv*amiv*a< c s vaCyae Égvainit.
utpattim pralayam ca eva bhUtAnAm agatim gatim |
vetti vidyAm avidyAm ca sa vAcyo bhagavAn iti ||
---VishNupurANam 6.5.78
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SLOKAM 15
SvymevaTmnaTman< veTw Tv< pué;aeÄm,
ÉUtÉavn ÉUtez devdev jgTpte.
svayam eva AtmanA AtmAnam vettha tvam purushottama |
bhUtabhAvana bhUteSa devadeva jagatpate ||
Meaning:
Oh the Supreme Being, You alone know Yourself by Yourself. You are the
Universe.
Comments
When a thing is known, there are three aspects, called tripuTi of that knowing,
namely, the knower (j~nAta),

the known (j~neyam) and the knowledge

(j~nAnam). The Lord is the object of knowledge (j~neya) and also the
knowledge (j~nAnam) itself as He is j~nAsvarUpa, 'satyam j~nAm anantam
brahma'. He Himself is the knower (j~nAta), as He is the inner self of all by
whom everything is known. The creator has the knowledge of his creation but
the created has no knowledge of its creator. Hence the Lord alone knows
Himself. The reason for this is being that He is the creator, bhUtabhAvana,
the Master of all, bhUteSa, by whom everything including knowledge is given as
he says in sloka 10, 'dadAmi buddhiyogam tam', He being the Lord of the devAs
whose powers are from Him only and He is the Lord of the Universe.
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Creator and the Master of all beings, Lord of the devAs and the Lord of the

SLOKAM 16
v´…mhRSyze;e[ idVya ýaTmivÉUty>,
yaiÉivRÉUitiÉlaeRkainma<STv< VyaPy itóis.
vaktum arhasi aSesheNa divyA: hi AtmavibhUtaya: |
yAbhi: vibhUtibhi: lokAn imAn tvam vyApya tishThasi ||
Meaning:
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You have to tell me about the glory of Your manifestations in full, by which You
stand pervading the whole Universe.
Comments:
As the Upanishad says the Brahman who alone existed as one only without a
second in the beginning willed to become many and Himself manifested as the
Universe of all beings, sentient an insentient. This is His vibhUti, His
transcendence and immanence by which He pervades all.
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SLOKAM 17
kw< iv*amh< yaeig<STva< sda piricNtyn!,
ke;u ke;u c Éave;u icNTyae=is ÉgvNmya.
katham vidyAm aham yogin tvAm sadA paricintayan |
keshu keshu ca bhAveshu cintyo asmi bhagavan mayA ||
Meaning:
How could I know by contemplating on You always and in whichever of all your

Comments:
Hence Arjuna says that, only the Lord could enlighten him about His
manifestations and powers and show the way to worship Him through His
manifestations.
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forms You should be contemplated by me?

SLOKAM 18
ivStre[aTmnae yaeg< ivÉUit< c jnadRn,
ÉUy> kwy t&iÝihR ï&{vtae naiSt me=m&tm!.
vistareNa Atmano yogam vibhUtim ca janArdana |
bhUya: kathaya trpti: hi SrNvato na asti me amrtam ||
Meaning:
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Please tell me again elaborately all Your powers and manifestations, JanArdana.
There is no satisfaction for me in hearing the nectar of Your glory.
Comments:
Anticipating KrshNa's possible question as to whether what has been said so
far has not been made clear to him, Arjuna says that he wants KrshNa to
repeat what has been said because there could be no satiety in hearing nectarlike attributes of the Lord.
Starting from the VedAs down to the kAvyAs, which includes itihAsAs and
purANAs, the nectar of the glory of the Lord and His lIlAs is lapped up by
humanity till now.
Brahma said to VAlmIki, ‘yAvat sthAsyanti giraya: SaritaSca mahItale tAvat
rAmAyaNakathA lokeshu pracarishyati’, that as long as there are mountains and
rivers on earth the story of Rama will be prevalent in all the three worlds.
Which is true, because even today the RamayaNa is welcomed by people in one
form or other. Same is true of all the stories of the divine incarnations. The TV
serials alone are the proof of this!
Swamy VedAnta deSika in his yAdavAbhyudayam, justifying his writing about
the story of KrshNa, says that if nectar is available, would it not be grabbed by
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people? - amrtam yadi labhyeta kim na grhyeta mAnavai:?
Arjuna who is also a bhakta, illustrates the truth of the sloka 9 that the
devotees derive no end of satisfaction in hearing and talking about the glories
of The Lord. The word jAnardana, used here to refer to KrshNa, means the one
who is resorted to by people to satisfy their desires, janai: ardayate iti
jAnArdana:.
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SLOKAM 19
ïIÉgvanuvac
hNt te kwiy:yaim idVya ýaTmivÉUty>,
àaxaNyt> k…éïeó naSTyNtae ivStrSy me.
SrI bhagavAn uvAca
hanta te kathayishyAmi divyA hi AtamvibhUtaya: |
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prAdhAnyata: kuruSreshTha na asti anta: vistarasya me ||
Meaning:
Indeed! I will tell you about My Divine manifestations, the prominent ones. Oh
the best of the Kurus, there is no end to My manifestations.
Comments:
Even though everything is the manifestation of the Lord, all are not divine
manifestations. Those which display His power glory, j~nAna, sovereignty and
lustre etc. are the divine manifestations. Even they are numerous says the Lord
and He picks out the prominent ones. This is the answer to the request of
Arjuna to tell him about the manifestations in detail. The word hanta may also
be

interpreted

as

expressing

the

manifestations in detail.
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impossibility

to

describe

all

His

SLOKAM 20
AhmaTma gufakez svRÉUtazyiSwt>,
Ahmaidí mXy< c ÉUtanamNt @v c.
ahamAtmA guDAkeSa sarvabhUtha ASayasthita: |
aham Adi: ca madhyam ca bhUtAnAm anta eva ca ||
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“BhagavAn is the inner self of all”
Meaning:
I am the inner self of all, Oh Arjuna, seated inside all beings. I am the
beginning, middle and the end of all beings.
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Comments:
The word guDAkeSa referring to Arjuna means the one who has conquered
sleep. Arjuna during his tapas has conquered sleep and from then on he came to
be called guDAkeSa. The significance of this name here is that just like he
conquered sleep he should be able to conquer the ignorance also which is similar
to sleep.
aham AtmA sarvabhUta ASayasthita: - KrshNa explains here the reason why
His manifestations are innumerable. He is the inner self of all and hence
everything is His manifestation only. Hence the question of Arjuna 'keshu keshu
ca bhAveshu cintyo asi' in which of the manifestation He is to be contemplated,
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is difficult to answer because the enumeration of the manifestations is not
possible. KrshNa further explains His transcendence and immanence by saying
that that he is the Adi, anta and madhya of all beings, being the creator,
annihilator and the sustainer of all.
As the Upanishad says, ‘yato vA imAni bhUtAni jAyante’, from whom all these
beings originate, He is the Adi, beginning, ‘yena jAtAni jIvanti’, by whom those
born are sustained by His being the inner self of all, He is the madhya, their
middle and yasmin abhisamviSanti, in whom everything merges back, He is the
anta, end.
Then KrshNa starts listing the manifestations of divinity, by pointing out the
prominent ones as there is no limit for them and hence an exhaustive
enumeration is not possible. The Lord is in everything as its inner self,
according to VisishTadvaita and Brahman is identical with the inner self in
advaita. Hence the real entity is Brahman itself and hence all means only
Brahman in essence.
From the next sloka onwards, KrshNa explains the immanence of the Supreme
Self by pointing out the prominent among all the entities and says that He is
that.
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SLOKAM 21
AaidTyanamh< iv:[uJyaeRit;a< rivr<zuman!,
mrIicmRétamiSm n]Ça[amh< zzI.
AdityAnAm aham vishNu: jyotishAm ravi: amSumAn |
marIci: marutAm asmi nakshatrANAm aham SaSI ||
Meaning:
I am VishNu among AdityAs, the Sun with rays among the luminous bodies,

Comments:
The AdityAs are twelve in number and were the sons of aditi, one of the wives
of kASyapa Muni, who also is the mother of the devAs. These twelve AdityAs
are in power for all the twelve months of the year. Of them, VishNu is the
prominent of all. He is not to be confused with the Lord nArAyaNa who is known
as VishNu because He is all pervading ‘vyApanAt vishNu:’.
Of all the luminous bodies, the Sun is the brightest and most powerful. Hence
the Lord says His manifestation can be easily seen in the Sun.
The maruts are 49 in number and they were born to diti, the mother of the
asurAs and another wife of kASyapa Muni. She observed a vrata to get a son
who will destroy the devAs who have killed her sons, the asurAs. But when she
failed to observe the rules of the vrata faithfully due to fatigue one day, Indra
entered her womb and tried to kill the foetus. He cut it into 49 pieces but it
cried and assured him that he will be only a friend to Indra. Consequently diti
gave birth to 49 sons who were called maruts, due to being told by Indra "mA
ruda" (don't cry).
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MarIci, the luminance among the maruts and the moon among the stars.
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“I am VishNu among AdityAs!”
172

MarIci is not a name of a marut and should not be confused with the sage
MaricI, but means the tejas as marIci means a ray.
As the Moon is the king of the stars, the Lord says that He could be seen in
the Moon.
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SLOKAM 22
vedana< samvedae=iSm devanamiSm vasv>,
#iNÔya[a< mníaiSm ÉUtanamiSm cetna.
vedAnAm sAmaveda: asmi devAnAm asmi vAsava: |
indriyANAm mana: ca asmi bhUtAnAm asmi cetanA ||
Meaning:
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I am the sAmaveda of the VedAs and Indra among the devAs. I am the mind
among the indriyAs and the sentience in all living beings.
Comments
The sAma veda is the most important among the VedAs and Indra is the king of
devAs. But the mind is classified as the indriya because the indriyAs acquire
power only through the mind. Sentience is the special quality of all moveable
beings. Hence the Lord has identified Himself with it.
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SLOKAM 23
éÔa[a< z»ríaiSm ivÄezae y]r]sam!,
vsUna< pavkíaiSm meé> izoir[amhm!.
rudrANAm Sankara: ca asmi vitta ISa: yaksharashasAm |
vasUnAm pAvaka: ca asmi meru: SikhariNAm aham ||
Meaning:
I am Sankara among the rudrAs and I am Kubera of the yakshAs. I am the Fire

Comments:
RudrAs are eleven in number and Lord Siva or Sankara is the master of them.
Kubera is the master of the yakshAs. The vasus are eight in number and
pAvaka: meaning agni is one of them. He is the most prominent because he
carries the havis to the devAs in the yaj~nAs and also said to be the mouth of
the Lord, who is the bhoktA, enjoyer of all the offerings.
Meru is the mythological mountain which is huge and its peaks are made of gold.
Not all mountains have peaks, SikharAs, and among them the Meru is the
loftiest and greatest.
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among the vasus and Meru among the mountains with peaks.

SLOKAM 24
puraexsa< c muOy< ma< iviÏ pawR b&hSpitm!,
senanInamh< SkNd> srsamiSm sagr>.
purodhasAm ca mukhyam mAm viddhi pArtha brhaspatim |
senAnInAm aham skanda: sarasAm asmi sAgara: ||
Meaning:
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Of the priests know, Me, Arjuna, as Brahaspati. I am Skanda among the
commanders and I am the ocean among the water resorts.
Comments:
Brahaspati is the preceptor of the devAs and embodiment of wisdom. Skanda is
Lord Subramanya, son of Lord Siva who took over the command of the army of
the devAs to destroy sUrapadma as he was created for the very purpose.
sAgara is the ocean which is the prominent of all water reservoirs.
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SLOKAM 25
mh;IR[a< É&gurh< igramSMyekm]rm!,
y}ana< jpy}ae=iSm Swavra[a< ihmaly>.
maharshINAm bhrugu: aham girAm asmi ekam aksharam |
yaj~nAnAm japaya~jna: asmi sthAvarANAm himAlaya: ||
Meaning:
I am Bhrgu among the great rshis and I am the single syllable ‘Om’ of the
immovable.
Comments
Bhrgu is one of the maharshis and the goddess Lakshmi incarnated as his
daughter and has the name BhArgavi. He tested the trinity to know who is full
of sattva and when the others got angry, Lord VishNu did not lose His
composure even when Bhrgu kicked Him on His chest. He even bore the mark of
the kick as SrIvatsa on His chest always. Bhrgu was a great devotee who only
wanted to show the greatness of the Lord by his action.
ekam aksharam, one syllable means the Omkara, or PraNava which of course is
the most important and the svarUpa of the Lord. Which is why the Lord says I
am the PraNava.
Japa yaj~na is the yaj~na of meditation and referred to in chapter 4 as
j~nAnayaj~na and extolled to be the best of all kinds of yaj~na. (Chapter4,
sloka 33). This shows the importance of the mental worship over the material.
In sloka 23, the Lord said He is the Meru among the mountains that have peaks.
In this sloka, He says that He is the Himalayas among the immovable. There is
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words. I am the japayaj~na among the yaj~nAs and the Himalayas among the

no ambiguity here. There He has specified that among the SikharI, those
mountains with peaks He is the Meru. Here, He mentions Himalayas as being one
of the mountains in general. Meru is situated in heaven which no one can see and
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worship. Hence it could not be included among the mountains in general.
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SLOKAM 26
AñTw> svRv&]a[a< dev;IR[a< c nard>,
gNxvaR[a< icÇrw> isÏana< kiplae muin>.
aSvattha: sarvavrkshANAm devarshINAm ca nArada: |
gandharvANAm citraratha: siddhAnAm kapila: muni: ||
Meaning:
I am the aSvatta among the trees and nArada among the divine rishis. I am

Comments:
aSvattha is peepul tree or what is called in Tamil

as arasa maram. It is

worshipped as divine and hence is the manifestation of the Lord.
The aSvattha is eulogized in the purANAs as follows:
mUle vishNu sthito nityam skandhe keSava eva ca
nArAyaNastu SakhAsu patreshu bhagavAn hari:
phale acyuto na sandeha: sarvadIvai: samanvita: ||
VishNu is at the root always and KeSava at the joints, nArAyaNa in the
branches, Lord Hari is in the leaves. acyuta with all the devAs is in the fruit and
there is no doubt about this.
nArada is prominent among the devarshis, who are the ones who know the past,
present and future, reside in heaven and have the capacity to go wherever he
likes and endowed with divine sight.
Citraratha is the king of gandharvAs.
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Citraratha among the GandharvAs and the sage Kapila among the siddhAs.

The word siddha here means the perfect one. Kapila was the incarnation of the
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Lord Himself and hence the manifestation of the Lord.
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SLOKAM 27
%½E>ïvsmñana< iviÏ mamm&taeÑvm!,
@eravt< gjeNÔa[a< nra[a< c nraixpm!.
uccaiSravasam aSvAnAm vidhi mAm amrtodbhavam |
airAvatam gajendrANAm narANAm ca narAdhipam ||
Meaning:
I am the uccaiSravas among the horses, which originated with nectar. I am the

Comments:
uccaiSravas is the horse that came out of the Milky Ocean along with airAvata.
when it was being churned for amrta. Both of them became the carriers of
Indra. Hence KrshNa says, He is the uccaiSravas among horses and airAvata
among the elephants.
narAdhipa means a king. The righteous kings are supposed to be the
representatives of the Lord.
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airAvata among elephants and the King among men.

SLOKAM 28
Aayuxanamh< v¿< xenUnamiSm kamxuk!,
àjníaiSm kNdpR> spaR[amiSm vasuik>.
AyudhAnAm aham vajram dhenUnAm asmi kAmadhuk |
prajana: ca asmi kandarpa: sarpANAm asmi vAsuki: ||
Meaning:
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I am the vajrAyudha of all weapons and the kAmadhenu among the cows. I am
the cupid of the causes of procreation and vAsuki among the serpents.
Comments:
The vajrAyudha, thunderbolt is the weapon of Indra which was made from the
back bone of the sage dadhIci who gave it willingly with the grace of Lord
nArAyaNa. Hence it is empowered with the penance of the sage and the grace
of the Lord. Hence it is extolled as the manifestation of the Lord.
kAmadhuk is the celestial cow kAmadhenu.
kandarpa is another name for Manmatha, the god of love who is the main cause
of procreation.
sarpa means cobra with one head while nAgas denote serpents with more than
one head. Of the sarpas, vAsuki is the king of cobras.
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SLOKAM 29
AnNtíaiSm nagana< vé[ae yadsamhm!,
ipt¨[amyRma caiSm ym> s<ymtamhm!.
ananta: ca asmi nAgAnAm varuNa: yAdasAm aham |
ptRNAm aryamA ca asmi yama: samyamatAm aham ||
Meaning:
I am ananta among the nAgAs and VaruNa among residents of water. I am

Comments:
ananta is the name of AdiSesha, a nAga with thousand heads. The manifestation
of the Lord in ananta is obvious as he is the Sesha, servant of the Lord who
serves Him as the bed, umbrella and the seat and also he bears the burden of
the Universe on his head.
VaruNa is the god of water and of all the beings that reside in water. Hence he
is specified as the divine manifestation. The word yAdas means the beings
which reside in water.
There are seven groups of Pitrs and aryamA is the head of the prominent group
of pitrs.
Yama is the god of death who is the great controller and leveler as no one can
escape his power. The Lord says that He is the Yama as He is the power behind
Yama. Moreover He is the annihilator of all. This idea is expressed in the next
chapter also.
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aryamA of the pitrs and Yama among the controllers.
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“I am Lion among animals and prahlada among asurAs!”
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SLOKAM 30
à’adíaiSm dETyana< kal> klytamhm!,
m&ga[a< c m&geNÔae=h< vEnteyí pi][am!.
prahlAda: ca asmi daityAnAm kAla: kalayatAm aham |
mrgANAm ca mrgendra: aham vainateya: ca pakshiNAm ||
Meaning:
I am PrahlAda among asurAs and the Time among reckoners. I am the lion

Comments:
PrahlAda was born in the clan of asurAs though a devotee of the Lord. This is
to show that even the asurAs are not exempted from the divine manifestation.
In fact PrahlAda tells his father HiraNyakaSipu, 'The Lord is in you as well
as in me.
kAla is Time though Yama is also called kAla because he represents the time
that carries all in the end. But the word kalayatAm denoting the reckoning is
used here and hence the word kAla means only Time. The Time is the all
powerful force of the Lord. It is unperceivable but becomes perceivable by its
effects.
The mention of Lion and GaruDa as the manifestations of the Lord is proper as
the lion, not only as the king of animals, mrgendra but also represents the Lord
Himself as narahari and GaruDa, the son of Vinata is the vehicle of the Lord
and one of the nityasUris, eternal beings who surround the Lord, like ananta.
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among the animals and GaruDa among the birds.

SLOKAM 31
pvn> pvtamiSm ram> zôÉ&tamhm!,
H;a[a< mkríaiSm öaetsamiSm jaûvI.
pavana: pavatAm asmi rAma: SastrabhrtAm aham |
jhashANAm makara: ca asmi srotasAm asmi jAhnavI ||
Meaning:
I am the wind among the purifiers and among warrior, I am Rama. I am Makara
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among the fish and GangA among the rivers.
Comments:
The usual purifiers are fire water and wind. Of these water may become impure
due to earth particles that has been dissolved in it. Fire purifies but also
destroys with a few exceptions like gold, iron etc. Of course the fire may also
mean the Sun which is the purifier and it goes with the wind because in a
place where neither of the two exist the things become putrid. Since the sun
has already been included here the Lord mentions the wind, pavana: of the
purifiers, pavatAm.
Rama is the incarnation of the Lord as the son of daSarata. As Sri rAma is the
best of armed warriors, wielding a bow, here the Lord says "I am Rama". Also
this implies that Rama Himself came as KrshNa. Rama told the sages who were
enchanted with His beauty that they will be born as women in His next birth to
enjoy His company. What He was going to tell in Gita in His KrshNAvatAra, the
Lord demonstrated through His character and actions in RamAvatAra.
jhashA means fish and makara is the shark, the biggest of all the fish. The
word makara also means crocodile.
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Among the rivers the importance of jAhnavI (GangA) is obvious. The river got
the name jAhanavI because when the Ganga was lead by BhagIrata, she flooded
the Asrama of the sage jahnu, who drank her and released her through his left
ear on being prayed by BhagIrata. Hence she got the name jAhnavI.
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SLOKAM 32
sgaR[amaidrNtí mXy< cEvahmjuRn,
AXyaTmiv*a iv*ana< vad> àvdtamhm!.
sargANAm Adi: anta: ca madhyam ca eva aham arjuna |
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adhyAtma vidyA vidyAnAm vAda: pravadatAm aham ||

“ I AM the beginning, the middle and the end!”
Meaning:
I am the beginning, the middle and the end of all creations and the self
knowledge of all learning and I am the logic of the arguments.
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Comments:
The Lord says He is the beginning, middle and the end of all creations. It has
already been said in sloka 20 that He is the Adi, madhya and anta of all beings.
But this is not a case of tautology since in the earlier sloka the words Adi,
madhya and anta were used with respect to all beings meaning sentient ones, cit
but here all creations include insentient beings, acit also.
The self knowledge, Atmavidya is the real j~nAna and not the learning of VedAs
and SAstrAs. In ChAndogya Upanishad, UddhAlaka AruNi asks his son
Svetaketu whether he had learnt that by which everything else becomes
known, meaning the Brhamavidya or Atmavidya. In Gita also we have the words
‘yat j~nAtvA na iha bhUya: anyat j~nAtam avaSishyate’ (ch.7, sloka 2), meaning,

There are three kinds of arguments in a debate, namely, jalpa, vitaNDa and
vAda. Jalpa is arguing with the only purpose of establishing one's own point by
criticizing the view point of the opponent. VitaNDa is speaking only to denounce
the opponent. vAda is the logical argument. As vAda pertains to truth and is
without prejudice, it is the manifestation of divinity.
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knowing which there is nothing else remaining to be known.

SLOKAM 33
A]ra[amkarae=iSm ÖNÖ> samaiskSy c,
Ahmeva]y> kalae xatah< ivñtaemuo>.
aksharANAm akAro asmi dvandva: sAmAsikasya ca |
aham eva akshaya: kAla: dhAtA aham viSvatomukha ||
Meaning:
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I am the letter 'a' of all the letters and dvandva samAsa of all the compounds.
I am only the imperishable time and the creator facing everywhere.
Comments:
akAra, the letter'a' is the beginning and the basis of all letters. The upanishad
says akAro vai sarvA vAk, that is, the akAra stands for all the speech.
samAsa is the compound formed by the words as distinguished from sandhi
which is the combination of two words. For example when mama and eva are
joined it is written as mamaiva, This is only a sandhi, where the letters of the
previous and the next word changes according to the rule of grammar. In
samAsa however two words join in a compound word that gives a different
meaning from their individual meanings.
The main divisions of samAsas are tatpurusha, bahuvrIhi and dvandva. In
tatpurusha, the second word gets the importance as in sItApati:, derived as
sItAyA: pati:, in which the second word pati: is the important one meaning
Rama.

In bahuvrIhi the two words compounded to indicate a third as in

pItAmbara:. pIta is yellow and ambara is cloth and the two joined together
denote the one who wears pItAmbara derived as pItam ambaram yasya sa:, the
Lord nArAyaNa.
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In dvandva however both the words get the same importance as in rAma: ca
lakshmaNa: ca rAmalakshmaNau, meaning Rama and LakshmaNa.
kAla mentioned here is the infinity of time while that referred by kAla:
kalayatAm aham earlier is the measurable time.
dhAta means the creator who has faces everywhere, meaning the virATpurusha.
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SLOKAM 34
m&Tyu> svRhríahmuÑví Éiv:ytam!,
kIitR> ïIvaRKc narI[a< Sm&itmeRxa x&it> ]ma.
mrtyu: sarvahara: ca aham udbhava: ca bhavishyatAm |
kIrti: SrI vAk ca nArINAm smrti: medhA dhrti: kshamA ||
Meaning:
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I am the death that carries all away and the origin of all that is going to be. I
am the fame, prosperity, speech, memory, intelligence, firmness and patience
among the women.
Comments:
In sloka 19 of chapter 9, the Lord says that He is the death as well as
immortality, ‘amrtam ca eva mrtyu: ca’. mrtyu here means the annihilator and
the next refers to the creator, udbhava: bhavishyatAm, the origin of that
which is going to be, meaning the creation after annihilation.
The Sanskrit words denoting fame, fortune, speech, memory, intelligence,
firmness and patience are all in feminine gender. They are the names of the
daughters of dakshaprAjapti who married the rshis and they are the powers
behind these qualities. Hence KrshNa uses the word narINAm, of women. The
implication may be that if all these qualities are found in one woman she is
certainly a divine manifestation.
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SLOKAM 35
b&hTsam twa saça< gayÇI DNdsamhm!,
masana< magRzI;aeR=hm&tUna< k…sumakr>.
brhatsAma tathA sAmnAm gAyatrI chandasAm aham |
mAsAnAm mArgaSIrsha: aham rtUnAm kusumAkara: ||
Meaning:
I am the brhatsAman of the sAma veda, gAyatrI among the metres. I am the

Comments:
Of the VedAs, the Lord said that He is the sAma veda and now He says that of
the passages in sAma veda, He is the brhatsAma, which is the most important
of all the sAmans.
gAytrI is a chandas, a metre in which the gAyatrI mantra is found. gAyatrI is
extolled as chandasAm mAtA, the mother of all chandas. Of the other
chandas, the anushTup in which the VishNu sahasranAma is said, is worth
mentioning.
The month mArgaSiIrsha or mArgazhi is considered to be auspicious as it is
supposed to be the ushatkAla, dawn of the devAs, when they chant stotrAs of
the Lord and worship Him. Whatever done in the month of mArgazhi fetches
more fruit than done in other months. Usually there are special pUjAs and
rituals observed in this month in all the temples, both saivite and vaishNavite.
ANDAL following the gopis of BrindAvan, observed the pAvai nonbu, and
composed the immortal verses, known as TiruppAvai in this month. The general
belief that wedding and other festivals should be avoided in this month, is due
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month mArgaSira and spring among the seasons.

to the fact that this month should be reserved exclusively for the worship of
the Lord.
kusumAkara is spring season, loved by all, when the whole world is joyous, called
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so because trees and creepers put forth flowers, kusumAni, during this season.
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SLOKAM 36
*Ut< DlytamiSm tejStejiSvnamhm!,
jyae=iSm Vyvsayae=iSm sÅv< sÅvvtamhm!.
dyUtam chalayatAm asmi teja: tejasasvinAm aham |
jayo asmi vyasAyo asmi sattvam sattvavatAm aham ||
Meaning:
I am the gambling among the fraudulent and the luminance of the luminous. I am

Comments:
dyUtam is gambling. The Lord is in everything, meaning both good and bad. He is
the witness self of everything, sentient and insentient like the sun who shines
equally on pure as well as dirty place. A thing is evil not by itself but because of
the use it is put to. Hence the evil impulses are bad and not the temptations by
themselves. Moreover the karma of everyone leads them towards temptations
which can be overcome only by the help of the Lord. The reason why KrshNa
chose gambling of all the vices may be that it played havoc in the life of the
PaNDavAs and also because it is a game of chance and hence denotes fate.
tejas (luminance), jaya: (victory), vyavsAya (endeavour, goodness), sattva, these
are the noble qualities which are the manifestations of the Lord, meaning that
one could acquire them only through the grace of the Lord.
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the victory, endeavour and the goodness of the good.
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“SrI vAsudeva”
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SLOKAM 37
v&:[Ina< vasudevae=iSm pa{fvana< xnÃy>,
munInamPyh< Vyas> kvInamuzna kiv>.
vrshNInAm vAsudeva: asmi pANDavAnAm dhananjaya: |
munInAm api aham vyAsa: kavInAm uSanA kavi: ||
Meaning:
I am vAsudeva of VrishNi clan and arjuna of the PANDavAs. I am VyAsa among
the sages and Sukra among the intuitive.

Here 'I' means the supreme purusha and not KrshNa. KrshNa says that He is
Lord nArayana Himself incarnated as vAsudeva, son of Vasudeva.
dhananjaya is the name of Arjuna and even though he is the prominent of the
pANDavAs because of his valour, the reference is here to his being born as rshi
nara when the Lord incarnated as rshi nArAyaNa, in nara-nArAyaNa avatAra.
KrshNa himself mentions this in MahAbhArata.,
narastvamasi durdharsha harinArAyaNohyaham, (MahA bhAratam-vanaparva)
"You were rshi nara, Oh unconquerable one, and I was HarinArAyaNa"
Sage VyAsa was the most prominent of the seers as he was the one who
codified the VedAs and came to be known as VedavyAsa. It should be
remembered that VyAsa gave the insight to Sanjaya to see what was happening
in the battle field and hence Sanjaya reported as it happened. So this was not a
self eulogy by VyAsa.
uSanA is the name of SukracArya, the asuraguru. He was also called kavi as he
was intuitive and skilled in mantrAs. He is also one of the nine grahAs, Sukra,
whose another name is Kavi.
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Comments:

SLOKAM 38
d{fae dmytamiSm nIitriSm ijgI;tam!,
maEn< cEvaiSm guýana< }an< }anvtamhm!.
daNDa: damayatAm asmi nIti: asmi jigIshatAm |
maunam ca eva asmi guhyAnAm j~nAnam j~nAnavatAm aham ||
Meaning:
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I am the punishment of the law-givers and the polity of those who wish to win. I
am the silence of the secrets and wisdom of the wise.
Comments:
The Lord is the power behind any punishment, daNDa, given for the right
reasons by the custodians of law, damayat….jigIshat is the one who wishes to
win by truthful method. nIti here means the policy which is based on truth.
With reference to the winning

a war etc., nIti may mean polity which is

essential for a king.
In order to guard the secret (guhya), silence (mauna), is essential. Moreover
silence is divine when it enters the mind dispelling all thoughts of the world
when one can intuit the divinity within. The word muni is derived from mauna
only - maunAt muni:
Since the Lord is the j~nAnasvarUpa, He says, He is the j~nAna, wisdom of the
wise
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SLOKAM 39
y½aip svRÉUtana< bIj< tdhmjuRn,
n tdiSt ivna yTSyaNmya ÉUt< cracrm!.
yaccApi sarvabhUtAnAm bIjam tat aham arjuna |
na tat asti vinA yat syAt mayA bhUtam carAcaram ||
Meaning:
What ever is the seed (origin) of all beings, that is Me, Arjuna. Nothing which
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is moving or not moving can exist without Me.

SLOKAM 40
naNtae=iSt mm idVyana< ivÉUtIna< pr<tp,
@; tUÎezt> àae´ae ivÉUteivRStrae mya
na anta: asti mama divyAnAm vibhUtInAm parantapa |
esha tu uddeSata: prokta: vibhUte: vistara: mayA ||
Meaning:
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There is no end for my divine manifestations, Oh scorcher of foes, what has
been said is the expanse of my glories in brief.
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SLOKAM 41
y*iÖÉUitmTsÅv< ïImËijRtmev va,
tÄdevavgCD Tv< mm tejae<=zs<Évm!.
yat yat vibhUtimat sattvam SrImat Urjitam eva vA |
tat tat eva avagaccha tvam mama teja: amSa sambhavam ||
Meaning:
Whatever entity that is manifested with glory, power and energy know that to
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be a fragment of My glory.
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SLOKAM 42
Awva bhunEten ik< }aten tvajuRn,
ivò_yahimd< k«Tõmeka<zen iSwtae jgt!.
aTavA bahunA etena kim j~nAtena tava arjuna |
vishTabhya aham idam krtsnam ekAmSena sthita: jagat ||
Meaning:
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Why say more Arjuna? I am all pervading supporting the universe with just one
fragment of Mine.
Comments:
Arjuna asked the Lord to tell him about the entities in which he could perceive
the manifestation of Divinity. KrshNa specified 54 entities where the divinity
could be seen. But He is in all beings, sentient and insentient and hence His
immanence could not be understood fully. Even after taking into account all
beings, still the manifestation of the Lord could not be exhausted because the
whole universe is only a fraction of Him.
Saying thus, KrshNa concludes that He is the seed of all beings and
nothing movable or immovable can exist without Him. He tells Arjuna that there
is no end to His divine manifestations and what has been told so far is only a
brief account. Whatever possesses power, splendour or energy should be
viewed as a fragment of the power of the Lord. KrshNa clinches the issue by
saying that He is sustaining the whole universe with a fragment of His power, as
declared in PurushasUkta ‘pAdo asya viSvA bhUthAni tripAdasyAmrtam divi’,
meaning that the whole universe with all its beings is only one fourth of the
power of the Lord while three fourths are eternally in heaven.
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In the next adhyAya the transcendence of the Lord is displayed by the Cosmic
form.

THUS ENDS THE TENTH CHAPTER OF SRI BHAGAVAD GITA ON
VIBHUTI YOGA OR THE GLORY OF THE DIVINE MANIFESTATIONS
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CHAPTER 11
VISVARUPA DARSANA YOGA -THE COSMIC FORM
SLOKAM 1
AjuRn %vac
mdnu¢hay prm< guýmXyaTms<i}tm!,
yÅvyae´< vcSten maehae=y< ivgtae mm.

madanugrahAya paramam guhyam adhyAtma samj~nitam |
yat tvayA uktam vaca: tena moha: ayam vigato mama ||
Meaning:
Arjuna said By what has been said so far by You about the most profound knowledge of the
self out of mercy for me, my delusion is gone.
Comments:
From this point onwards Arjuna is transformed from a friend of KrshNa to a
great devotee. He realizes the magnificence of the Lord who stood before him
as vAsudevaKrshNa and becomes awestruck with the profundity of what has
been said so far. The delusion of Arjuna, which he says is gone, is not that due
to ignorance of reality which goes only when the brahmaj~nAna is acquired. But
it is the wrong conception he has had so far of the self by identifying himself
with the body, mind and intellect.
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arjuna uvAca

SLOKAM 2
ÉvaPyyaE ih ÉUtana< ïutaE ivStrzae mya,
TvÄ> kmlpÇa] mahaTMymip caVyym!.
bhavApyayau hi bhUtAnAm Srutau vistaraSo mayA |
tvatta: kamalapatrAksha mAhAtmyam api ca avyayam ||
Meaning:
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The origin and dissolution of all beings, and the imperishable glory of the divine
was heard by me in detail from You, Oh lotus-eyed one.
Comments:
Arjuna now knows that the origin, sustenance and dissolution of all beings is by
the Lord only. He also understood that the Lord is in everything by the
narration of the divine manifestations.
Here KrshNa is addressed by Arjuna as kamalapatrAksha, one with eyes like
the petals of Lotus. kam means to wish or to love. kamala is also the word for
water because it is desired by all. The eyes of the Lord is loved by all and also
it is full of love. This agrees with the statement in the previous sloka
madanugrahAya, "out of mercy or love for me" of Arjuna.
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SLOKAM 3
@vmet*waTw TvmaTman< prmeñr,
ÔòuimCDaim te êpmEñr< pué;aeÄm.
evam etat yathA Attha tvam AtmAnam parameSvara |
drashTum icchAmi te rUpam aiSvaram purushottama ||
Meaning:
This being so, as You have said yourself, I wish to see Your cosmic form, Oh

Comments:
Arjuna has understood by now the immanence of the Lord and also that He
transcends His manifestations and pervades all, which is only a fraction of Him.
Next Arjuna is impelled with curiosity to see the transcendent form of the
Lord. He knows well that it cannot be fulfilled just by asking and implores the
Lord to show his grace in the next sloka.
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Supreme Being.

SLOKAM 4
mNyse yid tCDKy< mya Ôòuimit àÉae,
yaegeñr ttae me Tv< dzRyaTmanmVyym!.
manyase yadi tat Sakyam mayA drashTum iti prabho |
yogeSvara tato me tvam darSaya AtmAnam avyayam ||
Meaning:
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If You think that it could be seen by me, the master of yogis, show Yourself as
the imperishable self.
Comments:
Arjuna knows that without the will of the Lord, He could not be seen or
understood. As the Lord Himself has said in the last chapter, He only gives the
wisdom to understand Him. Arjuna did not know whether he had the necessary
qualifications to see the Cosmic form. Perhaps he thought that he has already
been blessed by what KrshNa told him so long and the Lord may or may not
grant this wish. Hence he asks KrshNa to show him the Cosmic form if he has
the capacity to see it. If the Lord wills, anything may happen.
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SLOKAM 5
ïIÉgvanuvac
pZy me pawR êpai[ ztzae=w shöz>,
nanaivxain idVyain nanav[aRk«tIin c.
SrIbhagavAn uvAca
paSya me pArtha rUpANi SataSa: atha sahasraSa: |
nAnAvidhAni divyAni nAnAvarNa AkrtIni ca ||

The Lord said Oh Arjuna, see My forms hundreds upon thousands, manifold, divine, of various
hues and shapes.
Comments:
The Lord tells Arjuna to see the Cosmic form describing it in four slokAs.
During the rest of the chapter only Sanjaya and Arjuna describe the form,
while these are the only words of the Lord about His Cosmic form and have
profound significance. In order to understand what has been seen by Arjuna, it
is very important to comprehend the real import of these four slokAs.
Here in this sloka, the Lord says that His Cosmic form is a consolidation of all
His individual forms enumerated in the last chapter. Since He said that His
manifestations are innumerable in the last chapter, here He says that they are
hundreds upon thousands, manifold, divine and of various colors and forms. If
we can visualize the whole Universe we can have an idea about what is meant.
But is it as simple as that? No!
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Meaning:

SLOKAM 6
pZyaidTyaNvsUn!éÔaniñnaE métStwa,
bhUNy†òpUvaRi[ pZyaíyaRi[ Éart.
paSya AdityAn vasUn rudrAn aSvinau maruta: tathA |
bahUni adrshTapUrvANi paSya AScaryANi bhArata ||
Meaning:
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See the AdityAs, vasus rudrAs, the twin stars aSvin, and also maruts. Oh the
descendent of Bharata! See what has not been seen before the great wonders.
Comments:
The twelve AdityAs, eight vasus, eleven rudrAs and the 49 maruts and also the
twin stars of aSvin constellation, all are to be seen at once. This and other
things not seen before and truly wonderful, Arjuna is about to see. It may
sound not astounding if one thinks that perhaps all the AdityAs etc. could be
seen in one place through the will of the Lord. But it is not meant in that sense
at all. This is made clear in the next sloka.
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SLOKAM 7
#hEkSw< jgTk«Tõ< pZya* scracrm!,
mm dehe gufakez y½aNyd!ÔòuimCDis.
iha ekastham jagat krtsnam paSya adya sacara acaram |
mama dehe guDAkeSa yat ca anyat drashTum icchasi ||
Meaning:
Now here see the whole Universe of sentient and insentient beings in one place,

Comments:
This sloka describes in a nutshell what Arjuna and Sanjaya are going to break
into rapturous outbursts subsequently. The whole universe with sentient and
insentient beings will be seen in My body, says KrshNa and one would imagine
this to be a sort of TV show which we are accustomed to see in the depiction of
the viSvarUpa, all the beings, planets, devAs etc, moving on as in a screen. But
in reality, is entirely a different vision.
The hint of the real Cosmic form was given in the last sloka where KrshNa
asked Arjuna to see all AdityAs, rudrAs, etc in one place. Now the AdityAs are
the deities belonging to the twelve months and so are the vasus, rudrAs etc
who are pertaining to different time and place. To see all in one place means the
time factor is not operating, because as far as the Lord is concerned the time
does not exist.
So if we can imagine the vision of time and space without its divisions of past,
present and future and of 'now, here and there' etc., we can have a rough idea
of what Arjuna was going to see. Besides the Lord says, yat ca anyat drashTum
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in My body, Oh the conqueror of sleep, and also whatever you wish to see.

icchasi, "whatever you wish to see", The foremost wish of Arjuna at that time
was about the possible outcome of the war. Even that will be shown to him is
the meaning of KrshNa's words.
To think of the unparalleled magnificence that is going to follow,

one is

reminded of the words of nArAyaNabhaTTadri in trying to describe the
narasimhasvarUpa, ata: paScAt vishNo na hi vaditum ISo asmi sahasA, "Oh Lord
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about what happened afterwards, I am not able to articulate immediately".
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SLOKAM 8
n tu ma< zKyse Ôòumnenv
E Svc]u;a,
idVy< ddaim te c]u> pZy me yaegmEñrm!.
na tu mAm Sakyase drashTum anena eva sva cakshushA |
divyam dadAmi te cakshu: paSya me yogam aiSvaram ||
Meaning:
You will not be able to see My Cosmic form with your eyes. I will give you the

Comments
What is to follow is the BrahmasAkshatkara which Arjuna is not going to
understand fully because it could be understood only through j~nAna and
bhakti. As it is the transcendental form that is beyond the cognition of body,
mind and intellect. it was not possible for Arjuna to see it with his mortal eyes.
Hence out of immense mercy, the Lord says that He will give Arjuna divine sight
by which he will be able to see the Cosmic form.
The immanence of the Lord could be grasped by intellect but not the
transcendence. To cite a common example we understand that the same
electricity is present in all electrical appliances, because we know that the
current generated at the source comes through the appliance. But to
experience the same electricity present in the atmosphere, without the
appliances, is difficult because if we experience it we will be no more.
The words of Arjuna describing the Cosmic form later makes it clear that what
he experienced fell short of the BrahmasAkshatkara, because he describes it
as an object of experience and there is the distinction of one who sees and
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divine eyes. Behold My Lordly yoga!

what is seen. This is absent in the real perception of the Supreme Reality. In
Tamil it is said, kaNDavar vinDilar, viNDavar kaNDilar, meaning that one who
has seen Brahman have not come back and those who do, have not seen it. In
Kenopanishad also we have the declaration that yasya amatam tasya matam
matam yasya na veda sa: (Kena.Up.II.3) meaning that it is known to him to whom
it is unknown. He does not know to whom it is known. In simple words if one says
I know Brahman, he sees Brahman as being different from him and hence he
doses not know in reality since he still has the 'I' consciousness. But the one
who does not think he knows is the one who really knows meaning, he is the one
who has lost the 'I' consciousness.
But still the sages out of compassion for the humanity have tried to tell us
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about that which cannot be told.
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SLOKAM 8
sÃy %vac
@vmu®va ttae rajNmhayaegeñrae hir>,
dzRyamas pawaRy prm< êpmEñrm!.
sanjaya uvAca
evam uktvA tata: rAjan mahAyogeSvara: hari: |
darSayAmAsa pArthAya paramam rUpam aiSvaram ||

Sanjaya said
Saying thus, the great Master of yogis, Lord Hari, showed to Arjuna, His
Supreme Cosmic form.
Comments:
It should be remembered that the whole Gita and all that happened on the
battlefield was being reported to dhrtarAshTra by Sanjaya, his charioteer who
has been blessed with special insight by VyAsa, so that he could know
everything that was happening Kurukshetra from the palace of the king. Hence
he could see even the Cosmic form being shown to Arjuna perhaps like a man in
trance who could see all that could not be seen normally by him. It was not as
clear to Him as it was to Arjuna and his words prove this.
Sanjaya was a good soul and his affections were with pANDavAs. At the outset
itself, he tried to instill fear in the heart of dhrtarAshTra perhaps with the
hope that the king might be able to avert the disaster if he willed so. But
dhrtarAshTra was blind not only physically but also psychologically. He was
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Meaning:

blind to the faults of his son Duryodhana, blind to the course of dharma and
blind to the power of KrshNa, the saviour of the pANDavAs. Here also, we see
another futile attempt by Sanjaya to influence the king. He calls KrshNa as
mahAyogeSvara, the Supreme Lord of all yogic powers. The next sloka also is
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significant as we shall see.
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SLOKAM 10
AnekvKÇnynmnekaÑ‚tdzRnm!,
AnekidVyaÉr[< idVyanekae*tayuxm!.
aneka vaktranayanam aneka adbhuta darSanam |
aneka divya AbharaNam divya aneka udyata Ayudham ||
Meaning:
With multitude of faces, eyes and so many wonderful sights, various divine

Comments:
Sanjaya could see multitudes of faces, eyes, ornaments and weapons which
presents a wonderful picture. The weapons of the Lord seemed to be raised,
meaning that He is set on punishing the kauravAs.
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ornaments, many weapons raised in readiness.

SLOKAM 11
idVymaLyaMbrxr< idVygNxanulepnm!,
svaRíyRmy< devmnNt< ivñtaemuom!.
divya mAlya ambara dharam divya gandha anulepanam |
sarva AScarya mayam devam anantam viSvato mukham ||
Meaning:
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Wearing divine garlands and garments, smeared with divine perfumes, a divine
wonder to all, infinite and facing everywhere.
Comments:
He could see divine ornaments, garments, and could smell divine scents. The
Lord has said in the seventh chapter puNyo gandha: prthivyAm, "I am the divine
scent in the earth". It was an infinite vision with faces everywhere.
What Sanjaya describes in flashes, Arjuna later describes in detail. He says it
was not very clear to him, apart from the will of the Lord, is given in the next
sloka.
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SLOKAM 12
idiv sUyRshöSy Éve*ugpÊiTwta,
yid Éa> s†zI sa SyaÑasStSy mhaTmn>.
divi sUrya sahasrasya bhavet yugapat utthitA |
yadi bhA: sadrSI sA syAt bhAsa: tasya mahAtmana: ||
Meaning:
The effulgence of the great being will compare only with thousand suns rising

Comments:
The brilliance of the Cosmic form was so dazzling that it could be compared
only to thousand suns appearing all at once.
The Lord says later in chapter 15, sloka 6 that no luminous body, sun, moon or
stars shine where He is, which means that the luminance of the Lord is so great
that no other source of light could shine in Him, who is the source of light to
all.
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simultaneously.

SLOKAM 13
tÇEkSw< jgTk«Tõ< àivÉ´mnekxa,
ApZyÎevdevSy zrIre pa{fvStda.
tatra ekastham jagat krtsnam pravibhaktam anekadhA |
apaSyat deva devasya SarIre pANDava: tadA ||
Meaning:
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The son of pANDu, saw in the body of the Lord, the whole Universe in one
place, distinguished in manifold forms.
Comments:
Sanjaya says that Arjuna saw the various entities of the Universe in one place
that is the body of KrshNa. This, unless understood properly, will present a
picture as though the body of KrshNa, no doubt expanded to fill the earth and
sky, like a giant screen displayed the whole Universe, showing all beings. This is
the common conception influenced by the films etc showing the viSvarUpa. The
subsequent description of Arjuna also seem to conform to this picture. But we
should bear in mind that both Sanjaya and Arjuna were trying to express
something which eludes verbal expression.
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SLOKAM 14
tt> s ivSmyaivòae ùòraema xnÃy>,
à[My izrsa dev< k«taÃilrÉa;t.
tata: sa: vismaya AvishTa: hrshTa romA dhananjaya: |
praNamya SirasA devam krtAnjali: abhAshata ||
Meaning:
Filled with wonder from that, Arjuna, with horripilation, bowed down his head

Comments:
Sanjaya then describes the effect the vision had on Arjuna. He was wonderstruck and his hairs stood at their ends to experience such a spectacular vision
and he was humbled by the magnificence of the Lord and bowing down, spoke
with folded hands.
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to the Lord and spoke with folded hands.
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SLOKAM 15
AjuRn %vac
pZyaim deva<Stv dev dehe
sva¡Stwa ÉUtivze;s'!"an!,
äüa[mIz< kmlasnSwm&;I—í svaRnurga<í idVyan!.

paSyAmi devAn tava deva dehe
sarvAn tathA bhUta viSesha sanghAn |
brahmANam ISam kamalAsanastham
rshIn ca sarvAn uragAn ca divyAn ||
Meaning:
Arjuna said I see, Oh Lord! All the devAs and also all the species of beings in Your body. I
see Lord Brahma seated on the lotus and all the rshis and the divine serpents.
Comments:
What did Arjuna see? The Lord has said yat ca anyat drashTum icchasi (sloka7)
meaning that Arjuna would be able to see what ever he wished. Arjuna has
already been told about the divine manifestations and that the Lord is in all
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arjuna uvAca

entities. Hence when KrshNa showed the Cosmic form, Arjuna was seeing the
vyashTi, microcosm in the samashTi macrocosm. He could not go beyond the
manifestations to see the transcendent form of the Lord. Therefore he says
that he was able to see all the beings right from the Brahma down to the divine
serpents in the nether world, like vAsuki, Sesha and others which included all
the devAs, rshis and other mortal beings. This is just the reflection of his
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understanding of the description in the last chapter.
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SLOKAM 16
AnekbaødrvKÇneÇ<
pZyaim Tva< svRtae=nNtêpm!,
naNt< n mXy< n punStvaid<
pZyaim ivñeñr ivñêp.
aneka bAhU udara vaktra netram

na antam na madhyam na puna: tava Adim
paSyAmi viSveSvara viSvarUpa ||
Meaning:
I see You with multitudes of arms, stomachs, faces and eyes and as an infinite
form everywhere. Oh Lord, Master of the Universe, Who has the Cosmic form,
I do not see the beginning, middle or the end of You.
Comments:
But slowly Arjuna is able to cross the individual entities and sees the Cosmic
form. Yet he is not wholly free from the concept of the particular and hence he
sees the Lord with various, arms, faces, eyes but at the same time he is aware
of the infinitude of the forms and says that he could not see neither the
beginning nor the middle nor the end of the forms. Wherever he turned the
Cosmic form was visible in its entirety which is impossible to comprehend as
expressed by him in the next sloka.
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paSyAmi tvAm sarvata: ananta rUpam |

SLOKAM 17
ikrIiqn< gidn< ci³[< c
tejaeraiz< svRtae dIiÝmNtm!,
pZyaim Tva< ÊinRrIúy< smNtadIÝanlakR*uitmàmeym!.
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kirITinam gadinam cakrinam ca
teja: rASim sarvato dIptimantam |
paSyAmi tvAm durnirIkshyam samantAt
dIpta anala arka dyutim aprameyam ||
Meaning:
I see You adorned with crown, wielding the mace, discus in Your hands. You are
a mass of light on all sides radiant and impossible to see like the blazing
brilliance of the fire and sun and incomprehensible.
Comments:
God is one but appears to us, as we wish to see Him or as we imagine Him to be.
The concept of Arjuna of the Lord is as nArAyaNa with His divine weapons and
he sees just that, the Lord with His divine weapons in His hands.
But Arjuna also becomes aware of the Cosmic form by the effulgence and
reiterates the statement of Sanjaya that it was like a thousand suns rising all
at once. Arjuna sees light everywhere the brilliance of which is dazzling and
impossible to see. The vision is like that of fire and sun everywhere.
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SLOKAM 18
Tvm]r< prm< veidtVy<
TvmSy ivñSy pr< inxanm!,
TvmVyy> zañtxmRgaeÝa
snatnSTv< pué;ae mtae me.
tvam aksharam paramam veditavyam

tvam avyaya: SASvata dharma goptA
sanAtana: tvam purusha: mata: me ||
Meaning:
You are the imperishable Supreme Reality that should be known, You are the
Supreme receptacle of the whole Universe, You are the immutable ever
existent protector of dharma and I consider You as the eternal Purusha.
Comments:
Arjuna understands now that the Cosmic form which he sees everywhere all
around him is the Supreme Reality, the imperishable Brahman of which he has
been told earlier.
The words of Arjuna reflect what has been said so far in the earlier chapters.
The Lord has said in chapter 7, slokam 2, yat j~nAtvA na iha bhUya: anyat
j~nAtavyam avaSishyate, meaning that knowing which there is nothing more to
be learnt that j~nAnam vinanasahitam, is the experience of Arjuna now and
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tvam asya viSvasya param nidhAnam |

hence he says tvam aksharam paramam veditavyam, the imperishable reality
described in the eighth chapter, denoted by the above sloka in the seventh
chapter.
Thus Arjuna is now having the practical demonstration of what has been said so
far. KrshNa said “matsthAni sarvabhUtAni” (ch.9.4) and He is showing that now,
which makes Arjuna exclaim “tvam asya viSvasya param nidhAnam”, You are the
abode of the whole world.
Taken as a whole the Cosmic form of the Lord contains everything that exits,
existed and going to exist and hence there could be no mutability in the Lord.
Hence He is termed as avyaya by Arjuna.
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He is the sanAtana purusha the eternal being in whom Time has no significance
and from Him everything emanates and is activated and hence He is the
SASvata dharma goptA, Who has established the nature and action of
everything. The word dharma is not used here in the usual meaning but it means
the essential nature and actions of everything on earth like the heat and light
of the fire.
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SLOKAM 19
AnaidmXyaNtmnNtvIyRmnNtbahu< zizsUyRneÇm!,
pZyaim Tva< dIÝhutazvKÇ<
Svtejsa ivñimd< tpNtm!.
anAdi madhya antam anantavIryam

paSyAmi tvAm dIpta hutASa vaktram
svatejasA viSvamidam tapantam ||
Meaning:
I see You as one with no beginning, middle and end, possessing infinite power,
with manifold arms and having the Sun and the Moon as Your eyes, Your mouth a
flaming fire and You seem to scorch the whole Universe with Your effulgence.
Comments:
The words, beginning, middle and end are relative to time and hence when
Arjuna sees the Lord in His cosmic form where the time and space do not exist
there is no beginning, middle or end.
The moon and the Sun are the main sources of light. The light denote the act of
seeing as well as the objects of sight as both depend on light. Hence all the
power behind the eyes of all and the objects of sight in the world are
personified as the eyes of the Lord and denoted by the Sun and the Moon.
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ananta bAhum SaSisUrya netram |

The fire in the mouth of the Lord is the power of speech as well as the fire
inside the beings by which one is able to digest the food as the Lord Himself
says in a later chapter aham vaiSvAnaro bhUtvA prANinAm deham ASrita:
(chapter 15.14).
The Lord is the fire that warms the whole Universe so that the life is
maintained. This Arjuna experiences as the heat that burns the whole world
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because he is seeing the whole fire of existence at once.
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SLOKAM 20
*avap&iwVyaeirdmNtr< ih
VyaÝ< TvyEken idzí svaR>,
†:q!vaÑ‚t< êpmu¢< tved<
laekÇy< àVyiwt< mhaTmn!.
dyAvA prthivyo: idam antaram hi

drshTvA adbhutam rUpam ugram tava idam
lokatrayam pravyathitam mahAtman ||
Meaning:
By You alone the sky, the earth and the space in between and all the directions
are pervaded. Seeing this wonderful and frightful form, the three worlds are
trembling.
Comments:
The magnificence of the vision is so staggering that Arjuna, seeing the Lord all
pervading, encompassing the sky and earth in all directions, exclaims that the
form is stupendous and fierce so that all the three worlds are cringing with
fear.
Usually we are afraid of something which we could not understand. We are
afraid of death because we do not know the real nature of it. That is why the
death is imagined to be something dreadful as Yama with a rope in his hand
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vyAptam tvayA ekena diSa: ca sarvA: |

called pAsakkayiru and coming on a buffalo etc.
In reality if we understand that the death is nothing but a change of
circumstances and of body, only that we would not have a consciousness of our
present identity but nevertheless would be conscious of ourselves as an
individual, we would welcome death as though we are going to a new place on
tour. Similarly this scene in front of him is baffling to Arjuna and hence he is
frightened. He imagines that the whole world is frightened which is simply a
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superimposition of his feeling on all.
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SLOKAM 21
AmI ih Tva< surs'!"a ivziNt
keicÑIta> àaÃlyae g&[iNt,
SvStITyu®va mhi;RisÏs'!"a>
StuviNt Tva< StuitiÉ> pu:klaiÉ>.
amI hi tvAm surasanghA: viSanti

svasti iti uktvA maharshi siddha sanghA:
stuvanti tvAm stutibhi: pushkalAbhi: ||
Meaning:
These hosts of devAs enter into You and some, frightened, pray with folded
hands. The great sages and siddhAs praise You with beautiful hymns saying
"may all be well".
Comments:
All the devAs merge into the Lord when their life is ended and created again.
They do not go through several lives like the mortals. Moreover the devAs are
the powers that activate the Universe of sentient and insentient beings and
they function as ordained by the Lord. Those who are of a lower order merge
and emerge without any concern but those who are more evolved are afraid of
this process and wish to attain permanence by becoming free from creation and
dissolution by attaining mukti. They pray to the Lord for higher wisdom. The
highly evolved beings like the sages perfectly understand the nature of
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kecit bhItA: prAnjalaya: grNanti |

Supreme reality and bless the world. These are the sights presented to Arjuna,
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who sees past present and future in the Cosmic form of the Lord.
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SLOKAM 22
éÔaidTya vsvae ye c saXya
ivñe=iñnaE métíae:mpaí,
gNxvRy]asurisÏs'!"a
vI]Nte Tva< iviSmtaíEv sveR.
rudra AdityA: vasava: ye ca sAdhyA
viSve aSvinau maruta: ca UshmapA: ca |

vIkshante tvAm vismitA: ca eva sarve ||
Meaning:
RudrAs, AdityAs, Vasus, sAdhyAs, viSve devAs, asvins, Maruts, UshmapAs,
gandharvAs, yakshAs, asurAs and groups of siddhAs all are seeing You with
wonder.
Comments:
Arjuna expresses the general effect the form of the Lord has on the hosts of
divine beings. As one sees what he expects to see, Arjuna saw all the devAs of
whom he had been familiar through his vedic learning and could specify as per
his knowledge of their forms. He sees all the beings and he is going to describe
about his own contemporaries later on, starting from the devAs first, because
the Lord has said 'paSya AdityAn vasUn rudrAn' etc. in the earlier sloka.
The various kinds of celestial beings are mentioned and UshmapA refers to the
ptrs, who are supposed to eat hot food served during SraddhAs.
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gandharva yaksha asurasiddha sanghA:

SLOKAM 23
êp< mhÄe bhuvKÇneÇ<
mhabahae bhubahUépadm!,
bhUdr< bhud<ò+akral<
†:q!va laeka> àVyiwtaStwahm!.
rUpam mahat te bahuvaktra netram
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mahAbAho bahubAhu Uru pAdam |
bahu udaram bahu damshTrA karAlam
drshTvA lokA: pravyathitA: tathA aham ||
Meaning:
Seeing Your magnificent form with multitudes of faces, eyes, arms. thighs,
feet, stomachs and canine teeth, all the worlds are terrified and so am I.
Comments:
Now Arjuna is expressing his own feelings on seeing the Cosmic form. Since he
sees all he wanted, meaning, all that he could think of and the sight was
baffling. Sometime in dream we see things irrespective of time, place and
entities. Since it is a dream we could take it as such but the same in wakeful
state would be quite perplexing. If we could imagine the experience of all and
at all times and all places we could get some idea of what Arjuna was
experiencing. Naturally he is terrified and says so. When we are happy, the
whole world appears to be happy and vice versa. Hence Arjuna says that the
whole world is terrified on seeing the Cosmic form. But actually he was only
seeing it.
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SLOKAM 24
nÉ>Sp&z< dIÝmnekv[¡
VyaÄann< dIÝivzalneÇm!,
†:q!va ih Tva< àVyiwtaNtraTma
x&it< n ivNdaim zm< c iv:[ae.
nabha: sprSam dIptam aneka varNam

drshTvA hi tvAm pravyathita antarAtmA
dhrtim na vindAmi Samam ca vishNo ||
Meaning:
Seeing You touching the sky fiery and of various hues wide opened mouth broad
burning eyes my heart is full of fear and I do not find courage or peace, Oh
Lord VishNu.
Comments:
Arjuna expresses his agitation and fear on seeing the cosmic form. The sight
was something that could not be grasped by the mind and intellect and hence
the fear of unknown creeps in. He felt that he was about to lose the concept of
'I' and 'I see' and it is terrifying. When Arjuna saw the Lord everywhere
inside and outside him he was losing himself and felt a sense of insecurity.
Hence he says that he does not find courage nor peace.
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vyAttAnanam dIpta viSAla netram |

SLOKAM 25
d<ò+akralain c te muoain
†:q!vEv kalanlsiÚÉain,
idzae n jane n lÉe c zmR
àsId devez jgiÚvas.
damshTrA karAlAni ca te mukhAni
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drshTA eva kAla anala sannibhAni |
diSa: na jAne na labhe ca Sarma
prasIda deveSa jagannivAsa ||
Meaning:
Seeing Your mouths with fearful canine teeth looking like the fire of deluge, I
do not know the directions nor do I attain peace. Be pleased Oh Lord of the
devAs, Who is the abode of the Universe.
Comments:
The form in front of Arjuna was of the all consuming Time. The Lord Himself
says later kAla: asmi lokakshayakrt, "I am the all consuming Time". The
perception of Brahman is described by KrshNa Himself in chapter 13, sloka 13
as 'sarvata: pANipAdam tat sarvato akshi Siromukham', having hands and feet
everywhere and gives even more detailed description of what has been shown as
the Cosmic form which is not a form restricted by time and space however
large it may seem by imagination. It extends beyond all conception. The all
consuming Time is portrayed as fire that consumes everything. With no
perception of time and space the directions disappear. Hence Arjuna is restive
and agitated which he expresses as being devoid of peace.
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SLOKAMS 26 & 27
AmI c Tva< x&traò+Sy puÇa>
sveR shEvavinpals'!"E>,
ÉI:mae Ôae[> sUtpuÇStwasaE
shaSmdIyErip yaexmuOyE>. 26.
vKÇai[ te Tvrma[a ivziNt

keiciÖl¶a dznaNtre;u
sN†ZyNte cUi[RtEéÄma¼E>. 27.
amI ca tvAm dhrtarAshTrasya putrA:
sarve saha eva avanipAla sanghai:|
bhIshma: droNa: sUtaputra: tathA asau
saha asmadIyai: api yodhamukhyai: ||26||
vaktrANi te tvaramANA: viSanti
damshTrA karALAni ca bhyAnakAni |
kecit vilagnA daSana antareshu
sandrSyante cUrNitai: uttama angai: ||27||
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d<ò+akralain Éyankain,

Meaning:
These sons of dhrtarAshTra along with all the hosts of kings, BhIshma, droNa,
and also this son of charioteer, KarNa, along with the warriors on our
side, enter into Your mouth with fearful canine teeth, with haste and some are
seen clinging to Your teeth with their heads cut to pieces.
Comments:
The sight presented here is fearful indeed! Arjuna starts seeing the result of
the war which was foremost in his thought that made him refuse to fight and
throw down his bow. He thought that he would be able to kill kauravAs including
BhIshma and droNa which filled his heart with remorse. As KrshNa said to him
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that he will see what ever he wanted to see, now he is witnessing the result of
the war and sees all the KauravAs, including BhIshma, droNa and the valiant
KarNa entering the mouth of the Cosmic form representing time and space and
the power of the Lord as kAlapurusha. He could now understand that the death
of all these and also the warrior kings on his side and theirs, is a writing on the
wall.
These people seem to enter in to the mouth of their own accord and not being
destroyed by the Lord, meaning that it is their own karma which brings their
destruction and the Lord is only the dispenser of the result of karma. The
comprehension of this destruction worked out by time and death as a mental
picture could be unnerving indeed. The present past and the future is
illustrated as some entering into the mouth of destruction fast while some
cling to the teeth being pulverized slowly as though by a giant wheel of a
machine, since death is not the same experience for all.
The proof that the vision of the Lord in His entirety which is nothing but the
brahmasAkshatkara,

has

not

been

brought

out

by

the

acquiring

of

brahmaj~nAna by Arjuna, but was only a momentous flash out of the mercy of
the Lord, can be seen in his words. He says sUtaputra: tathA asau, also this son
of charioteer, meaning KarNa. Arjuna was a bit jealous of KarNa who alone was
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his equal in valour. He tried to assuage his pride by calling him a sUtaputra.
Even now when he sees that everything is but a part of the Lord, and equal in
the face of Time the great leveler, he could not get free from his prejudice.
The ego of Arjuna which has shrunk even now receives a shattering blow later
when the Lord begins to speak, showing that Arjuna is only a pretext,
nimittamAtram, by which the Lord is working out the destruction.
In Gita we always find a contrast of the terrible truth set along with a more
benign utterance. Here also in the next two slokAs we find an aesthetic
description of the same scene in which VyAsa the poet comes to the uppermost.
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SLOKAM 28
ywa ndIna< bhvae=Mbuvega>
smuÔmevaiÉmuoa ÔviNt,
twa tvamI nrlaekvIra
ivziNt vKÇa{yiÉivJvliNt.
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yathA nadInAm bahava: ambu vegA:
samudram eva abhimukhA dravanti |
tathA tava amI nara loka vIrA:
viSanti vaktrANi abhivijvalanti ||
Meaning:
As the various streams of the rivers flow towards the sea only, so do these
heroes enter your blazing mouths.
Comments:
The rivers by their own nature run and enter the sea and become one with it.
Similarly here the word naraloka vIrA: means the heroes like BhIshma and
droNa who, out of their own choice opted to die because they knew pretty well
who KrshNa was and that the pANDavAs are going to win resulting in the total
destruction of the KauravAs. Hence these great men are going to unite with the
Lord as the rivers do with the sea which is the natural course of the men of
wisdom. They enter into the mouths fast meaning that they are at the brink of
death.
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In MuNDaka Upanishad there is the following sloka –

ywa n*> SyNdmana> smuÔe=St< gCDiNt namêpe ivhay,
twa ivÖaÚamêpaiÖmu´> praTpr< pué;mupEit idVym!.
yathA nadya: syandamAnA: samudre
astam gacchanti nAmarUpe vihAya |
tathA vidvAn nAmarUpAt vimukta:
parAtparam purusham upaiti divyam ||

Meaning:
Just as the rivers flowing into the sea give up their name and form and merge in
it, so too, the wise free from his name and form attains the supreme Lord.
Hence for the wise the death is nothing to be afraid of and in fact a welcoming
culmination of life.
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---MuNDaka.3.2.8

SLOKAM 29
ywa àdIÝ< Jvln< pt¼a
ivziNt nazay sm&Ïvega>,
twEv nazay ivziNt laeka>
tvaip vkÇai[ sm&Ïvega>.
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yathA pradIptam jvalanam patangA:
viSanti nASAya samrddha vegA: |
tathA eva nASAya viSanti lokA:
tava api vaktrANi samrddha vegA: ||
Meaning:
As the moths enter fast the flaming fire for their destruction, likewise the
worlds also are entering your mouths fast.
Comments:
In this sloka, the moths falling into the fire refers to other men like
Duryodhana and his brothers who started the war out of avarice, jealousy etc.
They are rushing into destruction by their own acts like the moths which are
drawn towards the fire out of desire mistaking the fire for something to be
enjoyed.
All beings wise or ignorant will have to be consumed by time but there is a
difference between the attitude of the wise and of the ignorant in facing
death. The former accept it as a natural thing and look forward for being
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united with the divine while the latter are drawn towards it without their
knowledge like the moths to the fire and hence go through the cycle of birth
and death again and again.
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SLOKAM 30
leilýse ¢sman> smNta‘aekaNsm¢aNvdnEJvRliÑ>,
tejaeiÉrapUyR jgTsm¢<
ÉasStvae¢a> àtpiNt iv:[ae.
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lelihyase grasamAna: samantAt
lokAn samagrAn vadanai: jvaladbhi: |
tejobhi: ApUrya jagatsamagram
bhAsa: tava ugrA: pratapanti vishNo ||
Meaning:
With your blazing mouths, You grasp all the worlds and devour them with relish.
Oh VishNu, Your fierce rays, filling the Universe with their brilliance, are
burning.
Comments:
The Upanishad says, yathA UrNanAbhi: srjate grhNate ca, as the spider
spreads its web and withdraws it into himself. the Supreme Being creates and
withdraws the Universe into Himself. Both acts are relished by the Lord
equally. The tongues of Time and death are catching and licking all, devouring
them. Since to think of it is fearful for the ordinary mortal because they
appear as the all devouring mouths of the fire. When the whole destruction of
all times is witnessed as Arjuna does, it looks as though the fire of destruction
is filling the whole universe.
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SLOKAM 31
AaOyaih me kae Évanu¢êpae
nmae=Stu te devvr àsId,
iv}atuimCDaim ÉvNtma*<
n ih àjanaim tv àv&iÄm!.
AkhyAhi me ko bhavAn ugrarUpa:
nama: astu te devavara prasIda |

na hi prajAnAmi tava pravrttim ||
Meaning:
Tell me, Who You are, the fierce one, be pleased, oh the mighty divine being, I
wish to know You, the origin, and I do not know Your activities.
Comments:
Now Arjuna wishes to have the confirmation from the Lord Himself of what he
has been expressing so far, that the Cosmic form is that of the Supreme
Purusha and what he has seen is true and not his fevered imagination. So he
asks the Lord to tell him whether the fierce looking form is in reality the
transcendent form of the Lord Himself. KrshNa has been telling Arjuna that
He was in everything and everything is in Him and it was Arjuna who wanted to
see the proof and asked Him to show His cosmic form. But now Arjuna is so
perplexed that he says that he could not understand the action of the Lord in
presenting the cosmic form. That is, Arjuna could not digest the mind-boggling
manifestation in front of him.
Now the Lord begins to speak.
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vij~nAtum icchAmi bhavantam Adyam

SLOKAM 32
ïIÉgvanuvac
kalae=iSm laek]yk«Tàv&Ïae
laekaNsmahtuRimh àv&Ä>,
\te=ip Tva< n Éiv:yiNt sveR
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ye=viSwta> àTynIke;u yaexa>.
SrI bhagavAn uvAca
kAla: asmi loka kshaya krt pravrddha:
lokAn samAhartum iha pravrtta: |
rte api tvAm na bhavishyanti sarve
ye avsthitA: pratyanIkeshu yodhA: ||
Meaning:
The Lord said I am the all destroying Time. Now I am intent on destroying the worlds. Even
without you, none of these warriors on the opposite army will survive.
Comments:
The Lord says that He is the all-destroying Time. This is the reply to the
question of Arjuna AkhyAhi me ko bhavAn ugrarUpo, "Tell me, who are You with
such terrible form".
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Then the Lord says that His work is to destroy all the worlds as the annihilator.
This is the answer to the words of Arjuna, na hi prajAnAmi tava pravrttim, "I
do not know what are Your activities".
By saying that even if Arjuna does not fight all these warriors will not survive,
KrshNa shows that it is His will that is going to operate and hence there is no
need for Arjuna to hesitate to fight.
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SLOKAM 33
tSmaÅvmuiÄó yzae lÉSv
ijTva zÇUn! Éu'!úv raJy< sm&Ïm!,
myEvEte inhta> pUvRmev
inimÄmaÇ< Év sVysaicn!.
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tasmAt tvam uttishTha yaSa: labhasva
jitvA SatrUn bhunkshva rAjyam samrddham |
mayA eva ete nihatA: pUrvam eva
nimittamAtram bhava savyasAcin ||
Meaning:
Therefore you get
up and earn name
a n d

f a m e

conquering

your

enemies and enjoy
the

kingdom

prosperity.

of

These

have been killed by
Me already. You be
just an instrument,
Arjuna.
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Comments:
Arjuna is made to realize that everything happens by the will of the Lord and
we are only the instruments in His hands. This is the shattering blow to his ego
which originally made him feel remorse for killing his kith and kin.
The Lord says that all the kauravAs were already killed by Him, implying that
when KrshNa sounded the pAncajanya, it was the death knell of the kauravAs.
We decide our future by our own actions. As you sow, so you reap. But we do not
know when and how we shall experience the result of our karma which is known
only to the Lord. He is the dispenser of the fruits of karma as and when it
becomes ripe.

hands of God, when one commits a sin, is it also the will of the Lord? Secondly
when someone does something bad to us, is he also the instrument of the Lord?
The wise act without attachment and as instruments of God and hence the
result of their actions does not adhere to them. Naturally since they are devoid
of desire which gives rise to attachment they will not commit any sin. A sin is
committed not by the will of the Lord but by our own will. The divine will
determines what should happen and when, in accordance with our karma. It is
the divine justice and divine grace which punishes as well as rewards.
This can be explained as follows. The mother or father gives the proper sense
of what is right and what is wrong to the child. But the way the child acts
depends on his own karma. And the parents punish or reward him accordingly.
But both punishment and reward are out of love only. Similarly the retribution
of the Lord is for redemption.
When someone harms us it is also due to our karma and the divine hand could be
seen behind it. But if we have faith in Him, He will protect us nevertheless. Yet
the one who offends us out of malice will have to suffer the consequence. To
us, it is the will of the Lord, but to him it is his own ill will.
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Here two questions may present to the mind. If all are the instruments in the

The Lord says to Arjuna, "You earn name and fame and enjoy the reward of
getting the kingdom with prosperity by killing your enemies". The implication
here is that whatever good things we get like fame, prosperity etc. is due to
the will of the Lord. There is nothing to be elated about it. Also when we get
misfortune it is the will of the Lord who is giving us the fruit of our actions but
all the same the wise do not worry because they put the burden of protection
on the Lord. As He had promised that he will look after the yogakshema of His
devotees.

Hence

they

remain

“duhkheshu
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vigataspraha:” (BG.2.56).
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anudvignamanA:

sukheshu

SLOKAM 34
Ôae[< c ÉI:m< c jyÔw< c
k[¡ twaNyanip yaexvIran!,
mya hta<STv< jih ma Vyiwóa
yuXySv jetais r[e spÆan!.
droNam ca bhIshmam ca jayadratham ca

mayA hatAn tvam jahi mA vyathishThA
yudhyasva jetAsi raNe sapatnAn ||
Meaning:
droNa, BhIshma, Jayadratha and KarNa and other warriors who are killed by
Me, you kill them and do not have any anguish and fight. You are the winner of
your enemies.
Comments:
In this sloka, KrshNa mentions the names of those who are prominent among
the kauravAs who are going to meet their end, to ensure the victory of Arjuna
in the battle.
BhIshma and droNa were the two who disturbed the mind of Arjuna at the
outset and here the Lord says that their death in the battle is predetermined.
BhIshma had the boon that he would die when he wanted and hence his death
was chosen by himself, knowing that the Lord Himself has come there for his
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karNam tathA anyAn api yodhavIrAn |

salvation. droNa on the other hand had great affection for Arjuna, but did not
hesitate to do his duty to the king of HastinApura who patronized him.
Jayadratha was the husband of the only daughter of DhrtarAshTra and his
father did penance and had the boon that whoever makes the head of his son
fall to the ground will have his own head split into thousand pieces. That was
why KrshNa told Arjuna, who vowed that he will cut the head of Jayadratha
before the sunset, because he was responsible for killing abhimanyu, to let his
arrow carry the head of Jaydratha and drop it on the lap of his father who was
doing penance and when he let it fall on earth out of shock his head was blown
into pieces.
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KarNa was the only possible rival of Arjuna and was a disciple of ParasurAma.
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SLOKAM 35
sÃy %vac
@tCÀ‚Tva vcn< kezvSy
k«taÃilveRpman> ikrIqI,
nmSk«Tva ÉUy @vah k«:[<
sgÌd< ÉItÉIt> à[My.
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sanjaya uvAca
etat SrutvA vacanam keSavasya
krtAnjali: vepamAna: kirITI |
namaskrtvA bhUya: eva Aha krshNam
sagadgadam bhItabhIta: praNamya ||
Meaning:
Sanjaya said Hearing these words of KrshNa, Arjuna with folded hands and trembling bowed
down to KrshNa and spoke again falteringly with fear.
Comments:
Sanjaya was describing the effect the Cosmic form had on Arjuna to
DhratarAshTra. It was strange that even at that moment DhratarAshTra
did not realize that unless the war was stopped all his people would die. The
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words of Sanjaya meant to strike fear at the heart of DhratrAshTra fell into
deaf ears and the king who was blind to reality was also deaf to the truth.
Arjuna even after the assurance of safety and victory by the Lord could not
get rid of fear on seeing the Cosmic form and now speaks to KrshNa with fear
trembling and with words faltering with emotion. That is because he lacked the
wisdom of the sages who delighted in seeing the Cosmic form. Arjuna only wants
the Lord to get back to His original form of vAsudeva KrshNa.
Then Arjuna starts praising the Lord in 9 slokAs from now which are the only
stuti in the whole Gita and very impressive and chanted by many with devotion.
The word keSava denotes the Supremacy of the Lord nArAyaNa whose powers
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are manifested through Brahma, (ka) and Siva (ISa). ka + ISa in His vaSa,
kaSca ISa: ca vase yasya sa: keSava:.
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SLOKAM 36
AjuRn %vac
Swane ù;Ikez tv àkITyaR
jgTàù:yTynurJyte c,
r]a<is ÉItain idzae ÔviNt
sveR nmSyiNt c isÏs'!"a>.
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arjuna uvAca
sthAne hrshIkeSa tava prakIrtyA
jagat prahrshyati anurajyate ca |
rakshAmsi bhItAni diSa: dravanti
sarve namasyanti ca siddhasanghA: |
Meaning:
Arjuna said
It is but proper that the whole Universe is delighted and attracted towards
You. Such is Your glory. All the hosts of siddhAs are bowing down to You while
the evil forces are running away from You.
Arjuna says that it is quite understandable that all the world is delighted and
attracted towards the Lord and the reason is given in the following sloka. The
wise are saluting the Cosmic form of the Lord and the evil forces like
rAkshasAs are running away in fear.
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Arjuna saw the past, present and future and hence he could see the activities
of the devotees and sages and also the evil forces. He is misapprehending that
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all are happening at present.
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SLOKAM 37
kSma½ te n nmerNmhaTmn!
grIyse äü[ae=PyaidkÇeR,
AnNt devez jgiÚvas
Tvm]r< sdsÄTpr< yt!.
kasmAt ca te na nameran mahAtman

ananta deveSa jagannivAsa
tvam aksharam sadasat tat param yat ||
Meaning:
Why should not they show obeisance to You, oh Great One, Who are greater
than even Brahma the creator? You are the imperishable, infinite being, Lord of
the devAs, and the abode of the Universe, extending beyond existence and
nonexistence.
Comments:
The reason for the statement in the previous sloka is given here as follows in
which Arjuna reiterates what has been said by him earlierin the chapter.
The Lord is greater, garIyas, than Brahma, first creator, Adikartre, since He is
the Brahman from whom even the first creator came from.
He is ananta because there is no beginning, middle and end for Him, na antam na
madhyam na punastava Adim (sloka 16)
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garIyase brahmaNa: api Adikartre |

deveSa jagannivAsa - He is the Lord of all devAs and the abode of the whole
Universe - tvam asya viSvasya param nidhAnam (sloka 18)
aksharam - the imperishable, tavam aksharam (sloka 17) The aksharabrahman
has been elucidated by the Lord himself in the eighth chapter.
sadasat tat param -

sat is what is existing as aksharam, the self. asat is

everything that perishes as non-self. The Lord is beyond both. This is what was
explained as parA and aparA praktrti in chapter7 and the Lord Himself being
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higher than both.
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SLOKAM 38
Tvmaiddev> pué;> pura[>
TvmSy ivñSy pr< inxanm!,
veÄais ve*< c pr< c xam
Tvya tt< ivñmnNtêp.
tvam Adideva: purusha: purANa:

vettAsi vedyam ca param ca dhAma
tvayA tatam viSvam anantarUpa ||
Meaning:
You are the Primal Lord, the Ancient Being, You are the Supreme resting place
of the Universe. You are the knower and the known and the supreme abode. The
Universe is pervaded by You, Who has infinite forms.
Comments:
The idea expressed already by Arjuna is again mentioned here. But it is not
paunaruktyam, tautology. He is so overwhelmed by the Cosmic form that he
keeps on expressing the wonder in various words even of the same meaning.
When we express something wonderful we say, it is great, it is magnificent, it is
superb etc. all meaning the same thing but the exhilaration does not seem to be
contained in just one word but it overflows. Similarly here, Arjuna is repeating
the terms describing the Lord in various forms.
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tvam asya viSvasya param nidhAnam |

vettAsi vedyam ca – The Lord alone knows His real glory as such and He alone is
the vedya, the only thing to be known, by which everything becomes known, eka
vij~nAnena sarva vij~nAnam.
The Upanishad says, vacArambhaNam vikAra: nAmadheyo mrttiketyeva satyam,
meaning, when the mud is known all the effects of the mud, namely pots etc
become known. The mud alone is real and others are but modifications of it.
Similarly when you know Brahman all else become known which are only the
manifestations of Brahman, in other words, the SarIra of the Lord. When you
know a person, you cannot know him only as a body but as the whole, consisting
of body, mind, intellect and soul. Everything else has identity only because of
the soul with in. This is the idea expressed here by tvam vedyam asi. He is also
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the vetta, the knower as the self alone is the knower by whose power
everything else becomes known.
These terms expressed in this speech of Arjuna have all been expounded by
KrshNa Himself in the early chapters but while Arjuna only listened to them till
now, of course with full belief in the words of KrshNa, only now he has the
actual practical proof of what he has heard so far.
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SLOKAM 39
vayuyRmae=i¶vRé[> zza»>
àjapitSTv< àiptamhí,
nmae nmSte=Stu shök«Tv>
puní ÉUyae=ip nmae nmSte.
vayu: yama: agni: varuNa: SaSAnka:
prajApati: tvam prapitAmaha: ca |

puna: ca bhUyo api namo namaste ||
Meaning:
You are vAyu, Yama, Agni, VaruNa and Moon, PrajApati and the great grand
father. Salutations to You thousand times and again and again.
Comments:
Now after saying "You are everything", now Arjuna goes to the particular from
the general, to vyashTi from samashTi. He sees the Lord as all devAs, vAyu,
yama, agni etc., and he goes on offering obeisance to the Lord as he was
overwhelmed by the Supereminence. He does not feel that it is sufficient even
by bowing to the Lord a thousand times.
PrajApatis are the procreators like kASyapa created by Brahma who are the
fathers of all beings while the pitAmaha is Brahma, the grandfather of all.
prapitAmaha is the Lord himself who created even brahma and as such the
great grandfather.
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namo namste astu sahasrakrtva:

SLOKAM 40
nm> purStadw p&ótSte
nmae=Stu te svRt @v svR,
AnNtvIyaRimtiv³mSTv<
sv¡ smaßaei; ttae=is svR>.
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nama: purastAt atha prshThataste
nama: astu te sarvata eva sarva |
anantavIrya amitavikrama: tvam
sarvam samApnoshi tata: asi sarva: ||
Meaning:
I bow to You front and back and on all sides. Oh the One, Who is all, Who is of
infinite valour and immeasurable glory, You pervade all and hence You are
everything.
Comments:
Arjuna bow down to the Lord in all directions, because wherever he looked he
saw nothing but the Cosmic form. He expresses his wonder and comprehension
that the Lord is all and everywhere and of infinite glory.
Thus realizing the magnificence of the Lord who was none else than the KrshNa
vAsudeva, Whom he had known so long, Arjuna feels his insignificance and
expresses his anguish of not knowing the greatness of KrshNa so far.
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SLOKAMS 41 & 42
soeit mTva àsÉ< yÊ´<
he k«:[ he yadv he soeit,
Ajanta mihman< tved<
mya àmadaTà[yen vaip. 41.
y½avhasawRmsTk«tae=is

@kae=wvaPyCyut tTsm]<
tT]amye Tvamhmàmeym!. 42.
sakhA iti matvA prasabham yat uktam
he krshNa he yAdava he sakhe iti |
ajAnatA mahimAnam tava idam
mayA pramAdAt praNayena vA api ||41||
yat ca avahAsArtham asatkrta: asi
vihAra SayyA Asana bhojaneshu |
eka: athavA api acyuta tat samaksham
tat kshAmaye tvAm aham aprameyam ||42||
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ivharzYyasnÉaejne;u,

Meaning:
What have been spoken by me due to impertinence, prasabham, considering You
as my companion, calling You as KrshNa, yAdava and friend, without knowing
Your greatness, either carelessly, pramAdAt, or with affection, praNayena, out
of jest, avahAsArtham, very often in play or when going to bed or eating, either
when You are alone, eka:, or in front of others, samaksham, I have shown
disrespect asatkrta:, I request You, Who is of unthinkable glory, to forgive all
that.
Comments:
Arjuna till then had no inkling of the real identity of KrshNa, though he had
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valued his friendship greatly and knew that KrshNa had supreme powers.
Of the five pANDavAs, Arjuna was of the same age as KrshNa and treated him
like a friend and companion and was close to KrshNa than others, who looked
upon Him with reverence since they were not as close to KrshNa as Arjuna was.
Now seeing the Cosmic form and realizing that KrshNa is none other than the
Supreme Being, Arjuna feels His insignificance and asks forgiveness for
treating KrshNa as a companion equal to himself. He could not reconcile the
KrshNa, he had known so long with this magnificent being. Thus he feels that
his ignorant actions of calling KrshNa and treating him like an ordinary human
were unforgivable. He states the reason for his trepidation in the next sloka
and also his hope of being forgiven.
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SLOKAM 43
iptais laekSy cracrSy
TvmSy pUJyí guégRrIyan!,
n TvTsmae=STy_yixk> k…tae=Nyae
laekÇye=PyàitmàÉav.
pitA asi lokasya cara acarasya

na tvatsama: asti abhyadhika: kuta: anya:
lokatraye api apratima prabhAva ||
Meaning:
You are the Father of this Universe, asya lokasya, of sentient and insentient
beings, cara acarasya. You are the guru, greater than all and revered. There is
no one equal to You in all the three worlds, oh the One with unparalleled glory,
where can be one who excels You.
Comments:
Being the Father of all, Arjuna hopes that the Lord will surely forgive him. By
referring to the Lord as acyuta, one who never swerves from His status, Arjuna
has implied that by calling him in familiar terms and treating Him as an ordinary
companion has been in no way demeaning the dignity of KrshNa, Who is acyuta,
like a father whose dignity does not suffer in any way by his child treating him
with familiarity.
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tvam asya pUjya: ca guru: garIyAn |

The Upanishad says about Brahman, na tvatsama: ca abhyadhika: ca, there is no
one equal or higher than Him.
NammAzhvAr starts his TiruvAimozhi as “uyarvaRa uyarnalam uDaiyavan
yavanavan”, meaning that there is none higher than the Lord. This is expressed
by Arjuna as "na tvatsama: asti abhyadhika: kuta: anya: ", there is no one equal
to You, where can be one who excels You."
Here one is reminded of the words of ANDAL in TiruppAvai aRiyAda piLLaikaLOm anbinAl untannai sirupErazhaittanavum sIRi aruLAdE, to
KrshNa, meaning, "we are only young innocent ignorant cowherd girls and do not
get angry with us because we called You by familiar names". This reflects the
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words of Arjuna asking forgiveness for calling the Lord as KrshNa, yAdava etc.
Still Arjuna is not convinced that he would be forgiven and hence beseeches the
Lord by prostrating to Him and appealing to His mercy.
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SLOKAM 44
tSmaTà[My ài[xay kay<
àsadye TvamhmIzmIf(m!,
iptev puÇSy soev sOyu>
iày> iàyayahRis dev saeFum!.
tasmAt praNamya praNidhAya kAyam

pitA iva putrasya sakhA iva sakhyu:
priya: priyAya arhasi deva soDhum ||
Meaning:
Therefore I bow down to You, prostrating, and implore You the Revered Lord,
please forgive me as a father does his son, a friend, his friend and a lover his
beloved.
Comments:
praNidhAya kAyam - Prostrating with the whole body, which implies total
surrender.
Arjuna implores the Lord to forgive him like a father, a friend and a lover. This
refers to his words, pramAdAt, praNayena and avahAsArtham in his earlier
slokas. He mentioned his ignorant actions towards KrshNa due to pramAda (lack
of respect), or praNaya (affection), or avahAsa (friendly banter). When a son
behaves in a manner which lacks respect due to closeness with the father,
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prasAdaye tvAm aham Isam IDyam |

he would not mind it and would forgive it. Similarly when the beloved does so,
out of affection the lover would take it in the right spirit. And when a friend
playfully teases, his friend accepts it. Hence Arjuna asks KrshNa to forgive him
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giving three examples.
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SLOKAM 45
A†òpUv¡ ùi;tae=iSm †:q!va
Éyen c àVyiwt< mnae me,
tdev me dzRy dev êp<
àsId devez jgiÚvas.
adrshTapUrvam hrshita: asmi drshTvA

tat eva me darSaya deva rUpam
prasIda devesa jagannivAsa ||
Meaning:
I am delighted to see what was never seen before but my mind shudders with
fear. May You be pleased oh the Lord of devAs and the abode of the Universe
and show me the same form (seen by me earlier).
Comments:
The previous form, Arjuna wishes to see is not the form of KrshNavAsudeva
but the form of the Lord he was accustomed to see as the form to be
worshipped. This is made clear in the next sloka
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bhayena ca pravyathitam mano me |
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“The Lord of the Universe!”
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SLOKAM 46
ikrIiqn< gidn< c³hStimCDaim Tva< Ôòumh< twEv,
tenEv êpe[ ctuÉuRjen
shöbahae Év ivñmUteR.
kirITnam gadinam cakrahastam

tena eva rUpeNa caturbhujena
sahasrabAho bhava viSvamUrte ||
Meaning:
I wish to see You in the form having four arms, wearing the crown, the mace
and the discus in your hand. Oh the thousand armed One, the Lord of the
Universe, please become the same form with only four arms.
Comments:
The form of the Lord whom Arjuna is accustomed to see as the form to be
worshipped is that of Lord nArAyaNa with a crown and four arms wielding
Sanka cakra gadA padma, Sanka, the conch, which is praNavasvarUpa,
representing the call of the divine, the gadA, mace, which gives a blow when one
swerves from the right path, cakra, the discus which chops the head if the
wrongdoer does not listen and reform. Padma, the lotus signifies the peace or
bliss when one listens to the Lord and becomes His devotee.
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icchAmi tvAm drashTum aham tathA eva |

Arjuna has seen the Cosmic form which gave him both exhilaration and also
fear. He could not withstand the magnificence for long and wishes to witness
the divinity in a form known to him which is pleasing and serene.
From the slokAs that follow, it is evident that the Lord showed Arjuna His
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form as nArAyaNa, subsequently appearing as KrshNa, the son of Vasudeva.
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SLOKAM 47
ïIÉgvanuvac
mya àsÚen tvajuRned<
êp< pr< dizRtmaTmyaegat!,
tejaemy< ivñmnNtma*<
yNme TvdNyen n †òpUvRm!.
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SrI bhagavAn uvAca
mayA prasannena tava arjuna idam
rUpam param darSitam AtmayogAt |
tejomayam viSvam anantam Adyam
yat me tvat anyena na drshTapUrvam ||
Meaning:
The Lord said Pleased with you, Oh Arjuna, this Supreme Form was shown by Me through My
yogic power which was brilliant, universal, infinite and primeval and not seen
before by anyone except you.
Comments:
What KrshNa means by saying that none but Arjuna has seen this for before is,
that none in the same category as Arjuna has seen it. Arjuna was not a self-
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realized yogi but an ordinary man standing at the battlefield with a mind
riddled with doubts and delusion. The presentation of the Cosmic form was not
to give him brahmaj~nAna but only to show him the magnificence and mighty
power of the Lord so that Arjuna would trust Him fully and would do His
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bidding.
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SLOKAM 48
n vedy}aXyynEnR danEn c i³yaiÉnR tpaeiÉé¢E>,
@v<êp> zKy Ah< n&laeke
Ôòu< TvdNyen k…éàvIr.
na veda yaj~na adhyayanai: na dAnai:

evam rUpa: Sakya: aham nrloke
drashTum tvat anyena kurupravIra ||
Meaning:
I am not to be seen in this form by anyone through learning the VedAs, doing
sacrifices, or meditation or by performing acts of charity or by any ritual or
severe penance, except by you, Oh the prominent among kurus,
Comments:
The Lord says that due to affection for Arjuna, He has shown the Cosmic form
which could not be seen easily.
As the upanishad says -

naymaTma àvcnen l_yae n mexya n bhuna ïuten,
ymEve; v&[ute ten l_yStSyE; AaTma ivv&[ute tnU< Svam!.
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na ca kriyAbhi: na tapobhi: ugrai: |

nAyam AtmA pravacanena labhya:
na medhayA na bahunA Srutena |
yamaivesha vrNute tena labhya:
tasya esha AtmA vivrNute tanUm svAm ||
---muNDAka Up 3.2.3
Meaning:
The Brahman, the Lord, cannot be known through learning nor through intellect
nor through listening about Him. He could be known only by the one whom He
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chooses. To him the Lord reveals His form.
This sloka is the reflection of the above upanishadic declaration and further
KrshNa emphasizes the importance of bhakti in a later sloka in the chapter
where He reiterates the above statement.
The implication is that Arjuna need have no fear and should have felt only joy
on being singled out by the Lord to show His Cosmic form
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SLOKAM 49
ma te Vywa ma c ivmUFÉavae
†:q!va êp< "aermI†'!mmedm!,
VypetÉI> àItmna> punSTv<
tdev me êpimd< àpZy.
mA te vyathA mA ca vimUDhabhAva:

vyapetabhI: prItamanA: puna: tvam
tat eva me rUpam iham prapaSya ||
Meaning:
May you not have any fear or bewilderment on seeing this fierce form of Mine
and dispelling fear and with gladdened heart you see the same form you wanted.
Comments:
But seeing that Arjuna was not mentally prepared to withstand the
magnificence and grandeur of the Cosmic form, KrshNa takes pity on him and
resumes His normal form as the Lord nArAyaNa with four arms and it is known
from the words of Sanjaya in the next sloka, that KrshNa then became His
normal self as KrshNavAsudeva.
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drshTvA rUpam ghoram Idrk mama idam |

SLOKAM 50
sÃy %vac
#TyjuRn< vasudevStwae®va
Svk< êp< dzRyamas ÉUy>,
Aañasyamas c ÉItmen<
ÉUTva pun> saEMyvpumRhaTma.
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sanjaya uvAca-iti arjunam vAsudeva: tathA uktvA
svakam rUpam darSayAmAsa bhUya: |
ASvAsayAmAsa ca bhItam enam
bhUtvA puna: saumya vapu: mahAtma ||
Meaning:
Sanjaya said Saying thus to Arjuna, vAsudeva showed His own form and the Lord pacified
him, who was frightened, by becoming His gentle form once again.
Comments:
Sanjaya told DhrtarAshTra that KrshNa resumed His human form as
KrisnavAsudeva after showing His own form as nArAyaNa to Arjuna and
pacified him. After this, Sanjaya speaks only at the end in the eighteenth
chapter to end the narration.
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SLOKAM 51
AjuRn %vac
†:q!ved< manu;< êp< tv saEMy< jnadRn,
#danImiSm s<v&Ä> sceta> àk«it< gt>.
arjuna uvAca
drshTva idam mAnusham rUpam tava saumyam janArdana |
idAnIm asmi samvrtta: sacetA: prakrtim gata: ||

Arjuna said –
Having seen this pleasing human form of Yours, I have now become composed
and am restored to my normal self.
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Meaning:

SLOKAM 52
ïIÉgvanuvac
suÊdRzRimd< êp< †òvan isyNmm,
deva APySy êpSy inTy< dzRnkai'!][>.
SrI bhagavAn uvAca—
sudurdarSam idam rUpam drshTavAn asi yat mama |
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devA api asya rUpasya nityam darSana kAnkshiNa: ||
Meaning:
The Lord saidYou have seen the form of Mine which is very difficult to see and which even
the devAs are always eager to see.
Comments:
That not only the Cosmic form but even the form of nArAyaNa with four arms
wielding Sankha cakra gadA padma is rare to be seen even by devAs, is the
meaning of this sloka. We read about the devAs going to the Milky Ocean and
praying to Him to appear before them.
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SLOKAM 53
nah< vedEnR tpsa n danen n ceJyya,
zKy @v<ivxae Ôòu< †òvanis ma< ywa.
na aham vedai: na tapasA na dAnena na ca ijyayA |
Sakya evam vidho drashTum drshTavAn asi mAm yathA ||
Meaning:
I am not seen in this form as you have seen now, by learning the VedAs, or by
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doing penance or performing sacrifices,

SLOKAM 54
É®ya TvnNyya zKy Ahmev<ivxae=juRn,
}atu< Ôòu< c tÅven àveòu< c prNtp.
bhaktyA tu ananyayA Sakya: aham evam vidho arjuna |
j~nAtum drashTum ca tattvena praveshTum ca parantapa ||
Meaning:
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I could only be known thus, seen and merged into by unswerving devotion, oh
scorcher of foes,
Comments:
This is a reiterating statement of what has been already said in sloka 48. The
Lord could not be seen in any form, as the four armed nArAyaNa or as the
Cosmic form by learning VedAs, by doing penance etc., but only through
devotion.
Any austerity or acquiring knowledge is of no use unless combined with bhakti.
Even to receive the grace of the Lord, leave alone seeing Him, sincere devotion
accompanied with faith is necessary.
We often hear people saying that they have been doing pUja, observing vratAs,
doing japa

and chanting holy texts etc. but God is not favouring them by

granting their wish or that they only face calamity like death or disease etc.
Most people who say that they are bhaktAs have only belief and not bhakti.
Sraddha is not belief but absolute trust. The real bhakta does not ask for
anything and takes what comes as the blessing of the Lord. The pleasant as well
as the unpleasant things that happen is due to our karma which we have to
experience. The Lord makes it easy for a devotee to undergo suffering, which
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in fact does not appear as a suffering at all for a true bhakta.
Devotion with absolute trust and total surrender alone can manifest the Lord
within and without. There is a story that illustrates beautifully the idea
expressed in the sloka.
A yogi was doing penance in a forest to have the darSan of Lord Narasimha
observing severe austerity by not eating anything and not swerving from his
place both in the hot weather and cold and rainy.
A hunter who saw him and took pity on him asked him when he broke his
penance for a short interval, the reason for his doing so. When the yogi told
him the reason, the hunter asked him to describe the form which he wanted to
see. The yogi gave a description of the man-lion form of the Lord, when the
had never seen such a form. He further told the yogi that he will go in search
of it and somehow bring it to end the misery of the yogi, who only laughed at his
folly that the Lord who never came in front of him so long, could be seen by a
mere hunter who lacked his knowledge and yogic power.
The hunter searched all over the forest and could not find such an animal as he
took it for, and he was desperate and was about to end his life because he could
not alleviate the suffering of the yogi when the Lord appeared before him
moved by his innocent faith in His existence. Then the hunter tied Him with
rope and brought Him before the yogi saying, "See I have brought that what
you wanted to see". But the Lord was not visible to the yogi at all. The hunter
was insisting that the man-lion was just standing in front. It was then a blow to
the pride of the yogi and he became humble and saluted the hunter saying that
he was indeed blessed. Then the Lord appeared before him and blessed both of
them. Such faith is what is needed to manifest the divine.
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hunter said that he had been roaming around in the forest for a long time and

SLOKAM 55
mTkmRk«NmTprmae mÑ´> s¼vijRt>,
invERr> svRÉUte;u y> s mameit pa{fv.
mat karma krt matparama: madbhakta: sanga varjita: |
nirvaira: sarvabhUteshu ya: sa: mAm eti pANDava ||
Meaning:
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One who does everything as My work, engrossed in Me, being My devotee, who
has no hatred towards anyone, he alone attains Me, oh son of pANDu.
Comments:
Here at the end of the chapter, the Lord is giving a definition of bhakti yoga
which is carried to a completion in the next chapter.
The steps to attain the Lord, the ladder leading to the final goal of harmony
with the Lord is described in this sloka.
First to follow the path of devotion one should do every action, physical, mental
and intellectual as the offering to the Lord. "All work as mine, matkarma," says
KrshNa.
This attitude naturally makes the mind to be absorbed in the Lord all the time
and he becomes "matparama:, engrossed in Me."
Then alone he is qualified to be called "madbhakta, my devotee", by the Lord,
when he becomes sanga varjita, free from all attachments except that to the
Lord.
Such a devotee has no hatred towards any being as he sees all as the
manifestation of the Lord only as NammAzvAr says in TiruvAimozhi, "uNNum
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soru parugum nIr tinnum veRRilai ellAm kaNNan", even the food and water
essential to maintain our life and also all that we enjoy like the betel nuts, are
nothing but the manifestations of the Lord.
sa: mAm eti - such a devotee attains Me, says the Lord.
The next chapter is titled Bhakti yoga though all the six chapters from 7 to 12
are only extolling bhakti.

THUS ENDS THE ELEVENTH CHAPTER OF SRI BHAGAVAD GITA ON
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COSMIC FORM
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VISVARUPA DARSANA YOGA OR THE
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CHAPTER12
BHAKTI YOGA - THE WAY OF DEVOTION
SLOKAM 1
AjuRn %vac
@v< sttyu´a ye É´aSTva< pyuRpaste,
ye caPy]rmVy´< te;a< ke yaegivÄma>.

evam satatayuktA ye bhaktA: tvAm paryupAsate |
ye ca api aksharam avyaktam teshAm ke yogavittamA: ||
Meaning:
Arjuna said,
Of the two, those who are Your devotees and worship You with unswerving
devotion and those who meditate on the imperishable Unmanifest Brahman, who
are the best yogis?
Comments:
After the elaboration of the nature of Brahman as the Absolute Reality,
manifest and Unmanifest in the chapters second to tenth, KrshNa has shown
the Cosmic Form in the eleventh chapter, thus showing the efficacy of
contemplation on Brahman with and without upAdis. Now Arjuna wants to know
the relative importance of worship of both Manifest and Unmanifest Brahman.
This legitimate doubt has sprung from the proclamation of KrshNa in the last
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arjuna uvAca-

chapter that 'bhaktya tu ananyaya Sakya: aham evam vidha:, j~nAtum,
drashTum ca tattvena' the Lord cannot be understood or perceived in His real
state through any means except devotion. In the next verse, KrshNa gives a
definition of such devotion by saying, 'matkarma krt matparamo madbhakta:
sanga varjita: nirvaira: sarvabhUteshu'. The devotee should be nirvaira,
without

malice towards any being, sarvabhUteshu and sangavarjita without

attachment towards worldly affairs, and matkarma krt, all his actions are done
as an offering to God.
So which of the two, those who worship the Lord in the manner outlined
above,'evam satata yukta ye bhaktA:', devotees whose mind is integrated in the
Lord

always,
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avyaktam,

and

those

who

worship

or

meditate

on

aksharam

imperishable and Unmanifest Brahman, are comparatively better

yogis?
The Lord replies extolling the bhakti yoga to be the best in the rest of the
chapter.
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SLOKAM 2
ïIÉgvanuvac
mYyaveZy mnae ye ma< inTyyu´a %paste,
ïÏya pryaepetaSte me yu´tma mta>.
SrI bhagavAn uvAca
mayi AveSya mana: ye mAm nityayuktA upAsate |
SraddhayA parayA upetA: te me yuktatamA matA: ||

The Lord said Those who worship Me with their mind engrossed in Me constantly and with
great faith, they are the most integrated yogis.
Comments:
The best yogis are those who worship the Lord constantly with full
concentration and great faith.

The best example of

the expression 'mayi

AveSya manA:' are the gopies who never had any other thought except that of
KrshNa. Without rigorous disciplines of yoga and meditation they were able to
attain mukti easily through their madurabhakti.
PrahlAda illustrates the parA Sraddha. With full faith in the power of the
Lord, he did not fear from the acts of his father to kill him. When in the end
HiranyakaSipu asked PrahlAda "Will your Lord protect you if I cut your head
with my sword?" PrahlAda replied "No, because he would not allow you to
bring your sword near me in the first place". That is the Sraddha parA, great
faith.
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Meaning:

SLOKAM 3
ye Tv]rmindeRZymVy´< pyuRpaste,
svRÇgmicNTyÂ kªqSwmcl< Øuvm!.
ye tu aksharam anirdeSyam avyaktam paryupAsate |
sarvatragam acintyam ca kUTastham acalam dhruvam ||
Meaning:
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Those who worship the imperishable, indefinable, Unmanifest Brahman who is
all-pervading, incomprehensible, immutable, immovable and unwavering,
Comments
At the same time, KrshNa hastens to add that those whose minds are
integrated on the Unmanifest Brahman are not inferior in any way because they
also attain the Lord only, meaning that they are one with the Lord,'brahmavit
brahmaiva bhavati' The reason the bhaktAs were extolled is given in the
subsequent verses

while

in

this

and the next, KrshNa defines the

nirguNopAsana, the worship of nirguNa Brahman.
The nirguNa Brahman is aksharam (Imperishable), anirdeSyam (Indefinable),
avyaktam (Unmanifest), sarvatragam (Omnipresent), acintyam (Imponderable),
kUTastham (Immutable), acalam (Immovable) and dhruvam (unwavering).
Brahman is indefinable and imponderable because it is beyond description and
imagination, transcending word and thought. As the Upanishad declares that
yato vAco nivartante aprApyamansA saha, both speech and mind returned
without seeing Him. It is Unmanifest being atIndriya, beyond the cognition of
sense organs. Thus it cannot be established by any means of cognition. It is
also immutable, immovable and unwavering because it is all pervading.
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SLOKAM 4
siÚyMyeiNÔy¢am< svRÇ smbuÏy>,
te àaßuviNt mamev svRÉUtihte rta>.
sanniyamya indriyagrAmam sarvatra samabuddhaya: |
te prApnuvanti mAm eva sarvabhUta hite ratA: ||
Meaning:
They attain Me only by controlling their senses and maintaining equanimity

Comments:
Then how could the j~nAnayogis become integrated in the Unmanifest
Brahman? The answer is given in this sloka. They attain the infinite by
controlling their sense organs through mind and when the mind is stilled there
is no ragadvesha and hence they become samabuddhaya:, even-minded in their
attitude, and since they are devoid of likes and dislikes they become
sarvabhUta hite ratA: intent on the welfare of all beings.
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throughout being intent of the welfare of all beings.

SLOKAM 5
¬ezae=ixktrSte;amVy´as´cetsam!.
AVy´a ih gitÊR>o< dehviÑrvaPyte.
kleSa: adhikatara: teshAm avyakta Asakta cetasAm |
avyaktA hi gati: duhkham dehavadbhi: avApyate ||
Meaning:
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But for those who contemplate on the Unmanifest Brahman, the path is painful
because in the embodied state the path to attain the Unmanifest is very hard.
Comments:
Presentation of the picture of j~nAna yogis leads to the reason as to why
KrshNa extols the superiority of bhakti yoga. The distinction between a j~nAni
and a bhakta lies not in their comparative merits as such but in the relative
efficacy of the two methods. KrshNa describes j~nAna yoga as being wrought
with difficulties and therefore painful to follow. The path of the Unmanifest is
harder while being conscious of the body. This is because the selfrealisation will happen only when one transcends the body, mind and intellect
and the rigorous discipline involved in controlling senses and the mind is full of
obstacles and it is easy to swerve from the path without constant vigil over
oneself.
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SLOKAMS 6 & 7
ye tu svaRi[ kmaRi[ miy s<NySy mTpra>,
AnNyenEv yaegen ma< XyayNt %paste. 6.
te;amh< smuÏtaR m&Tyus<sarsagrat!,
Évaim nicraTpawR mYyaveiztcetsam!. 7.
ye tu sarvANi karmANi mayi sannyasya matparA: |

teshAm aham samuddhartA mrtyu samsAra sAgarAt |
bhavAmi nacirAt pArtha mayi AveSita cetasAm ||
Meaning:
Those who offer all their actions to Me, engrossed in Me, contemplate on Me
and worship Me, I become their uplifter, whose mind is fixed on Me, Arjuna,
from the sea of death and transmigration.
Comments:
He says, 'I become the redeemer of those, who offer all their actions to Me,
always think of Me with undivided attention on Me as their goal, and rescue
them from the ocean of samsAra, the cycle of transmigration'. He becomes the
boat to cross the sea of samsAra to those who surrender to Him all their
thoughts words and deeds with the attitude

kayen vaca mnseiNÔyEvaR
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ananyena eva yogena mAm dhyAyanta upAsate ||

buÏ(aTmna va àk«te> SvÉavat!,
kraeim y*t! skl< prSmE
naray[ayeit smpRyaim.
kAyena vAcA manasendriyairvA
buddhyAtmanA vA prakrte: svabhAvAt |
karomi yadyat sakalam parasmai
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nArAyaNAyeti samarpayAmi ||
This is the meaning of mayi AveSita cetasAm.
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SLOKAM 8
mYyev mn AaxTSv miy buiÏ< invezy,
invis:yis mYyev At ^Xv¡ n s<zy>.
mayi eva mana Adhatsva mayi buddhim niveSaya |
nivasishyasi mayi eva ata Urdhvam na samSaya: ||
Comments:
Fix your mind on Me, direct your intellect towards Me and then you will reside

Meaning:
Then KrshNa advises Arjuna to follow the path of bhakti. He says, 'If you fix
your mind on Me alone, with all your thoughts absorbed in Me you will dwell in
Me. There is no doubt about this'. Whatever one does thinks or sees there
should be a persistent thought flow about the Lord like the trickle of oil,
tailadAravat at the back of the mind. This is ananya bhakti.
How is this possible? One has to discharge his duties towards his family and
perform the work assigned to him in this world by society as a householder.
Sri RamaKrshNa gives a beautiful example to illustrate this. When a servant
woman is looking after her ward, she does her work sincerely and with
involvement. But at the back of her mind is the thought of her child whom she
has left behind and the moment her duties are over, she hurries to her house
to care for her child. This should be the attitude, when you are engrossed in
your worldly affairs, towards God.
Whatever we do we have to do it with full concentration as all work is that of
the Lord. But whenever there is a gap we must fill it with the thought of the
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in Me and there is no more doubt about this.

Lord. To give a simple example

when you wait for the milk to boil or stop the

car at the traffic signal think about the Lord in the meantime instead of other
thoughts. This will help you to avoid worries and fretting and fuming over things
that do not materialize. This will come through practice and KrshNa is giving
the formula to do it in the next few slokAs.
These three slokAs reflect the instruction slokAs earlier namely ananyA:
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cintayanto mAm and yatkaroshi yadaSnAsi (Ch.9.22 and 27).
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SLOKAM 9
Aw icÄ< smaxatu< n z²aei; miy iSwrm!,
A_yasyaegn
e ttae maimCDaÝu< xnÃy.
atha cittam samAdhAtum na Saknoshi mayi sthiram |
abhyAsayogena tata: mAm iccha Aptum dhananjaya ||
Meaning:
Oh Arjuna, if you are not able to fix your mind firmly on Me, try to reach Me by

Comments
The possible doubt that may arise in the mind of an aspirant is that, is it
possible to concentrate on God steadfastly and if it is not, what should one do.
This is answered by KrshNa next. 'If it is not possible to establish the mind in
meditation on the Lord, try again and again'. This is termed as yoga by KrshNa,
abhyAsa yoga. abhyAsa or repeated effort in fixing the mind in one object
becomes a yoga which results in concentration.
reach out to Me' says KrshNa.
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'mAm iccha Aptum, wish to
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abhyAsa yoga, repeated thinking.

SLOKAM 10
A_yase=PysmwaeR=is mTkmRprmae Év,
mdwRmip kmaRi[ k…vRiNsiÏmvaPSyis.
abhyAse api asamartha: asi matkarma parama: bhava |
madartham api karmANi kurvan siddhim avApsyasi ||
Meaning:
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If you are not able to control your mind by practice, then do all actions as
though they are Mine and do them for My sake.
Comments:
But this is easier said than done as KrshNa Himself accepted earlier the mind is
most fickle and impossible to control,'mano durnigraham calam'. So what is the
alternative? KrshNa says, 'Do not despair, if you are not able to practice
control of the mind, do all your actions for My sake. matkarma paramo bhava,
devote yourself to do My work'. Renounce the agency of action to Him, casting
of the attitude of 'I' and 'Mine'. This is the same as that was expressed in
the sloka 'yatkaroshi yadaSnasi' in chapter 9, sloka 27.
There is a beautiful sloka in KulaSekhara AzhvAr's MukundamAla, garland for
Mukunda.

ijþe kItRy kezv< murirpu< cetae Éj ïIxr<
pai[ÖNÖ smcRyaCyutkwa> ïaeÇÖy Tv< ï&[u,
k«:[< laeky laecnÖy hregRCDa<iºyuGmaly<
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ijº ºa[ muk…Ndpadtu¦sI< muxRn! nmaxae]jm!.
jihve kIrtaya keSavam muraripum ceto baja SrIdharam
pANidvandva samarcaya acyutakathA: Srotra dvaya tvam SrNu |
KrshNam lokaya locanadvaya hare: gacchAnghriyugma Alayam
jighra ghrANa mukundapAda tuLasIm murdhan nama adhokshajam ||
---MukundamAla, slokam 16
Meaning:
Oh my tongue, sing the glory of keSava, the destroyer of the demon Mura, oh
stories of acyuta, my two eyes, see KrshNa, my two feet go to the temple of
Hari, oh nose smell the tuLasI offered to His feet and oh head, bow down to
Him.
If one can train his faculties this way it becomes easy to think of the Lord all
the time. But caught in the samsAra is this possible? What about catering to
the needs of oneself and one's family? If a man in his prime of life spends all
his time in this manner who will feed him and his family? It may be alright for
one who has finished his duties and leads a retired life. This may be the
thought that comes uppermost in our minds. Even for those like us KrshNa
provides a solution.
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mind think about SrIdhara, my two hands, worship Him, my two ears hear the

SLOKAM 11
AwEtdPyz´ae=is ktu¡ m*aegmaiït>,
svRkmR)lTyag< tt> k…é ytaTmvan!.
atha etat api aSakta: asi kartum madyogam ASrita: |
sarva karma phalatyAgam tata: kuru yata AtmavAn ||
Meaning:
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If you are not able to do even that give up the fruits of all actions with mind
devoted to Me.
Comments:
Whatever one does it should be done as an offering to God and the result of
the action should be renounced. This is possible only for a yata AtmavAn, one
who is endowed with self control. That is, one who has given up all idea of 'I '
and 'Mine'. What KrshNa means here, is that whatever you do according to
your position on life, should be done as offering to God, 'sarvam nArAyaNAyeti
samarpayAmi'. The same attitude was stressed in the chapter of Karma yoga,
but here it is not mere Karma yoga but Karma yoga coupled with bhakti which
becomes easier.
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SLOKAM 12
ïeyae ih }anm_yasaJ}anaÏ(an< iviz:yte,
XyanaTkmR)lTyagSTyagaCDaiNtrnNtrm!.
Sreyo hi j~nAnam abhyAsAt j~nAnAt dhyAnam viSishyate |
dhyAnAt karma phalatyAga: tyAgAt SAnti: anantaram ||
Meaning:
Knowledge is superior to mere practice. Meditation is superior to knowledge and
giving up the fruits as action is even more commendable as it results in peace.

The last alternative outlined above, that is karma phalatyAga, is lauded to be
the best by KrshNa. He says, knowledge, j~nAna, is superior than repeated
efforts without discrimination, abhyAsa, meditation dhyAna, guided by
knowledge is even better. But renunciation of the fruits of action, karma
phalatyAga, is the best as peace results from it.
The question that arises in the mind is that whether the renunciation of the
fruit of action is so easy or so commendable than dhyAna, abhayAsa and
j~nAna. It is definitely not that easy. But it is praised because even an ignorant
man, provided he has faith and devotion, can be induced to give up the fruit of
action as it is ingrained in the human mind that result of action is not entirely
in his control, that is, there is a many a slip between the cup and the lip. So by
giving up the fruit of action he places his trust in the Lord and slowly gives up
his desires thinking that Lord knows best what is good for him and will give
it unasked. This leads him to think about Lord more and more and realizes that
whatever he does belongs to Lord. Then he tries to concentrate on the Lord
more and more and this practice induces him to acquire knowledge and
discrimination. So the renunciation of the fruit of action finally culminates in
peace that is born out of j~nAna.
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Comments:

SLOKAMS 13 & 14
AÖeòa svRÉUtana< mEÇ> ké[ @v c,
inmRmae inrh»ar> smÊ>osuo> ]mI. 13.
s<tuò> stt< yaegI ytaTma †Finíy>,
mYyipRtmnaebuiÏyaeR mÑ´> s me iày>. 14.
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adveshTA sarvabhUtAnAm maitra: karuNa eva ca |
nirmama: nirahankAra: sama duhkha sukha: kshamI ||13||
santushTa: satatam yogI yatAtmA drDhaniScaya: |
mayi arpita manobuddhi: ya: madbhakta: sa: me priya: ||14|
Meaning:
One who has no hatred and friendly and merciful towards all living beings,
is devoid of attachment and ego and has equanimity at pleasure and pain and is
tolerant, contented always and established in meditation, self controlled, with
firm resolve and a devotee with mind and intellect engrossed in Me, he is very
dear to Me.
Comments:
Once the j~nAna has risen there is absolutely no difference between the
saguNa and nirguNa upasanAs. Even a devotee who starts worshipping God with
form comes to realize that God is all pervading and not limited to a particular
form and the form is only for convenience of concentration. So the description
of a j~nAni that follows is applicable to both bhakti yoga and j~nAna yoga and
is similar to what has been outlined in the second chapter regarding the man of
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realization.
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A j~nAni is very dear to bhagavAn! (Bhagavad rAmAnujAcArya)
He has no hatred towards any living being, and friendly and kind to all. He is
without the ego and possessiveness. He is patient and shows equanimity towards
sukha and duhkha (This corresponds to the description of sthitapraj~na given in
chapter 2, sloka 56 --

Ê>oe:vnuiÖ¶mna> suoe;u ivgtSp&h>,
vItragÉy³aex> iSwtxImuRinéCyte.
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duhkheshu anudvignamanA: sukheshu vigatasprha: |
vItarAga bhayakrodha: sthitadhI: muni: ucyate ||
He is always contented, because he has self control and of steadfast resolve
(sthitapraj~na). Why he is so, is indicated by the word, mayi arpita
manobuddhi:. 'His mind and intellect is absorbed in Me', says KrshNa, and adds
that such a devotee is dear to Me.
In this chapter the portrait of a devotee is drawn step by step in the
concluding slokAs and it is clear that the qualities enumerated are nondifferent from that of the j~nAni mentioned in chapter 7, sloka 17 as the one
who is very dear to the Lord, priyo hi j~nAnina: atyarthamaham sa ca
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mamapriya:. The implication is that j~nAna resulting from bhakti is the highest
and closest to the Lord.
adveshTA sarvabhUtAnAm - no

hatred towards any living being. A devotee

feels the presence of the Lord everywhere and hence he has no hatred towards
any one. Swami Rama, a great devotee and saint once was beaten by some evil
minded people and left unconscious, His disciples finding him in that state
nursed him back to consciousness. They asked him whether he recognized who
they were. The swami replied "The same hands of Rama which beat me are
attending on me now".
maitra: karuNa: – friendship and mercy towards all. This is because he knows
that the Lord is the inner self of all and to serve and help others is the true
worship. In Srimad bhAgavatam, the Lord says that the one who does pUja, but
is unkind to the fellow creatures does not please the Lord and He refuses to
accept the offerings made by such a person by way of worship,
nirmama: nirahankAra: -

one who is sarva sanga parityAgI, given up all

attachments, and without ego because he feels that he belongs to the Lord and
all his possessions are given to him by the Lord. King Janaka, on being told that
the city was burning, was not at all perturbed as he thought that nothing
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belonged to him while the hermits who were with him rushed to retrieve their
meager possessions.
sama duhkha sukha kshamI - equanimity during joy and sorrow because neither
affects Him, as his mind is engrossed with the Lord. He is always experiencing
the inner joy which is different from the joy through the worldly objects. They
take everything that comes as the prasAda of the Lord.
santushTa: satatam - hence he is contented always.
He is a yogI and yatAtmA. Devotion itself is the yoga, bhakti yoga, and he has
self control as he has offered body, mind and intellect, mayi arpita manobuddhi:
to the Lord and functions as His instrument.

sarvam iti.
Naturally he is very dear to the Lord.
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drDhaniScaya: - Firm of resolve that the Lord is everything for him, vAsudeva:

SLOKAM 15
ySmaÚaeiÖjte laekae laekaÚaeiÖjte c y>,
h;aRm;RÉyaeÖegEmuR´ae y> s c me iày>.
yasmAt na udvijate loka: lokAt na udvijate ca ya: |
harsha amarsha bhaya udvegai: mukta: ya: sa: ca me priya: ||
Meaning:
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By whom the world is not disturbed and who is not disturbed by the world and
who is free from joy, anger, and fear, he is dear to Me.
Comments:
The devotee described in the foregoing slokAs is in perfect harmony with the
world. With the view that everything is nothing but the Lord, he fits perfectly
in the mosaic pattern of the world created by the Lord. Neither is he elated
over any situation nor he gets anger nor fear because he sees everything that
happens as the will of the Lord.
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SLOKAM 16
Anpe]> zuicdR] %dasInae gtVyw>,
svaRrMÉpirTyagI yae mÑ´> s me iày>.
anapeksha: Suci: daksha: udAsIna: gatavyatha: |
sarva Arambha parityAgI ya: madbhakta: sa: me priya: ||
Meaning:
One who is without dependence on anything, pure, efficient but unconcerned,

Comments:
The devotee depends on no one or nothing for his living or for his happiness.
apeksha: means expectation of something that will bring us joy. This creates
dependence. We depend solely on getting the object of desire to experience
happiness. Dependence on one's own kith and kin is included in this. The devotee
feels that the Lord is there to look after him and never depends on people or
things, having faith in the declaration earlier ananyA: cintayato mAm……
yogakshemam vahAmyaham (Ch.9.22), where the Lord says "I will take care of
their yoga and kshema".
This does not mean that one should not do their duty in looking after their
family and earn money by seeking a job which makes them dependant on it. But
the devotee is not overmuch worried for two reasons. One is that he believes in
the above sloka and puts his trust in the Lord for giving him ability to discharge
his duty well. The other is that since he is a true devotee and acts as an
instrument in the hands of God he naturally does his work well and hence need
have no feeling of dependence on anyone except the Lord.
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free of pain and who renounces all actions, such a devotee is dear to Me.

Suci: daksha: - pure and efficient. This explains the above characteristic. He is
pure at heart and body and executes his duty well because he is working as the
instrument of the Lord.
udAsIna: - he is unconcerned about the out come of his efforts not because of
indifference but because of his even mindedness in accepting whatever comes
as the prasAda of the Lord. Hence he is gatavyatha:, without suffering.
sarva Arambha parityAgI, renounces all actions which does not mean that he
desists from acting but he renounces the sense of agency, working as the
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servant of the Lord.
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SLOKAM 17
yae n ù:yit n Öeiò n zaecit n ka'!]it,
zuÉazuÉpirTyagI Éi´maNy> s me iày>.
ya: na hrshyati na dveshIi na Socati na kAnkshati |
Subha aSubha parityAgI bhaktimAn ya: sa: me priya: ||
Meaning:
One who does not get elated nor dislike, hence does not grieve nor desire

Comments:
This sloka is just an expansion of the previous one. The true devotee considers
all he does as the offering to the Lord, and any result that comes is by the will
of the Lord. Hence he neither rejoices nor grieves over anything that happens.
Thus he has given up the desire for result whether pleasant or unpleasant.
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anything and has given up both good and bad karma is dear to Me.

SLOKAMS 18 & 19
sm> zÇaE c imÇe c twa manapmanyae>,
zItae:[suoÊ>oe;u sm> s¼ivvijRt>. 18.
tuLyinNdaStuitmaERnI s<tuòae yen kenict!,
Ainket> iSwrmitÉRi´maNme iàyae nr>. 19.
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sama: Satrau ca mitre ca tathA mAna apamAnayo: |
SItoshna sukhaduhkheshu sama: sanga vivarjita: ||18||
tulya nindA stuti: maunI santushTa: yena kenacit |
aniketa: sthiramati: bhaktimAn me priya: nara: ||
Meaning:
One who is equal towards both friend and foe, towards honour and disgrace and
towards heat and cold, joy and grief and detached is dear to Me. One who
treats insult and praise alike, is silent, contented with whatever he gets, has no
fixed abode and has firm mind, he is dear to Me.
Comments:
The true devotee is even minded towards enemies and friends and treats
disgrace as well as honour equally because he is free from desire and
attachment. When he lives as the Sesha of the Lord, totally belonging to Him
only he does not consider his body, mind and intellect as his own, being
completely free from ego, which makes one feel bad when insulted and elated
when honoured.
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JaDa bharata episode is an example of this. When he was insulted by the king
he asked whether the king was insulting his body and said that he was not the
body and it does not therefore refer to him. Also when he is praised the
devotee feels that all was through the will of the Lord and he had done nothing
to deserve the praise and all the praise belongs to the Lord only.
maunI means one who is silent. This does not merely denote silence of the
tongue but of the mind. It is not like some one following maunavrata and does
not talk but writes what he wants to say or having the thoughts in his mind but
does not say it out. It means total silence of the mind which is engaged purely
on the Lord and does not wander in the worldly activities.
santushTa: yenakenacit - The true devotee is contented with what ever the
Sankara says in Bajagovindam, ‘yallabhase nijakarmopAttam

vittam tena vinodaya cittam’, be satisfied with whatever you get according to
your karma.
aniketa: - one with no fixed abode. This does not mean that the devotee leads
a nomadic existence but only that he does not have any attachment to a
particular place or house, denoting absence of mamakAra, the notion of 'Mine'.
We have a beautiful picture by Sankara in Baja govindam,

surmiNdrtémUlinvas> zYya ÉUtlmijn< vas>,
svRpir¢hÉaegTyag> kSy suo< n kraeit ivrag>.
sura mandira taru mUlanivAsa: SayyA bhUtalam ajinam vAsa: |
sarva parigraha bhogatyAga: kasya sukham na karoti virAga: ||
---Slokam 18
One who is sarvaparigrahatyAgi, one who has given up all possessions and their
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Lord gives as

enjoyment. Such a person lives under a tree outside a temple ‘sura mandira
taru mUlanivAsa:’, he sleeps on the grounf and wears a skin, ‘SayyA bhUtalam
ajinam vAsa:’ yet he is full of joy because he has no desires.
Sankara asks kasya sukham na karoti virAga:, where is the unhappiness when
one is detached?
Thiuvalluvar says, 'vENDAmai anna vizuccelvam INDillai yANDum ahdoppadu il',
-there is no greater wealth than contentment. Has there been any example for
this?
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There were many. like the saints RamaKrshNa and RamaNa in all ages. Even in
the west we read about people such as Diogenes who, when asked by Alexander
the great to express his wish, said that he wished only that Alexander would
move away as he was obstructing the Sun. Such was the inner joy experienced
by the realized masters.
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SLOKAM 20
ye tu xMyaRm&timd< ywae´< pyuRpaste,
ïÎxana mTprma É´aSte=tIv me iàya>.
ye tu dharmya amrtam idam yathA uktam paryupAsate |
SraddadhAnA matparamA bhaktA: te atIva me priyA: ||
Meaning:
Those who follow this way of life outlined above which is like nectar with full
Me.
Comments:
The slokAs 13 to 19 have portrayed a devotee who has attained the supreme
state of vAsudeva: sarvam iti which is similar to the sthitapraj~na described in
the second chapter. In this sloka, KrshNa declares that this is the way to
immortality, amrtam dharmyam, and who follows this as outlined above with full
faith and engaging their minds in the Lord they are the most loved by the Lord.
Thus the discourse on Bhakti yoga ends.
In chapter7, sloka 17, the Lord has said ‘priyo hi j~nAnina: atyartham aham sa
ca mama priya:’, meaning, "I am very dear to a j~nAni and he is very dear to Me.
There also the j~nAni is the bhakta who has got j~nAna through bhakti. He is
described as one having ekabhakti and nityayukta: (ch7.17) He has devotion,
single pointed and consistent. It is possible for any one who has devotion to
have single pointedness at one time or other but consistency is very rare and
found only in a devotion coupled with j~nAna. The aj~nAna being destroyed, the
devotee has no other thought or desire except towards the Lord. This kind of
devotee is described in sloka 14 in chapter 9, ‘satatam kIrtayanto mAm’ - as one
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faith with their mind engrossed in Me, such devotees are extremely dear to

having no other interest except to sing the praise of the Lord and adoring Him.

THUS ENDS THE TWELFTH CHAPTER OF SRI BHAGAVAD GITA
ON BHAKTI YOGA

THUS END THE SIX CHAPTERS EXTOLLING BHAKTI YOGA.
END OF VOLUME 2
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Chapters 13 to 18 to be continued in next Volume, Vol. 3
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